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IDEAL FOR NEWLY LICENSED AMATEURS & NOVICES

THE AKD7003 430MHz TRANSCEIVER

dgeaeekeed

FIVE BAND ANTENNA - NO ATU SYSTEM

WORKED ALL MUNROS!
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THE THREE POINTS OF THE KENWOOD TRIANGLE REPRESENT ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY, QUALITY AND STYLE

KENWOOD PROUDLY
ANNOUNCES THE TS -50S.

AN H.F. TRANSCEIVER
THAT DOESN'T MEASURE
UP TO ITS RIVALS.

Er
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menu system and user-friendly

dealer has the full technical story.

world's smallest H.F. transceiver, it

"fuzzy logic" Direct Digital

So all that remains to add is the

would still be a mighty impressive

Synthesiser makes it simple to

price: around £1000.

piece of equipment.

operate on the move. And a host of

If Kenwood's TS -50S wasn't the

Its maximum output of 100W,

After all, the Kenwood TS -50S

features, from Advanced Intercept

may be the world's smallest H.F.

combined with 100 memory

Point to switchable AGC circuit,

transceiver. But you don't need

channels, gives its operators a

means that although the TS -50S is

the world's biggest bank account

versatility that other, bulkier H.F.

small, its performance is a big

to own one.

transceivers struggle to match.

talking point.

The multi -function microphone,

Your local Kenwood specialist

KENWOOD

HOME AUDIO, CAR AUDIO, COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT, TEST AND MEASURING INSTRUMENTS, TELECOMMUNICATIONS

ireies.
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SPECIAL PRIZE

COMPETITION CORNER
Win the Yeovil 3.5/14MHz
Transceiver.

..

16
I

(ON SALE OCTOBER 13)

VOL. 70 NO. 11

NOVICE NATTER
Elaine Richards G4LFM asks the

question 'When is a Novice not a
Novice'?

ISSUE 1052
NEXT ISSUE (DECEMBER)

18

ON SALE NOVEMBER 10

20

Practical Wireless
Arrowsmith Court
Station Approach
Broadstone
Dorset BH18 8PW

CLUB SPOTLIGHT
More radio clubs have their activities
spotlighted.

SUBS CLUB
Save over ft 0 with this month's
Subscribers' Club Offer.

LEICESTER LAUNCHES
A brief look at some of the equipment
and people you can find at this year's
Leicester Amateur Radio & Computer
Show.

AO BASIC QSOs IN ITALIAN

REVIEW - AKD7003

/U PART 2

24 TRANSCEIVER

1r (0202) 659910

Elaine Richards G4LFM takes time off

(Out -of -hours service by answering machine)

from 'Novice Natter' to try out a
budget priced 430MHz f.m.

FAX (0202) 659950

45

Gareth Roberts GW4JXN and Paolo
Pellegrineschi 150P continue the 'Basic
QSOs in Italian' series.

transceiver.

(I REVIEW - THE MFJ 432 VOICE
AI MEMORY KEYER

Rob Mannion G3XFD

IL REPEATERS - WHAT THEY ARE

Steve Hunt
Richard Gale

Tex Swann G1TEX provides a guide on

John Goodall GOSKR tries out a new
and interesting operating aid from the

repeaters.

USA.

MP AND HOW TO USE THEM

90 PRACTICAL WIRELESS 1994
144MHz QRP CONTEST

I

" lex") Swann G1TEX

Donna Vincent

RESULTS

Zoe Short land

Neill Taylor G4HLX presents the
results of the 1994 QRP contest.

Dennis Wood G3EAY describes an
antenna system that doesn't need an
a.t.u.

lA WORKING DX FROM THE
J1 UTMOST PURPLE RIM

Roger Hall G41NT
PO Box 948
London SW6 2DS
11° 071-731 6222
Cellphone (0850) 382666
FAX 071-384 1031

5')EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS
- THE MYSTERIES EXPLAINED

Ray Baldwin G3WZ shares his
experiences on DX operating in Fiji.

Ian Poole G3YWX looks at receiver
display.

1C NOTES FROM A QSL

JJ MANAGER

Dave Simmonds G3JKB explains how
you can make life easier for the QSL
Manager.
Lynn Smith (Sales),
Ailsa G7TJC Turbett (Production)

V (0202) 659920
FAX (0202) 659950
:

Tr (0202) 659930
xit-of-hours service by answering machine

17 WORKED ALL MUNROS!
JI James Gentles GM4WZP describes
how his combined interests of amateur
radio and hill walking in the Scottish
mountains enabled him to carry out a
series of mini DXpeditions.

FAX (0202) 65995(1

67

V

RADIO & COMPUTER SHOW
FLOOR PLAN

Thanks to Tex Swann Ci I TEX for the photo tit
newly licensed Ailsa Turbett G71IC

Come and meet the staff of PW and
SWM on Stand 3 in the Exhibiiton Hall
on October 21 & 22.
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MOVE OVER DARLING
Sheila Morecroft GOTEF tells the story
of what happened when she decided
to find out about her husband's hobby.

0 SPECIAL OFFER

42THE LEICESTER AMATEUR
Craig Dyball

Copynght

CI FIVE BAND ANTENNA JL NO ATU SYSTEM

The DT -1 Dual Time Clock can be
yours for a very special price if you
take advantage of this month's special
offer.

75COME FLY WITH ME TO THE

DAYTON HAMVENTION '95
Rob Mannion G3XFD extends a
personal invitation for you to join him
at the biggest amateur radio show in
the world.

Other Regular Features
84 Advert Index

9

Editor's Keylines

Antenna Workshop
75 Arcade - All PW
Services under one
roof
78 Bargain Basement
65 Bits & Bytes - The
Computer In Your

71

HE Bands

12

News '94
Order Form
Packet Panorama
Radio Diary
Receiving You
Valve & Vintage
VHF Report
What A Good Idea!

62

79

68
19

10

Shack

66
72

80

Book Service

58

74

Broadcast Round -Up

COMING NEXT
MONTH
Practical Wireless
encourages you to get those
tools out and get busy in
your shack with a workshop
special.
Plus a FREE PW 144MHz

Repeater Datacard,
courtesy of Martin Lynch
with every issue.

DON'T MISS IT!
1

SMC ARE & REC

We have more than 22 licenced staff and over 2.
No other UK dealer has our wealth of knowlecl
extended warranties and d
DAIWA PRODUCTS
PS120M114 PSU 3-15V 9/12A
PS140MIIA PSU 13.8V 12/14A
PSU 1-15V 24/30A
PS3041IA
RS4OXII
PSU 1-15V 32/40A
1.8-150MHZ
CN101L
15/150/1500W
150-525MHZ
CN103LN
20/200W 'N'
CS201
2 Way Switch S0239 1KW
2 Way Switch 'N' 1KW PEP
CS201GII
2M UAMP 1.5-5W IN
LA2080H
30-80W OUT
DLA8OH
2M/70CM Dual Band Amp
0.5-25W IN 80-60W
Out Pre Amps
DX1ON
2mf70cm Duplexer UHF/N
Cigar plug lead for FT530.etc
CP10X6

£65.00
£67.00
£119.00
£159.00

£59.50
£68.00
£15.00
£23.50

HF EQUIPMENT
FT -1000

Our Price £2975

Save £524

FT -990'

Our Price £1875

Save £324

Save £274
Free filter offer from Yaesu UK worth up to £158
FT -890
Our Price £1075
Save £224
FT-890AT
Our Price £1275
Save £224
FT900
Oue Price £1169
Save £130
FT900AT
Our Price £1359
Save £140
Our Price £649
FT-747GX
Save £180
FT-990DC

Our Price £1625

TS -690S
TS -50S

TS -140S

£136.00

C-765
TS -850S

Our Price £3289
Our Price £1495

.Save £204

C-736

TS-850SAT

Our Price £1625

...Save £224

C-729

TS -450S

Our Price £1245
Our Price £1375

Save £154

C-728

Save £174

C-707

TS-950SDX

£345.00
£19.50
£6.50

TS-450SAT

Save £510

C -737A'

Our Price £1359
Our Price £895
Our Price f795

Save £190

Our Price £2659
Our Price £1375
Our Price £1655
Our Price £1169
Our Price £879
Our Price £789

Save £336

Save £104
Save £104

Save £174
Save £194
Save £146
Save £116
Save £106

'Free PSU with this model

Carriage

VHF/UHF Base & Mobile

Meters = B

PSU

=D

Switches

= A Amplifers = C

THE LARGEST RANGE OF ROTATORS

as

,s80-0 nsobt

IN THE UK ONLY FROM SMC
f

'lesu
G-250 Azimuth

Can

TS -790E

Our Price £1625

Save £224

TM -742E

Our Price £725

Save £104

£109.00 C

IC -820H

Our Price £1495

Save £204

IC -275H

Our Price £1235

Save £154

IC -281H

Our Price £359

Save £40

IC -2700H

Our Price £735

Save £94

IC -2340H

Our Price £625

Save £64

FT -736R'

Our Price £1399

Save £300

+ 6m module for £100 from Yaesu UK

G-400 Azimuth

£199.00 D

G-400RC Azimuth

£239.00 D
£329.00 D

TM -732E

Our Price £595

Save £94

FT -5200

Our Price £565

Save £84

G-600RC Azimuth

TM -702E

Our Price £489

Save £60

FT -5100

Our Price £529

Save £100

G-800SDX Azimuth

£395.00 D

TM -255E

Our Price £795

Save £104

FT -2500M

Our Price £329

Save £30

G -100050X Azimuth..

£435.00 D
£819.00 E

TM -455E

Our Price £875

Save £124

FT -2200

Our Price £315

Save £54

TM -251E

Our Price £349

Save £40

FT-712RH

Our Price £279

Save £150

G-2700SOX Azimuth.
G-5400 AZI/ELE

£245.00 D
£469.00 D

0.5600 AZI/ELE

£539.00 D

RC5-1 Azimuth

£299.00

RC5-3 Azimuth

£399.00 0
£599.00 D

G-5004 Elevation

RC5A-3 Azimuth

RC58-3 Azimuth
ERC5A 11/0 Elevation

.

SMC is now importing
Cushcraft Antennas direct
from the manufacturer and
setting the trend with super
low prices on all models!

£899.00 0
£1275.00 E

OTATOR ACCESSOP:

£22.00 B

GC -048 Lower clamp 02700

£36.95 B

MC1 Lower clamp RC5.
GS050 Rotary bearing 15 .8'

£54.50 B
£24.99 B

GS065 Rotary bearing 2'

£38.50 B

CK46 Rotary bearing H/D

£53.95

OR CABLE

RC5W 5 way cable P/M

£0.54

RC6W 6 way cable P/M

£0.74

RC8W 8 way cable P/M

£0.88

A4S

HF Antennas
£279.00
10/12115/17/20 vertical
R7
10 thru to 40m vertical
£369.00
£85.00
14-21-28MHz vertical 4.3m long
AV -3
AV -5
3-5-7-14-21-28MHz vertical 7.4m long £149.00
AP8A
8 Band Vertical
£199.00
APR18A Radial Kit
£49.00
40-2CD 2-ele 40m Yagi
£439.00
£349.00
14-21-28MHz Yagi
A3S
A3WS
12/17m 3-ele Yagi
£275.00
£115.00
A103
30m Extension A3WS
£439.00
204CD
4 ele 20m Yagi
154CD
4 ele 15m Yagi
£249.00
D4
Dipole 10/15/20/40m
£229.00
R5

GC -038 Lower clamp Yaesu

CORPORATION
NOW EVEN MORE MODELS IN STOCK

i;arriage depends on
length required
luetations on rogues

.

.

3-4 ele Yagi 10115/20m

£429.00

VHF Antennas
AR -270

2/70 Dual Band Vertical 1.13m long .

AR -270b 2/70 Dual Band Vertical 2.3m long

£60.00
£89.00

AR2

2m Vertical 1.2m long

£35.00

AR6

6m Vertical 3.1m long

£48.00

144-105 2m 10-ele Yagi 13.2 dBd

£59.00

144-20T 2m 10-ele Cross Yagi 12.2 dBd

£99.00

13B2

13-ele 2m Yagi

£99.95

17B2

17-ele 2m Yagi

£169.00

A50 -3S

3-ele 6m Yagi

424B

24-ele 70cms Yagi

£75.95
£115.00

CARRIAGE: Base Antennas £9.00 Mobile Antennas £5.00 Station Accessories £5.00
Head Office
ARE Communications
Reg We
SMC HQ Southampton
9-5pm Tel: (0703) 255111
Show Room/Mail Order
9.30-5pm, 9-1pm Sat
Tel: (0703) 251549
Service Dept 9-5 Mon -Fri
Tel: (0703) 254247

S M House, School Close
Chandlers Ford Ind Estate
Eastleigh, Hants S05 3BY
Tel: 0703 251549/255111
Fax: 0703 263507

6 Royal Parade
Hanger Lane, Ealing

West St

London W5A 1 ET
Tel. 081 997 4476

Axmin
Devon

HQ Monday -Friday

9. 30crrn - 1.00pm Sat

1 Weste

9.3oarn - 5.30pm Monday -Friday
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9 COam -

The UK's No 1 independent

retailer for all your
amateur radio requirements

WARD
years experience in the amateur radio business.

EST. 1958

e or expertise and we can offer you low prices,
?pendable service back-up.
\ SEE US AT 1z-7
LEICESTER STAND S8

MIRAGE KLIVI IMPORTED DIRECT FROM THE USA
AMPLIFIES

£ inc vat

2m, 10W input, 80W
output preamp

B109G

Carr

189 00

C

81016G

2m, lOW input. 160W
output preamp

B2516G

2m. 25W input, 160W
output preamp

269 00

C

2m, 50W input, 160W
output preamp

269 00

C

85016G

01010N
D3010N

299.00

C

CARR.

KP2/2M 2m GaAs fet 0.6dB NF 20-25dB gain or
10-15dB adjustable 165W through
149.95
power
KP2/440 70cm GaAs fet 0.6dB NF 20-25dB gain or
10-15dB adjustable 165W through
149.95
power

B

70cm, 10W input, 100W
output

349.00

C

70cm, 25W input, 100W
output

329.00

C

POWER METERS

CARR.

50-200MHz, 50-500-1500W average
and PEP reading + SWR 9-13.6VDC
169.00
internal battery

MP2

1260-1300MHz, 1-10-100W average
and PEP reading + SWR9-13 6VDC
internal battery
229.00

MP4

B

£ Carr
Suitable for 21124/28MHz

210

C

TRANSVERTORS

11L100820

20M Linear, 10W in 100W out PEP

210

C

19X240

H1100040

80M Linear lOW in 100W out PEP

210

C

H1668

6M Linear, 10W in 50-60W out Re Preamp

169

C

H11661/

6M Linear. 3/10W in Auto select 80/160W out
299

Rx Preamp

30-40W 411)

........................ .........

.

6M to HF Specs as above ..............

I12650

10M to 6M trarnvertor nigh performance,

...........

3 ele Yagi 10-15 1.5Kw PEP

£289

D

CD318JR

4 ele Yagi 10-15-20m 750w PEP
4 ele Yagi 10-15-20m 2Kw PEP ..

£439

D

5 ele Yagi 10-15-20m 2Kw PEP
6 ele Yagi 10-15-20m 2Kw PEP

£589

CD318C
CL10

5 ele Yagi 10m 2Kw PEP.

£299

CL15

5 ele Yagi 15m 3Kw PEP

£450

CL4B-4

3 ele Yagi 40m 4Kw PEP

£1375

CV730V-1

. £199

D

CY103

V -Dipole 10-15-20-40m 1Kw PEP
3 ele Yagi 10m 2Kw PEP

£179

D

CY104

4 ele Yagi 10m 2Kw PEP

£239

D

CV48

40m Vertical 2Kw PEP
40/80m Switch box for CV48

£275

109

B

2M Linear, 5/10/251V in 50W out preamp

235

C

111360

70cm Linear, 6/10W In 25/30W GaAs FET

11L63U

70cms Linear. 10/25W in 5OW out GaAs FET

Log P 50 1300MHz 25 ele

CLP 5130-2

Log P 105-1300MHz 20 ele
Log P 90-220MHz 12 ele

8

299

B

CL6 DX2

6m 6 ele Yagi 13dbi
6m 7 ele Yagi 14dbi
6m 8 ele Yagi 14.5dbi

TNC24Mk11

Multimode modem, Packet,

CL6 DX

CL6 DXX
389

£539

£899

£69

E

B

£259 C
£169 C
£139 C
£187 D
£195 D
£269 D

8

TERELEADER
CW RTTY FAX

+ PSK modem
259

C

389

C

TNCp2/Mk11

2M Linear, 3110125W Vp auto select 170W out

Re Preamp...__._

.

CLP 5130-1

CLP 5130-3

299

MGF1302 Preamp de/12dB selectable 10/SOW selectable output

input selectable, 1Xim Vil V RMS

gain preamp

Preamp

.

MOM

C

HL62VSX

C

2M to HF 80,40.20,15.10M 2.5/10W Drive

2M Linear, 0.5-5W in 29-35W out variable

HOMY

CD218

£1369

VHF Antennas
1$5

10M Linear 10W in 100W out PEP

H137VSX

3-4 ele Yagi 15-20-40m 3Kw PEP

AD385

70cms UMW, 310/25W Up auto select 120W out

IlL1311U

Carr

714X-3

CD318

TOKYO HY-POWER
HL100110

CREATE ANTENNAS
HF

CD3186

Remote switching unit for Mirage
38.00
amps c/w 18ft cable run

RC1

MAST HEAD PREAMPS

Now only £269.00

Mini Packet TNC suitable for portable
operation

Now only £175.00 inc.

VHF/UHF Handys and Portables
IC-2GXE

Our Price £219

Save £30

IC-2GXET

Our Price £249

Save £30

ICW-21E

Our Price £389

Save £50

ICW-21ET

Our Price £435

Our Price £299

Save £30

FT -415

Our Price £249

Save £50

FT -815

Our Price £295

Save £54

FT -811

Our Price £269

Save £50

REXON
RL102

Our Price £209

Save £26

TH-28

Our Price £265

Save £34

TH-78

Our Price £435
Our Price £239

RNB111

Our Price £269

FT -530

Our Price £399 Save £100

Save £54

FT -290R2

Our Price £425

Save £30

FT -690R2

CARR A = £2

Save £30

CARR B = £5

Our Price £425

FT -790R2

Our Price £525

Save £74
Save £74

Parade

et
9r,

)C13 5NY
15pm hues -Sat

Nowell Lcme Ind. Estate
Nowell Lane
Leeds
Tel. 0532 350606
9.30am - 5.00pm Monday -Friday
9.00crm - 1.00pm Sat

Practical Wireless, November 1994

Save £74

CARR C = £9.00

SMC (Northern)

Ri &Co

£189 00 B

UHF handl, 410-470MHz,

5 watt, complete with cell case

£199.00

B

7.2V 600mAh nicad for RL102

£21.50

A

RNB112

12V 500mAh nicad for RL102
NC28/REXON Charger for RNB111
SMC18/REXONCharger for ENB112

E39.95 A

£18.00
£18.00

A

RTN100

CTCSS unit

£25.00

A

RTS102

DTMF unit

£19.95 A

RCC101A

Vinyl case RL102/402 + RNB111... £9.00 A
£8.00 A
AA cell case for RL102/402
Univeral belt clip quick release ... £14.95 A

RBX100
FT -11R

VHF handi, 138-174MHz,

5 watt. complete with cell case
RL402

Save £54

TH-22

TH-42

FT -41R

C88186

CARR D = £12.50

SMC (Midlands)
102 High Street

New Whittington
Chesterfield
Tel. 0246 453340T
9 30am - 5.30pm Tuesday - Saturday

CARR E

A

£16.50

SMC Birmingham
504 Alum Rock Road
Alum Rock
Birmingham B8 311X
Tel. 021 327 1497
9.00orm - 5.00pm Tuesday - Friday
9 00crm - 4.00pm Saturday
3

,=A Communications Centre (Photo Acoustics Ltd.)
TWO-WAY RADIO AMATEUR RADIO AUDIO VISUAL SALES & SERVICE
Tel: (0908) 610625 FAX: (0908) 216373

58 High Street, Newport Pagnell, Bucks MK16 SAO.

LOWEST
PRICES

MAIL ORDER
YAE S U

KENWOOD
TS-950SDX HF Transceiver ww, unto ATU.

Carr

TS850SAT HF Transceiver with auto ATU
TS -8505

HF Transceiver without ATU

TS-450SAT HF Transceiver with auto ATU

P.O.A

E

P.O.A.

D

P.O.A.

I)

P.O.A.

0

TS -450S

HF Transceiver without ATU

P.O.A

TS -690S

HF Transceiver with 6 metres (50W)

P.O.A

TS -50S

HF Mobile Transceiver. 100W

P.O.A.

0
ICOM

200W HF All Mode Transceiver
Built-in Automatic Antenna Tuner

FT -1000

HF Transceivers
OSP, 150W

LAW

FT -990

Carr

w/MH-1B8 Hand-held Microphone

P.O.&

100W HF All Mode Transceiver (AC)
Built-in Automatic Antenna Tuner
wiAC Power Supply
w/MH1138 Hand-held Microphone

P.O.A.

100W Compact HF All Mode Transceiver
Built-in Automatic Anetnna Tuner
w/MH-188 Hand-held Microphone
P.O.A.

FT-890AT

HF TRANSCEIVERS
IC -781

HF All Band, General Coverage Receiver.
Carr
Built-in ATU and PSU.
Spectrum Scope
E
P.O.A.

IC765

HF All Band, General Coverage Receiver.
Built-in ATU and PSU
P.O.A.

IC -728

HF All Band, General Coverage Re, 12v

IC -707

HF All Band, General Coverage Rx. 12v

IC -737A

HF All Band, General Coverage Receiver.
built-in Auto ATU 12V.

IC -736

HF/6M All Band General Coverage Receiver,
built-in Auto ATU and power supply
P.O.A.

E

E

P.O.&
0

D

P.O. A.

D

100W Compact HF All Mode Transceiver
w/MH-188 Hand -veld Microphone

FT -840

FM Unit Optional

HF Receivers

P.O.A.

HF High Perlor-nance Communications

5000

Receiver

P.O.A.

DCK-2

DC Kit for R-5000

P.O.A.

VC -20

VHF Converter for R5000
Speech Synthesizer for R5000

P.O.A.

VS -1

SG -230

SMARTUNER

P.O.A.

HF ANTENNA COUPLER, SSB, AM, CW
& DATA, FAST - INTELLIGENT ACCURATE, OPERATES WITH ANY HF
TRANSCEIVER

VHF/UHF Transceivers
TS -790E

All Mode Tnband Base Station.

TM -255E

P.O.A.
2m/70cm fitted. 23cm option
All Mode 2m Mobile Transceiver. detachable

TM -251E

P.OA
front panel, 40W
All Mode 70cm Mobile Transceiver
detachable front panel, 35W
P.OA
2M FM Compact Mobile Transceiver, 70cm

TM -451E

70cm FM Compact Mobile Transceiver,

TM -455E

Receiver. Packet connector, 50W

TM -551E

2M Receiver. Packet connector, 35W P.OA

D

°spin

32

capacitance

oymbinations

D

P.O.A

D

256

indiwtanse

less than ID ms next time you transmit on that frequency

£370.00

23cm FM Compact Mobile Transceiver, 70cm

P.OA

plus

comtwriations in a -pi- network resulting in user a hull million different
way, to ensure a perfect match for the transcaser. and. it remembers
the frequency and the tuning values and will re -select these salues in

D

D

IC-2SRE

2M FM Hand Portable . Wideband Receive
P.OA

D

IC-2GXE

2M FM Hand Portable Ind Nicad/Charger
P.0 A

D

IC-2GXET

2m FM Hand Portable inc Mead/Charger

IC-T21E

2m FM Hand Portable inc NicacfiCharger

IC -275H

2m Transceiver, SSBIFM/CW. 100W 12v

IC -28tH

2m FM mobile, 50W 84 memo 12V

D

P.O.A.

P.O.&
P.O.A.

D

IC -741E

70cm FM Hand Portable Inc NicacfiCharger
P.O.A

D

IC-4SRE

70cm FM Hand Portable Wideband Rx.

IC-4GXE

70cm FM Hand Portable inc Mead/Charger

IC-4GXET

70cm FM Hand Portable inc NicadiCharger

430MHz

P.O.&

carr £12.00

2m,70cm FM Compact Dual Band

P.O.A.

Mobile Transceiver, dual receiver
TM -742E

The Oman.... high technology coupler intelligently tunes any length
antenna ix to Raft/ in the HF hand The unit will operate with any HF
transceiser within Is spetifications The Smartuner switches 64 input
and

P.O.A.

Receiver. Packet connector, lOW
TM -733E

D

144MHz

FM Tn-Band Mobile 2m/70cm fitted,

10ni6m/23cm options

MICROPROCESSOR CONTROLLED
P.O.A.

NON.VOLATILE MEMORY

I A TO 30Nffla RANGE
10 TO I SOW INPUT

WATERPROOF

10ms RETUNING TIME

BI.T.E INDICATOR

TO Kilt ANTENNA

P.O.A.
IC -481H

70cm FM Mobile. 35W, 2840 Memo, 12v

IC -475H

70cm Transceiver. SSEI/FWCW, 75W. 12v

P.O.A.

POWER

VHF/UHF Hand Portable Transceivers

D

D

D

D

P.O.A.

i ALL Types/

TH-28E

2m FM Hand Portable Transceiver with

P8 - 13 Battery
70cm FM Hand Portable Transceiver

P.O.A

C

TH-48E

P.O.A

C

TH-79E

with PB-13 Battery
2m/70cm Dual Band FM Hand
Portable with PB-32 Battery
2m FM Hand Portable. 5W

P.O.A.

71-1-22E

output with 9.6V Nicad
70cm FM Hand Portable. 5W

P.D.A.

TH-42E

output with 9.6V Nicad

P.O.A.

FOR MARINE. AVIATION. HAM AND PARA-MILITARY

C

C

DUAL -BAND

APPLICATIONS

IC-W21E

2m/71)em FM Hand Portable inc Nicad/Charger

ICW2lET

2rtV70em FM Hand Portable Inc Nicad/Charger

IC-X21ET

70/23cm FM Handportable inc Nicad/Charger
P.O.&

1C -2700H

2rn/70cm FM mobile 50W/35W 120 memo 12V

IC -82011

2M/70cm all mode Transceiver 45W/35W 12V

IC -2340H

2M/70cm FM mobile 45/35W 100 memo 12V

P.O.A.

FT-290RII 144MHz 2.5W All Mode Transceiver
w/FBA-8 Battery Case for 9 x "C" cells
w/MH-10E8 Hand Microphone
w/YHA6 Telescopic Loaded Whip Antenna
w/FTE-2 1750Hz Tone Burst Oscillator
P.O.A.
FRG -100

C

50kHz-30 MHz Communications
Receiver (0C) w/o AC adaptor

P.O.A.

0

P.O. A.

P.O.A.

P.O. A.

SECOND-HAND EQUIPMENT

Lowe HF-225 Europa. superb shortwave
receiver covering 30kHz-30Mhz. all

KenwootfTS-440 SAT

.00.00

Daiwa PS 300 30A PSU.

£1350.00

Kenwood TL 922 1Kw HF linear

.......

E19.00

Lome HF125 30kHz-30mHz shortwave
receiver. USB, LSB, AM AMS, FM, CW
Excellent receiver

.......

Standard C78 70cms FM portable/mobile
Dv matching lOw linear .... ......... ..... E259.00
ADS -1580E HFNHF/UHE handheld scanner C.W

Sampan ATS-803A portable shortwave

receive, 12 months old).

£279.00

box and all acts.
MFJ-962C 1 SkW ATU

.

Sipco SPC3000 3kW ATU

£725.00

aerial & nicad

.......

... £175.00

Kenwood TS -830S HF amateur band

£225.00

Yam FT -102 HF amateur band

£475.00

£595.00

nese FTV-901R transverter cAv

£189.95

2m module

Special Offers subject to availability

£230.00

RECEIVERS
IC -R9000

100 kHz

P.O.&

E

IC -R7100

25 - 2000 MHz Receiver

P.O.A.

D

IC -R100

Wideband Receiver

P.O.A.

D

IC-R72E

General Coverage Receiver
with Stand By Battery

P.O.&

D

IC-R71E

General Coverage Receiver

P.O.&

D

IC -R1

Handportable Receiver

P.O.&

C

P.O.A.

C

2 GHz Receiver CRT Display

' Carnage tree on NJ orders over f100 Weave

add f5 oost and packing In orders under £100

70cms mobile

P.O. A.

Yam FT -23R 2m handheld cAv

transceiver 160-70m

Sommerkamp FT -7300 lOW

DC lead, bon and manual)

E55.00

Suit FT-73/FT-23

transceiver 160-10m

50Mhz, general coverage receive. (This unit is

complete with me.

Tam NC -29 fast desk cheroot

£225.00

..... _1259.00

Icom IC -726100W HF transceiver with lOw on

Atik

£575.00

(This unit is as newt

£185.00

rucad

modes. and complete with keypad

£1050.00

HF Transceiver

Yalu FT -73R 70cms handheld c/w agum

' 3 months warranty on all second.hand goods

MULTIBAND
2m/70cm/23cm FM Handportable
Inc Nicad/Charger

Carriage B=5.00 C=17.50 D=12.50 E= 16.50

AUTHORISED AGENTS FOR KENWOOD, ICOM, YAESU & ALINCO. FULL SERVICE FACILITIES AVAILABLE
SPEND UP TO £1,200 INSTANTLY WITH A PHOTO ACOUSTICS LTD. CREDIT CHARGE CARD
PART EXCHANGE WELCOME, ASK FOR KERRY G6IZF OR ANDY G4YOW
RETAIL SHOWROOM OPEN MONDAY - FRIDAY 9.30 - 5.30, Saturday 9.30 - 4.30
Goods normally despatched Within 24 hours. Please allow 7 banking days for cheque clearance. Prices correct at time of going to press - E&OE
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NEW!

Kits from "Oak Hills Research"for the uncompromising QRP Enthusiast
"Sprint" Single band CW transceiver (direct conversion Rx), 2W o/p. 80, 40 or 30m.
£99.95
"Spirit" Single band CW transceiver ( superhet receiver, ladder crystal filter) 5W o/p.
Built-in Curtis keyer, QSK keying. 80, 40, 30, 20 or 15m
£192.50
"Classic" Dual band CW transceiver, spec. as "Spirit" (keyer optional extra).
80/20m or 40/20m versions (80/40m due later)
£215.50
"QRP Wattmeter" In -line directional Wattmeter. 10w, 1w and 100mW ranges
£89.95
"SCAF" Switched capacitor Audio Filter with 5 CW bandwidths down to 108Hz
£56.50
"Key 1" Curtis keyer (8044ABM) on small pcb for incorporation in your own rig/box
£33.95
NB Oak Hills Research kits are top performance products using high component densities on double sided
pcbs with plated through holes. They are, therefore, not best suited to the novice constructor.

Keyer excepted, all kits are complete (coils wound, boxes drilled painted and lettered etc).

Peter Jones Morse Keys and Paddles
Pump Key: Red enamelled steel base
Single lever paddle: Red brass base
Twin lever paddle: Red steel base

Solid plain brass base
Solid plain brass base
Solid plain brass base

£70.76
£83.61
£85.22
These superbly made keys are manufactured in Great Britain by Peter Jones Engineering Limited.
£62.71

£86.82
£77.19

vie we also stock kits from C M Howes and Wood and Douglas (VHF/UHF )
Ask for detailed information about any of the above. Prices include VAT, carriage charged extra.
Terms of business: Mail order CWO only (Visa and Mastercard accepted) E&OE

G3TUX: The QRP Component Company
PO Box 88 Haslemere Surrey GU27 2RF Tel: 01428 641771

hew
70CMS FM TRANSCEIVER
Now
/WADABLE

Model 7003

Range 432.500MHz to 435.000MHz
100 channels
25kHz steps
Power output 3 watts Weal for rime avid packet use

PTT repeater tone burst
Listen on input
Auto repeater shift
RX sensitivity better than 0.25uv
Audio output 2 watts
Complete with microphone
Size 185 x 200 x 60mm
13.2v power supply required
Phone for FREE catalogue
2m, 4m, 6m now 70cms as well
Ideal for base or mobile
Prom for packet

Telephone: 01438 351710 Facsimile: 01438 357591

o Itaitts!
Practical Wireless, November 1994
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VISA

SWITCH

r.,cst qtaet tiAttte!
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aters & tanton
The

Waters & Smiltun
Radio Communications
1995 Edition

BIG

Ham

Radio Catalogue

,

1995 Edition No.1 Out Now
It's packed with information on hundreds of products,
many of which you probably haven't seen before.
There's technical specifications, kit reviews, hints and
tips, articles and all manner of interesting technical
information to help you build and improve your station.
You'll be impressed with its 96 pages - not a blank
space to be found. Strongly bound for reference
purposes, it is larger than most ham radio magazines
and cheaper! Oh and by the way, we also throw in
f18's worth of vouchers - how's that for value!

Catalogue & Magazir

10 -day money back warranrty on every item -

At Leicester Show - Huge Discounts

To get your copy:

Send £1.50 plus 45p p&p by cheque or in stamps, or simply phone your
credit card number. Also available from all Maplin stores.

DJ -180 & DJ -480
CtLINCO

2m or 70cms

DR -130
ALINCO

2m Mobile

5013

£329

* 10 memories

FT -900

FT-900AT £1349

Mobile / Base

FT -900

£1 169

See Review - Nov. Rad Co

* Ni-cads & Charger
* Widehand Receive
* Programmhale Steps
* 1750Hz tone etc.

Free 12 Months

Price Down!
NEW 70cms

Credit

DR -430 (£369)

Deposit just £2s

Now Available

DJ -480

70cms £259

2m/70cms

* 5W (12V)
* Full DTMF

* AM Airband Rx
* 810-950MHH, Rx
* 42 Memories
* Full Duplex
* Ni-cads & Charger

Free 12 Months
Credit
Deposit just £42

Vertical Load 50kg
Torque
200kg/an
3 core
Control
Mast size

DJ - G1

in the market for a good
medium priced rotator. Sup-

With Spectrum Display

plied complete with 230V
AC control box and mast
fittings

Sextant
World
Clock

* 2m FM Transceiver
* Spectrum Scope
* 108 - 174Mhz Rx.
* 400 - 510MHz Rx
* 800 - 950MHz Rx
* Switchable AM/FM

12 Months Free Credit
Deposit just £35

22-40mm

This is a new in -line rotator
from Japan and fills the gap

ALINCO

Receives.

108 - 143 / 130 - 174 MHz
400 - 470 / 810 - 950 MHz

YS -130 Rotator

Free 12 Months Credit
Deposit just £33

DJ -580E
QLINCO

20 Memories Expandable

CTCSS Encoder built-in
Programmable "Time Out"
Channel or Frequency Display
Receive 130 - 170MHz

£39.95
Main race has a 12 hour dial with sweep second hand.
The supplementary dial has a 24 hour movement with
both night plus world times. 22 x 19 x 7cm requires I

x AA cell.
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For The Best Deals
AD1-145

4,/ FT -736R 2m/70cm SSB/FM

2m Hand

vmso

this prise again!

* 20 Memories
* 2 Watts Output
* Wide -band Rx
* Key -Pad Entry
* Full Scanning
* Uses AA cells

/ FT -990 HF Transceiver

You gel 6 way and
way dry cell boxes
included.

FT -747 Last Few!
You'll never see

Here's you chance to purchase a great transceiver at a
fabulous price. 100 watts output 1.8 - 30MHz. A complete
station at a price you will never see again!

On -Glass Aerials
GM -144 2m 2.5dB 27"
14' cable + PL -259

70cms
AD1-450

14' cable + PL -259

14' cable + BNC

Mobile Antennas

4.HF
Pro -Am USA

MFJ-949 ATU

7!

* 1Hz/Sec display
* LCD Readout
300W Dummy Load
Balanced or Unbalanced * 6 gate Periods
End Fed Wire
" 10MHz time base
trii 21
PEP VSWR Metering
* True Pocket Size
Its the best value atu. Easy to use, it will match
* Great for weak signals
anything you connect it to. Full ten-day money back
* Display hold switch
* Internal ni-cads
* AC charger

;1'3~ CUShcraft.
t, I'll Beat

I2V DC

£249.95,

Internal speaker

(CW requires adaptor "415" )

Just Published

MFJ-259
Antenna Analyser

1995 Edition - Short Wave
International
Frequency Handbook
200 pages of frequencies

1.8 - 170MHz

Aerial Input SO -239
Counter
BNC
Tuning
Rotary knob

ARX2B
2m 7dB Vertical
A3S 10-20m

Display

2kW Yagi £349

Size

1382
2m 13 El IkW
£98.00
A148 -10S 2m 10 El 1kW
£69.00
A148 -3S.. 2m 3 El 1kW
£36.00
A3S
10-20m Yagi 2kW
£349.00
A3WS
18/24 MHz Yagi
£275.00
A4S
10-20m 4 El. Yagi
£495.95
A50 -3S
6m 3 El Yagi
£89.95
APIA
8 Band HF vertical ... £199.00
£39.95
AR2
2m Ringo 3.75dB
2m/70cm 3.7/5.5dB £79.95
AR270
AR270B 2m/70cm 5.5/7.5dB £109.95
ARX2
2m Ringo 6dB
£49.95

ARX2B ... 2m Ringo 7dB
AV3
10-20m vertical
AV5
10-80m vertical
R7

Xtal filter
NagliVIOMI ,11.1

Operate Packet on VHF and PACTOR on HE

& Freq. Counter

R5

: 6114

VFO control

'91Prie "mnerr....

Frequency

I0 -20m Venica
£279

" 10 Watts on 20m

SEI

MFJ-1276 VHF / HF
TNC + PACTOR

* "Rubber Duck" Aerial

aCt Any Price!

as

QRP?-Check our Catalogue

OPTO-3300 1MHz - 2.8GHz
160 - 10m 300W

£32.95

11 N N1F.1-9420 Still'CW Transceiver

We have single band models for all frequencies. Fibre glass
helically wound, and fully tuneable. Approx length 2.2m with
3i8- stud. Matching bases: - gutters, racks, magnetic etc.
Bands 40m - 6m (inc WARC)
£19.95 each
80m Band
£24.95
160m Band
£54.95
AB -5 5 band set (80 - 10m)
£79.95

Looks just as good on the inside as it
does on the outside

ff
R5 5 Band

£39.95

TGSP Scan 30-1300MHz

£219

£69.95

£29.95

GM -270 2/70 2.5/6dB 26"

10-20m vertical
10-40m vertical

LCD 7 dec. places
115 x 175 x 60mm

Tunes Antenna
In Minutes!

DPS-2012
22 Amp PSU

Fully Protected
Dual Meters
Cigar Socket
13 Amp plug

£69.95
£99.95
£179.95
£279.00
£369.95

Carriage IR per box

Shop and Mail Order.

22 Main Road. Hockle). Essex. SS5 4QS. Tel: (0702) 206835/204965
12. North Street, Honichurch, Essex. Tel: (07084) 44765

FAX: 205843

Branch Shop:

VISA

MAIL ORDER To Hockley - 24 Hour Answerphone and Fax.
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Open 6 Da)s 9am - 5.30pm
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NEW!
YOU WANT
AN 11F-SS1.

YOU WANT

A NAM

The 1995
RSGB Diary
WE ARE PLEASED to announce the publication of a diary
dedicated solely to radio amateurs and shortwave listeners. At last information will be at your fingertips (or in your
pocket!) wherever you go. This attractive, black finish,

gold embossed diary has been printed by Letts and

THIS
IS WHAT

TR WANT.

published by Bambers with cooperation from the RSGB.
Contents include:

1995 Rally dates
Bandplans
Equipment Log
International Q Codes
RST codes
Contest dates
RSGB Honorary Officers
RSGB Committees
AS WELL AS MANY ARTICLES .

.

.

... such as Cracking the Code. Listening Via The Bureau,
Good Operating Practices, AMSAT UK, WAB Awards, IOTA,

Amateur Television .
Contributing authors include: Hilary Claytonsmith, G4JKS:
Roy Clayton, G4SSH, Chief Morse Examiner; Ray Pyman.
RS1257; Ray Eckersley, G4FJT; Ron Broadbent, G3AAJ
and Peter Kirby, GOTWW .
.

giciafa6-606(

.

.

.

PLUS
This is it. The SG -2000 HF-SSB. With 644 ITU

and ham frequencies -including S1TOR telex
channels- permanently etched into memory.
Plus 100 user programmable frequencies and
easy Weather -fax connections. A real power-

house that produces a full 150 watts. The
SG -2000 HF-SSB. Moat or ashore, on the job
or on the road, this is what you want. Callus.

The opportunity to win an IC -728 HF All
Band Transceiver

PLUS
For an extra £2, we will personalise the front
cover with your own callsign

Retail Price:

Only £4.20
(Members' Price: £3.57)

NO COMPROMISE
COMMUNICATIONS

TO PLACE YOUR ORDER, RING 0707

659015 AND ASK FOR JUSTINE OR
DANNY IN THE RSGB SALES OFFICE

IMPORTANT: This is not a standard diary with a few extra pages Inserted
- we have designed this diary from start to finish with your needs in mind.

The SGC Building P.O. Box 3526 Bellevue, WA 98009 USA

PLEASE MENTION THIS ADVERT WHEN REPLYING

(206) 746-6310 Fax: (206) 7466384

1-800.259-7331
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RSGB (Dept PW10)
Lambda House, Cranborne Road,
Potters Bar, Herts. EN6 3JE
Practical Wireless, November 1994
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I've got to admit it....joumalists are generally an ill-informed group of people! I say
this because (again) through no fault of
our own, amateur radio in the UK has
been suffering yet another bout of bad
publicity.
The most recent case involving national
press coverage involving amateur radio should
not have even mentioned our hobby in the story
at all. The case involving 'pirate' transmisssions
was reported in most of the national
and many regional (tabloid and broadsheet) newspapers in a very ill informed way.
The latest round of bad publicity involved an
incident in the north east of England where
some irresponsible idiot had obtained v.h.f.

equipment
and had actually talked
to pilots on their final
approach to an airport.
Even The Daily Telegraph (which is in my
opinion normally a newspaper known for accurate journalism) reported the incident being
caused by an 'pirate radio ham'.
Readers all over the UK wrote in to complain and I had many different press cuttings
arrive on my desk. (if you send in a cutting
please indicate which newspaper it came from!).
As many as possible were followed up but I'm
afraid to say that generally speaking journalists
insist that 'radio ham' or 'radio amateur' is the
term to be used because the journalists involved
believe that "this is what the public understand".
One journalist even insisted that he had
ensured the hobby was not besmirched because
he's used the term 'pirate radio ham'. The fact
that amateur radio was not involved and was
never even mentioned by the DT1 press release
did not seem to bother that particular 'journal-

ist'!
Dick Ganderton G8VFH. Editor of Short
Wave Magazine, Peter Kirby GOTWW (General
Manager of the RSGB) and I were busy for several weeks trying to straighten the records with
this unwarranted bad publicity. In the end, I
wrote to Peter Kirby suggesting that the RSGB
and ourselves should approach the Press
Complaints Authority to see if we could enter a
formal complaint.

My idea is that the Media should
be made aware that the hobby of
Amateur Radio is in fact recognised
by the relevant Geneva Convention.
My argument (and complaint) is that
the hobby is being grossly misrepresented by the mis-use of the term 'radio ham' or
'radio amateur' when it's used to describe anyone who has obtained and has illegally used
equipment to transmit.

The terms 'radio amateur' or 'radio ham'
should only be used when the person involved is
a Radio Amateur and holds a licence. As far as
I'm concerned this is the only way unwarranted
bad publicity can be stopped at source.
The ideal solution would be for the
Radiocommunications Agency. the RSGB and
ourselves to be able to invoke a court injunction
on the offending mcdia. They could then be
forced to publish a retraction, or better still,
check their facts and report accurately (knowing
that an injunction is in existence) Unfortunately,
we're unlikely to gain such an injunction, but
it's a thought surely?
To help the situation Dick Ganderton
G8VFH and I have decided to 'do our bit' by
formalising the terms we use in Short Wave
Magazine and Practical Wireless. In future
we'll be using the term 'licensed radio amateur'
to describe someone who holds a legitimate
amateur radio licence and callsign.
The term 'short wave listener' will be used
to describe anyone who 'listens to' radio transmissions for the sheer fun of it. We hope that
our fellow journalists in the media will take
notice and will in future at least attempt to provide accurate reports and avoid misleading their
readers, viewers or listeners.

R06 Nortrioff 3/k/1-.9

SPECIAL PRIZE COMPETITION CORNER - Spot The Difference

WIN The Yeovil 3.5/14MHz Transceiver kit (kindly
donated by Walford Electronics) as built and
reviewed by Clive Hardy G4SLU in PWApril 1994
issue.
In keeping with the DX theme the PWteam seem to be keen to attract
attention by not -quite -aeronautical mobile working. The Editor's navigation
is (as usual) out - he was heading for the Eifel Tower - not the Blackpool
Tower! There are 12 differences to mark on the right hand version of the
cartoon this month, good luck.

Practical Wireless, November 1994

FIRST PRIZE: The Yeovil 3.5/14MHz Transceiver

SECOND PRIZE: A year's subscription to Practical Wireless or a £20
book voucher.

1 SUBSCRIPTION

0 VOUCHER

Send your entry, along with your name and address (photocopies
acceptable with corner flash) to Spot The Difference Competition,
November 1994, PW Publishing Ltd., Arrowsmith Court, Station
Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW. Editor's decision on the win
ner is final and no correspondence will be entered into.
Entries to reach us by Friday 25 November 1994.

Send your letters to the
editorial offices in Broadstone.
They must be original, and not
duplicated in any other magazine. We reserve the right to
edit or shorten any letter. The
views expressed in letters are
not necessarily those of
Practical Wireless.

RECEIVING
woo

Television Interference

Information On Lowe
Receiver
Dear Sir
You were very kind and efficient to send me a
review of the Lowe Electronics receiver model
HF225.

The article proved to be invaluable in helping
me to make the decision to purchase the
receiver, and I now look forward to many happy
hours of Decode.
May I also congratulate you on two most
excellent publications, (PW and SWM), both of
which I purchase on a regular basis. Indeed, my
long suffering wife often complains of the many
piles of back copies that I tend to hoard in
various parts of the house!
The only criticism that I have is the lack of
constructional articles. Many people regret that
this side of the hobby appears to be in decline.
The prospective newcomer to the hobby cannot
help but be discouraged from proceeding further
by the high cost of the commercial equipment
that he or she seems to be expected to purchase.
I know that, over the years, many
constructional articles have appeared, but as
they seem to be widely scattered, their numbers
seen sparse to the occasional reader.
Would it be possible, or indeed desirable, to
publish a selection of these back articles in a
compendium, as you have done with some of
your other topics? I know that the G-QRP Club
have done this, and produced a sort of 'Cook
Book' of construction projects, many of which I
have tried, with great success.
One project I would like to see is a modular type h.f. receiver, starting with a basic superhet,
and gradually building, block by block, to a good
quality communications receiver. Most articles I
have seen, seem to be either simple receivers
(the excellent Sudden, for example) or all singing, all -dancing synthesised multi -mode
transceiver, as appears in RadCom on a regular
basis.

How about a 1.6 to 30MHz receiver using
10.7 first i.f., and possibly 455kHz 2nd i.f., using
standard Toko coils, J. Birkett variable
capacitors, Cirkit slow-motion drives, Maplin
transistors and Electromail cases? Start with the
basic Single conversion superhet, expand the
design to include dual conversion. Next add
different bandwidth i.f. filters, followed by a
product detector. Finally add a.g.c., with manual
override and an 'S' meter for good measure. If
my knowledge of design techniques was better
(a lot better), I would have built it by now!
Once again, thanks for your letter. May your
publications go from strength to strength!

Clive Cosgrif GODZC
Lancashire

Editor's comment: Clive has some good
ideas and I'm pleased to report that we
plan to have many more constructional
projects in PW. In particular, we have a
rather special 70MHz project from Mike
Rowe G8JVE which will (I've no doubt)
appeal to many readers.
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The Star Letter will
receive a voucher worth
£10 to spend on items
from our Book or other
services offered by
Practical Wireless.
All other letters will receive
a £5 voucher.

Mobile
Microphone
Operation
Dear Sir
The requirement for
hands-off operation of
microphones, etc., whilst
driving is regrettably not
a stipulation of UK law
(and Richard Newton
GORSN is misinformed,
'The Yaesu FT -2500M

Mobile Transceiver', PW
September 94, page 40).
Rule 43 of the current

Highway Code advises
against holding microphones whilst attempting
to drive, and this would be
taken into consideration
by a court in the event of
prosecution or civil action.
However, it is not law!
Some people are dissatisfied with the situation. I'm one of them, having had several near -misses due to other drivers
holding telephones. It was
always down to me to take
evasive action as the other
party couldn't see or had
their hands too full to control their vehicle!
So, early in 1991, I corresponded with Douglas
French IMP for
Gloucester) to support his
attempted Private
Member's bill which
would have made it illegal
to hold such devices
whilst driving. The bill was
defeated! Draw your own
conclusions. Meanwhile,
we radio amateurs know
how to drive safely while
operating mobile and
should set a good example to less thoughtful road
users.

Dr. Godfrey Manning
Middlesex

Editor's comment:
Godfrey's right to be
worried. It's quite
alarming to be overtaken by a speeding 'rep'
who then answers his
car telephone - only to
swerve in front of you
while trying to do so.
They could learn from
amateur radio practice!

Dear Sir
I have been a CB radio operator for some years
now. I have finally started studying for the RAE
which I hope to sit in December.
I have read PWfor about a year and have
found it to be a well balanced magazine with
plenty of interest for those of us at the less
experienced end of things.
I was particularly interested to read Ray Petri's
article on TVI, as most TVs seem to be particularly
susceptible to interference from 27MHz. I have
successfully cured all my local TVI problems, but
unfortunately, my transmission still causes false
triggering of a wireless burglar alarm on the next
street, as does any CM/PMR transmission in the
immediate vicinity.
The alarm company's engineer arrived,
spotted my antenna, blamed me and left without
even checking the alarm. It can only be hoped that
EMC legislation arrives soon forcing manufacturers to pay more attention to designing protection
against r.f.i. into their products as well as all radio
transmitter operators cleaning up their outputs.
By the way, the clamp shown in Fig. 2 on
page 31, Tex Swann G1TEX's article 'Antenna
Wise Buys' is a standard N antenna masthead
clamp. They can be purchased complete with U bolts for about a £1 at any N antenna installation
shop.
Many thanks for a well balanced magazine.

Alexander S. Wood (hopefully soon to be
G????)

Cleveland

Editor's reply: The EMC problem surrounds
us Alexander! Thank you for your comments
and best of luck with your RAE and thanks
for the tip on where the antenna clamp
G1TEX described can be obtained.

Antenna Wise Buys - G1TEX
Dear Sir
Reading through the August issue of PW I came
across the article written by Tex Swann G1TEX on
page 31 regarding antenna bits and pieces.
In Malta, unfortunately, we do rtot have rallies or
car boot sales. But we might have something better,
we have access to radio and N antenna manufacturers. These provide us with many antenna parts
including boom lengths, elements, boxes, bracket
and clips, etc.
In Malta, there are about four antenna manufacturers, and they are only too willing to help us Radio
Hams. So, if any of your readers happen to be on holiday in Malta and would like to obtain bits and pieces,
I will be only too happy to direct them to the sources.
Thank you for a very informative magazine.

Charles Tedesco Triccas 9H5DV
Malta GC

Editor's comment: Charles sent a package of
colourful maps and information on Malta along
with his letter. If any reader is thinking of having a holiday on this friendly group of islands
(we mustn't forget Gozo - the 'garden' of
Malta!) we'll gladly pass them on.
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* * * * STAR LETTER
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Club Equipment Test

Subscription Services Ltd.
Dear Sir
I would like to back up Mr A. W. Sharp
GOJIA/ON9CAS's letter published in the
September edition of PW .
The renewal date of my Validation Document
is on August 15 each year. My direct debit was
entered on my British Bank Account on July 25
1994. As I realised on August 18 that I was not in
possession of a current Validation Document,
and, living very close to the French Border,
would not be fully in order in going to France
with my amateur equipment installed in my car.
I telephoned the RA on August 18. I was
answered most helpfully, by a lady who said,
"There is a delay, but I had your Document in
my hands today, and will pull it out and send it
onto you, without the booklet which will be sent
later". The conversation was kept very brief,
keeping the cost of my overseas call to a
minimum. Furthermore, my Validation
Document arrived in the mail today (24.08.94). I
would be very pleased if the helpful lady could
learn of my satisfaction with her service through
your pages.
I have also obtained and kept every copy of
PW since May 1985. I have a standing order with
a local newsagent, because when I obtained it by
subscription, there were problems of
distribution, which I believe were on the Belgian
cirir

Bill Abrahams GOMEU/ON9CGB
Belgium

Dear Sir
I will always give credit to a manufacturer or supplier, where appropriate.
However, I reserve the right to do the opposite as well!
Recently, we held a somewhat unusual evening at the club. Ten
receivers/transceivers were lined up behind a curtain, the members not being
aware of what the equipments were. Five minutes were allocated to each rig,
in order to demonstrate it's abilities, or otherwise, on a.m., s.s.b. and c.w.
The same antenna and speaker were used for each equipment and they all
ran 'barefoot' in the sense that no filters were switched in. The rigs ranged
from a 50 year old AR88D to a TS -980 with everything in between! The
outcome was that a receiver produced by one of our major sales outlets came
out on top, to the surprise of all present.
As a result of this, a letter was sent to the producer, complimenting them
on the result. A few weeks went by and no reply. A telephone call produced
the same result. The consequence is that almost a 100 members are aware
that there is not much point in expecting a response from a firm that seems
to be spending all its time opening new shops, whilst not bothering to answer
the mail.
When will they ever learn?
Tony Tuite GWONSR

Clwyd

Editor's reply: It's a pity Tony, that following such an interesting
experiment that it wasn't backed up by a response from the
manufacturer!

Unattended ATV Operation
Dear Sir
In 'Focal Point' (August
PW), Andy Emmerson
G8PTH casts doubt on the
RSGB's Radio

Communications article
about the dangers of

unattended AN

Dear Sir
I am writing to you concerning Subscription
Services Ltd. having read the letter from A. W.
Sharp in the September issue of PW.
There are two points which concern me. The
first is that the current letter accompanying
renewal notice states 'Licence renewal notices
will now be sent to Licensees G six weeks before
the annual renewal date of a licence'.
I received mine on July 17 with a renewal
date of August 18. I raised this with the SSL who
said that this is an approximate time and that the
notices are a courtesy. I view the six week
statement as what might be termed a 'service ?
standard' and am surprised that they are not
keeping to it particularly as the penalties for a
late renewal are now to be treated as a new
applicant with all that that entails.
Secondly, this letter goes on to state 'This will
enable the Validation Document to be produced
and despatched on the renewal date of your
licence'. I also raised this point with the SSL who
state that "licences cannot be sent out before
this unless specifically requested, as that this is
the procedure".
I feel strongly that the licensee should have
received the Validation Document before the
renewal date providing that they have renewed
in good time (the renewal notice states "please
allow 21 days for the receipt of your new
licence").
The holder of other legally required
documents (for example) Driving licence,
Shotgun certificate, etc.) is required to have
them to show, if required. A cheque stub is not
sufficient.
In an extreme case, I fear that an amateur
awaiting renewal and found transmitting, could
have their equipment seized pending enquiries.
Surely the procedure can be changed?
John Sones GSJI3K

Colchester
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operation.
As the author of the
message, I can assure PW
readers that the article is
genuine. Indeed, I
provided you with similar
copy. I can also assure
you that I was properly
briefed.
The article stated that
'ATV stations operating in
the 1.3GHz band have
been left running
unattended
and have
caused severe
interference to air
traffic control radars". I
felt this made it quite
clear that the offenders
were amateurs and were
operating within the
amateur band but outside
the terms of their licence
conditions.
There is no
"conspiracy theory
meaning" here at all, just
a need to draw a real
problem to the attention
of amateurs who share a
band with a prime user
which is a safety of life
service. Having dealt
appropriately with the
individual offenders, we
felt it important to warn
amateurs generally,
although of course we
recognise that the great
majority of amateurs do
observe their licence
conditions.
The reason why

interference was caused
in these cases was
because the transmitters
were centred on or close
to the air traffic control
radars own centre
frequency, and were
within close enough
geographical range.
Tracing and closedown
was indeed hampered by
them being un-notified
and unattended. This
would not be the case
with contest stations as
we would know the
location of a main
station's address and
operation from a
temporary location, which
would not anyway be
unattended, has, in
accordance with clause
7(3) of the Terms,
Provisions and limitations
booklet, BR68, to be
advised to the local
Agency District Manager
or the station has to give
its location.
I hope this clarifies the
immediate position. For
the longer term, the
location of CAA radars is
published information
and we intend to work
with the CAA and the
amateur community so as
to provide technical
information to enable
individual amateurs
operating television
stations in the band 12401325MHz to be better
informed about frequency
use.

C. H. Richards
Radio Investigation
Service
Radiocommunications
Agency

Amplifier
Project For
VHF
Dear Sir
I consider a v.h.f.
linear amplifier project
a very worthwhile one.
Although I think a
transistorised version
would be more
popular than a valved
version.
I've been looking
for such a home-brew
project for a long time
as my pocket's aren't
as deep as they used
to be! Congratulations
on a good magazine, I
especially like the
'Antenna Workshop'
section.

Dave Riddick
GOLZW

Hertfordshire

Can You
Help?
Mr David Collins has a

Koyo radio without
an instruction manual.
Features of the radio
include: an operating
panel below a lift up
lid world map, dail
light, power tone,
b.f.o. and covers I.w.,
m.w., s.w.1, s.w.2,
s.w.3, s.w.4, v.h.f., etc.
If you have or know
where Mr Collins can
get hold of some
information on his
Koyo radio then write
to him at 71

Liverpool Road,
Angel, Islington,
London Ni ORH.
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Citizens' Band Antenna
Restrictions Relaxed
The Radicommunications Agency have recently
informed PW of a major relaxation to the
restrictions on CB radio antennas. As from
September 9 1994, in addition to the antennas
already permitted for use with 26-27MHz CB
Equipment CB Licence holders will be able to use
certain Ai2 and 5A18 monopole and AJ2 dipole
antennas.
This new antenna initiative now allows a
"single vertical omnidirectional monopole
antenna, the driven element of which does not
exceed 6.95m in length or 55mm in diameter,
including any loading coils and association
circuitry and casings, but excluding any plates,
radial wires or rods designed solely to act as a
ground plane or counterpoise, which are located at
the physical base of the antenna and a single
vertical omnidirectional dipole antenna not
exceeding 5.55m in length. Because of the
potential length of these antennas, they are not
recommended for mobile use. The use of loop,
Yagi or any type of beam antenna remains
prohibited."
All enquiries relating to the new laws for CB
antennas should be made to the

Draw Winner
The winner of the Free Prize Draw as
featured in the September issue of PW is Mr

M. Worrell from Bolton, Lancs. Mr
Worrall wins an MFJ-105B 24 hour 10in
diameter quartz wall clock as donated by
Waters & Stanton Electronics.
If you place an order for books from this
Send in your news, photographs and product informa- issue your name will be automatically be
entered into this month's Free Prize Draw,
tion to Donna Vincent at the
editorial offices in Broadstone. giving you the chance to win £50! (See Book
Service pages for
further details).
Are Back!
So don't delay and
order those books
Chris Rees G3TUX of the QRP Component Company
you've been thinking
has arranged with Alan Wood to 'relaunch' the
about today!
extensive range of Wood And Douglas d.i.y.
amateur radio products.
The range of products will include receiver
Can You Help
preamplifiers, f.m./c.w. transmitters and power
amplifiers covering the 50, 70, 144 and 432MHz
Mr S. Tranmer Lumb
bands. There will also be a wide range of
is seeking a wiring
accessories available. For more information on
diagram and any
stocks and literature for Wood And Douglas
other relevant
amateur radio products contact The QRP
information for a

Radiocommunications Agency on 071-215
5961.

Wood And Douglas

Component Company, PO Box 88, Haslemere,
Surrey GU27 2RF. Tel: (0428) 641771, FAX:
(0428) 661794.

1970). Please

Vine Antennas
Vine Antenna Products
Limited, based in
Powys, Wales is a new
company run by Ron
Stone GW3YDX,
well known among
contesters and DXers
world-wide.
The Vine range
includes everything
from N -type connectors
to 3 -element Yagis for
3.5MHz. Popular brands
such as KLM, Cushcraft,
HyGain, Force 12 are
available from Vine
Antenna Products, as
are rotators from
Emoto, Create and
Yaesu. For more
information please

contact Ron Stone on
(0691) 831111.

Pocket Diary
Publication
The Radio Society of
Great Britain have
recently announced the
publication of their 1995
Radio Amateur & SWL
Diary. The diary has been
specifically designed with
the needs of the radio
amateur and s.w.l. in
mind.
The one -week -to -view

diary includes rally dates,
Q codes, Bandplans,
contest dates, useful
formulae and RSGB
Committee details, as
well as articles submitted
by well known amateurs.
Each diary contains a free
draw ticket giving the
chance to win an IC -728 h.f. all band transceiver
worth over £850.
The RSGB Radio Amateur & SWL Diary is
available for £4.20 plus £1 P&P (UK), £1.75 P&P
(overseas) from the PW Book Service.

Late News
Just as this issue of PW
was going to press we
received the news that
as from October 1 ICS
Electronics are no
longer the distributors
for AEA Products.

Martin Lynch and
Siskin Electronics
have been appointed as
distributors for the complete AEA range. For
more information contact either Martin

Lynch on 081-566
1120 or Siskin
Electronics on (0703)
207155.

----------

f oocet Look
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Phil Mayer GOKKL Secretary for the Radio Society of Great
Britain's Training and Education Committee has sent the
'Newsdesk' copies of two new booklets that have been
produced to help amateurs understand the Licence
Conditions. The A5 size booklets, entitled A Closer Look at
the Novice Licence and A Closer Look at the Amateur
Radio Licence have been approved by the
Radiocommunications Agency.
Both publications are designed to be used in conjunction with the Amateur
Radio (Novice) Licence (A) or (B) Terms, Provisions and Limitations Booklet BR68a/N
and the Amateur Radio Licence (A) or (B) Terms, Provisions and Limitations Booklet
BR68. The second booklet which covers the Amateur Radio Licence should be of
particular interest to anyone who is a newcomer to radio or for those studying for
part 1 of the Radio Amateurs Examination.
To obtain copies of A Closer Look at the Novice Licence and a A Closer Look at
the Amateur Radio Licence you should send an A5 s.a.e. (25p stamp for one 38p for

both) to W. G. Turner GW6MNC, 37 Danybryn Avenue, Radyr, Cardiff CF4 8DD.
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contact him at 6
Nab Wood Grove,
Shipley BD18 4HS.
Tel: (0274)
592216.

Mansfield
First
The PW Newsdesk has
received news of what
is believed to be the
first 144MHz amateur
radio contact between
Britain and Algeria.

Mick Cowley GOGAG
of Mansfield,
Nottinghamshire made
contact with an
Algerian station while
taking part in the
Practical Wireless
144MHz QRP Contest.

A Closer Look at
the Novice Licence

Training & Education

i

Garrard Music
Recovery Module
MRM101 (circa

Mick was operating
with only 3W of power
from his IC -251E fitted

with a MuTek front-end
amplifier when he
contacted 7X2DS in
Algeria (JM16SP) over a
distance of 1845km at
1058UTC. The contact

took place from the
Mansfield Amateur
Radio Society's
contest site on June 19
1994.

The Editorial team
would like to pass on
their congratulations to
Mick in succeeding in
making the unusual
contact and also for his
final result which
resulted in him winning
the PW 144MHz QRP
Contest.
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Cobwebbs Spiders and Flytraps
The North Yorkshire based company S.R.W.
Communications Ltd., have added three new
antennas to their range. These are the G3PTW
CobWebb, the Spider and the Flytrap.
The G3TPW CobWebb Mkll antenna covers the
14, 18, 21, 24 and 28MHz band as before, measures
about 2.5 x 2.5m and produces omnidirectional
horizontal polarisation, therefore removing the need
for a rotator. The construction method involves a
single horizontal glass reinforced plastics (g.r.p)
cross (with 1.83m arms) which supports the five
separate 'T' matched full size half wave dipoles, each
dipole is bent into a 'square halo' shape. All the
resonators are pre -assembled so that adjustments
are not needed and the horizontal polarisation and
co -axial choke balun help to keep interference
problems to a miniumum. The cost of the CobWebb
is £169 inclusive.
The
G3PTW

Spider and
Flytrap
antennas
have been
designed to
cover the
1.8, 3.5, 7

and 10MHz
bands and
can be used
to

complement the CobWebb. This means that all nine
h.f bands can be covered with just two 5011 coaxial
cable feeders, one for the CobWebb and one for the
Spider or Flytrap.
The Spider antenna has eight legs and is made up
of four parallel connected dipoles with a common
ferrite choke balun and 500 coaxial feed. The Flytrap
has two legs and uses very low loss transmission
line transformer traps to enable operation on all four
bands using the miniumum amount of wire. Prices
for the Spider and Flytrap range from £79 to £137.
For more details on the CobWebb, Spider and

Flytraps contact S.R.W. Communications Ltd.,

Astrid House, The Green, Swinton, Malton,
North Yorkshire Y017 OSY. Tel: 106531
697513.

Radio

Equipment
Stolen
While on holiday in
the UK at the end of

July, Mirek Holik
OK2VZE from the
Czech Republic had
various items stolen
including his bicycle,
tent, sleeping bag,
passport and his

Alinco 144MHz
hand-held
transceiver DJ -51E
serial no.
0006860. All the
items were taken
while Mirek was in
the Newton Street,
area of Manchester.
The Alinco handheld was only two
weeks old and Mirek
had paid 6000 Czech
Crowns for it, which
when you consider
that the average
wage for a skilled
worker in the Czech
Republic is about
5000 Crowns per
month, is a great
loss for him.
Anyone who can

offer information to
help recover the
stolen Alinco DJ -51E

should contact

Newton Street
Police Station,
Manchester CID
and quote the crime
reference number

0277985T/94

Satellite
Construction
Fund

The Radio Amateur
Satellite Organisation of
the United Kingdom
(AMSAT-UK) are
currently seeking
donations for the
AMSAT-UK Phase 3D
Satellite Construction
Fund. Phase 3D will be
the next major satellite
to be launched for
Amateur Radio and will
be the largest, most
complex and most
expensive Amateur
Radio satellite ever
built.
The Phase 3D
Satellite Construction
Fund has been set-up to
enable those with an
interest to donate
money for use in the
construction and
launching of the
satellite which is
costing in the region of
five million dollars. It's
reported that to date
only 5% of the AMSAT
membership have
donated to the fund
which is very short of
the necessary cash to
get Phase 3D built,
launched and
maintained.
The launch date for
Phase 3D is July 16
1996. If the date is
missed it will mean that
there will be no
replacement satellite for
OSCAR13 which reenters the atmosphere

in early 1996 and that it
will be quite a while
before another launch
date will be possible.
If you would like to
get involved in helping
with this next stage in
new communication
technology or want to
find out more about
becoming a member of
AMSAT-UK contact Ron

Broadbent G3AAJ,
94 Herongate Road,
Wanstead Park,
London E12 5EQ. Tel:
081-989 6741, FAX:
081-989 3430.
Existing members will
be interested to know
that for any reasonable
donation they make to
AMSAT-UK in addition
to the membership
donation will result in
them receiving a 1995
Organizer Pocket Diary.
Competiton Winners
January 1994 Spot The
Difference
Winner: H. E. Ritchie, Heswall.
Wirral.
Runner-up: James K. McDonald,
Galashiels, Selkirkshire.

February 1994 Wordsearch
Winner: Mr V. Saundercock,
Liskeard, Cornwall,
Runners-up: Mr D. Bradley, Lancing,
West Sussex. Mr D. Johnson,
Worthing, West Sussex, Mr E. West,
Caine, Wiltshire, Mr E. McPheat
G4OEC, Bridgewater, Somerset, Mr E.
Owen, Reigate, Surrey.

March 1994 Spot The Difference
Winner: Thomas Blest, Linleover,
Derby.

Runner-up: Mr R. McClade, Blaydon,
Tyne & Wear.

April 1994 Wordsearch
Winner. Mr C. G. Milken, Blyth,
Northumberland.
Runner-up: R. Cuncliffe, Co. Tyrone,
Northern Ireland.

May 1994 Spot The Difference
Winne: J. Savage, Kersley,

Scout Stations
On July 16 six amateur radio Novice Licensees manned the special event station GB2BS at the 1994
National Scout Band Station. The station was operated from Bescott Stadium, Walsall and was set-up to
demonstrate amateur radio to the 2000 Scouts who attended.
The Scouts who operated GB2BS included Matthew Kiteley 2E1CVC, David Hazeldine 2E1CVB, Nick
Massey 2E1CSW and Venture Scout Philip Lewis 2E1AQG, all of who are from the Stourport and District
Scout Amateur Radio Group and the Hasbury Scout Group, Halesowen.
The Scout Association is very active
in the hobby of Amateur Radio,
particularly around this time of year with
Jamboree On The Air (JOTA). This year
is the 37th JOTA event and is being held
over the weekend of October 15 & 16th.
The JOTA event is a world-wide event
allowing stations to operate for 48 hours
from 0000hours on Saturday 15th until
2400hours local time on Sunday 16th.
Members of the World Association of
Girl Guides and Girl Scouts (WAGGGS)
are also invited to join in the event.
If you are interested in finding out
more about JOTA you should contact

The Scout Association, Gilwell
Park, Chingford, London E4 7QW.
Matthew 2E1CVC, one of the
operators for the GB2BS station.
Practical Wireless, November 1994

Coventry.
Runner-up: P. Smith, Maidstone,
Kent.

June 1994 Wordsearch
Winner: T. Grice, Wallsend, Tyne &
Wear.

Runner-up: A. A. Corps, South
Benfleet, Essex.

July 1994 Spot The Difference
Winner: Vanden Eynde F, Wilsele,
Belgium.
Runner-up: John Davison, Liverpool.

August 1994
Wordsearch
Winners: G. M. Parkin, Newstead
Village, Nottingham; Neville Brown,
Tamworth, Staffordshire; Neil Plant,
Wallingford, Oxon; Mr R. F.
Cottington, Aylesford, Kent; S.
Thompson, St. Austell, Cronwall.

Live '94 Competition
Winners: G. J. Hughes, East Sussex;
Ivor Nathan, London; E. Thomas.
Gwynedd; Carol Holdway, Cambs; S.
J. Mckinnon, West Midlands; A. G.
Morrison, Wolverhampton; A. J.
Duck, Gwent; John Simpson, Carlisle;
Ian Brothwell, Nottingham; B. C.
BaIlam, Devon; Roger Rousseau,
Ireland; T. G. Jones, Swansea; D. W.
Allan, West Yorkshire; Kevin Smith,
Surrey; T. W. Foster, Northants; K. P.
Blanshard, Hens; J. Sones,
Colchester; Jon Hall, Marlow; D. A.
McKenzie. London; D. Heywood,
London.
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TH79E - Small wonder!
The new Kenwood TH79E has been with us for a month or so now and what a

winner it is proving to be. Just how do they fit so much into such a small space! urn
sure my first mobile radio had a bigger microphone!
Many of the features of the TH79E are hidden away, not even revealed in the manual

but trust Lowe to take care of that for you. Everyone buying a TH79E from any
branch of Lowe Electronics or by mail will get absolutely free of charge our
wonderful booklet iThe secret life of the TH79E1. detailing all the modifications and

hidden functions in this marvellous little transceiver.

We have
the power

RNOS VIII awl, dl -IF
- .for the serious Dxer
Whatis the difference between a power amplifier and a linear?
Try a BNOS and compare it with some of the other products that call
themselves ilineari and you'll soon find out! If you are going to work that
DX you need to be loud and clear and BNOS linears will give you both.
Models available with or without pre -amps and all can be RF switched
or hard switched depending on how you like to work. Full specs
available on request.
CLP14410100 2m Linear with pre -amp: 10W drive: 100W output
CLP14410180 2m Linear with pre -amp: 10W drive; 180W output

O

£255.00
£439.00
£169.95
£289.00
£289.00

The Manson is back! We've increased our

CLP1441050

2m Linear with pre -amp: 10W drive; 50W output

orders once again for these superb power

CLP1443100

2m Linear with pre -amp; 3W drive; 100W output

supplies but you just keep on buying them!

CLP144350

2m Linear with pre -amp: 3W drive: 50W output

Sorry to keep so many of you waiting. If you

CLP43210100 70cm Linear with pre -amp: 10W drive: 100W output

f439.00

don't yet know what all the fuss is about check

CLP4321050

70cm Linear with pre -amp: 10W drive: 50W output

this out! The EP925 is a variable voltage PSU

CLP432150

70cm Linear with pre -amp: 1W drive: 50W output

£255.00
£289.00

that gives a continuous 25A current, peaking on

CLP43225100 70cm Linear with pre -amp: 25W drive: 100W output _1'375.00

30A. Twin meters give you current and voltage

CLP5010100

6m Linear with pre -amp: 10W drive: 100W output

readout and the thermostatically controlled fan

CLP501050

6m Linear with pre -amp: 10W drive: 50W output

keeps things cool, ideal for powering any of

CLP50350

6m Linear with pre -amp; 3W drive: 50W output

todayis HF transceivers. When you check out

CLP7010100

4m Linear with pre -amp: 10W drive: 100W output

the price of a imatchingi power supply for your

CLX14410100 2m Linear; 10W drive; 100W output

rig, you'll see just what great value it is at just

CLX14425180 2m Linear; 25W drive; 180W output

£99.95.

CLX1443100

If you donit need all that power then the EP815

CLX43210100 70cm Linear: 10W drive: 100W output

may be the one for you. Case size and style is

CLX4321050

70cm Linear: 10W drive; 50W output

the same as the EP925 but without the

CLX432150

70cm Linear: 1W drive: 50W output

metering. Output is 13.8V at up to 15A, just

CLX43225100 70cm Linear; 25W drive; 100W output

2m Linear; 3W drive; 100W output

£289.00
£169.95
£169.95
£289.00
£219.00
£345.00
£255.00
£399.00
£219.00
£255.00
£345.00

right if you use your mobile radio at home. Ideal

too for running all your shack accessories, like
your Packet or GTOR equipment, backlighting

your Diamond SWR meters or even a stand
alone transverter or VHF linear amplifier. Like
its big brother it is superb value for money and
you get change from seventy quid!

New!

0

J
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Half catalogue, half price list why not get your copy of our new
CataList! Just send us four first class
stamps and we'll send you one by
return. Crammed full of interesting
new products and some good old
favourites as well.

If you'd like all the secrets of the top Dxers. we've a great book written
by the experts themselves. It's called the VHF UHF DX Book and
contains chapters on propagation, antennas. transceivers, transverters.
Mears. pre -amps. accessories and most importantly, the techniques you
should use to get the most out of VHF and UHF operating.
Its bang up to date.
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If you havenit yet upgraded to 9600 baud packet. nowis the time. Its been a long time coming but now
you can get to 9600 of the shelf - complete radio and TNC packages with no mods to do and no extra
boards to add in - just plug in and go - at high speed!

The radio end...

BERKSHIRE
3. Weaveris Walk,
Northbrook Street,
Newbury
Tel 0635 522122

NORTH EAST
Mitford House
Newcastle Intil Airport
Newcastle upon Tyne
Tel 0661 860418

Check out Kenwood's twin FM transceivers - The
TM251E puts you straight on to 2m or the TM451E for

70cms. Both run more than enough power to get you
right into the network and feature dedicated data ports
tailored to the needs of high speed packet.

The TNC end...

SCOTLAND
Cumbernauld Airport
Cumbernauld
Strathclyde
Tel 0236 721004

The new Kantronics KPC9612 is fast becoming the new standard in TNC5 and when you see what it

can do you'll know why! This is the only dual speed. dual port TNC on the market. It will let you
connect two transceivers to it for working on two bands, or two frequencies on the same band if you
prefer. One port is 1200 baud and the other can be configured to 4800. 9600 or 19k2 as standard! If
you are already on Packet, imagine doing what you are doing already but eight times faster! With many
new 9600 baud user ports fast becoming available on many BBS s this is the way forward! The new
KPC9612 is available direct from Lowe Electronics. the Kantronics distributor - who better to buy from!
If you want a complete package, we can supply you with everything from the power supply to the
antenna and all the bits in between, including all the interconnecting leads. We canit supply the
computer but we've got some great software we can offer! Ask now if you are considering upgrading,
we're doing super deals on trade-ins and some great package deals on complete 9600 baud stations.
Donit miss out!
Why not send us four first-class stamps and request our DataComms information pack and we will
also give you a free copy of the Lowe Packet Radio ideal for beginners to get going or a useful
reminder to those with more experience.

Lowe takes away the pain of mobile operating!
These days so many cars are just not condusive to operating mobile! Fewer and fewer places to mount a radio
and when you do find someplace, someone breaks in and nicks it! Many people today are using
handhelds in their vehicles which presents two problems - how do you operate it safely and where do

WALES & WEST
79.81 Gloucester Rd.
Patchway,
Bristol,

Tel 0272 315263

SOUTH EAST
Communications
House
Chatham Road
Sandling, Maidstone,
Tel 0622 692773

YORKSHIRE
34, New Briggate
Leeds,

Tel 0532 452657

you put it? Trust Lowe to solve the problem!
The QS200 is a superb little gizmo that everyone will want to buy for two reasons - it is so
good and it is also so inexpensive! Just look at the picture. The QS200 holds the radio in a

convenient place on the dash where you can still see the display and operate the major
controls be it a handheld transceiver or a scanner. The QS200 mounts into the vents of your car

dashboard with no drilling or cutting and your handheld just slots into it using its belt clip - fits in
seconds and you can remove your handheld just as fast when you want to take it from the car beats any quick release mount ! Get one now while stocks last!

Head office: Chesterfield Road
Matlock
Derbyshire DE4 5LE
Tel: 0629 580800
Short Wave Magazine, November 1994

Fax: 0629 580020

SOUTH WEST
117, Beaumont Road
St. Judes
Plymouth,
Tel 0752 257224

EAST ANGLIA
152, High Street,
Chesterton,
Cambridge,
Tel 0223 311230
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Elaine Richards
G4LFM starts off
this month by asking the question
When is a Novice
not a Novice? and
later goes on to
introduce a new

section, 'First
Steps' to her
column.

For Radio Beginners of all Ages.

Elaine Richards G4LFM, PO Box 1863,
Ringwood, Hants BH24 3X0.

socket.
When is a Novice

not a Novice?
There has been
quite a bit of
confusion
recently regarding the word
Novice when applied to this
column, if the post bag is anything. to go by.

According to my dictionary,
a novice is "someone who is
not experienced at the job or
activity that they are doing". In
the hobby of radio we are all
novices of one sort or another
and I hope I can help all
novices in this column.
Just because you are not
studying for the Novice exam
or are just awaiting your new
Novice callsign doesn't mean
that I can't answer your questions!
In fact, the Editorial Office
(bless them) have decided to
create a new section within

Ever Explored CB?
I've had a letter from 12 year

old John Swarbrick passed
to me from the Editorial
Office and he's asked about a
subject I've never explored CB. John would like to see
tests, or at least mentions, of
new types of CB rigs as he
believes not all CB users
drive around in articulated
trucks, swearing and shouting down the radio waves.
Well, to be honest with
you, CB is an aspect of radio
I've never experimented
with. I know it's been the
starting point for many radio
amateurs and some still dabble in both aspects of radio.
I would like to hear your
views on CB, what's about,
what's good and what's bad.
I am a firm believer that there
is room for all kinds of radio
in this world, just because it's
something I've never tried
doesn't mean that I ignore it.
Please drop me a line if it's
something you're involved
with and I'll see if I can pass
on the information.
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Unfortunately, computers can
only understand binary numbers, so the letter A(65) actually becomes 01000001. Don't
worry too much about the
maths as you don't need to
understand all the technicalities to use Packet.
To send these binary numbers over radio they are first
passed to a special converter
unit known as a Terminal
Node Controller or TNC where
they are converted to two
tones, spaced apart by about
200Hz. These tones can then
be coupled to a standard
transceiver through the Mic

this column, just for the true
beginner - First Steps.
Thanks to Alan Clayton
G7HZZ for the title. This
month I'm looking at your logbook entries and what it must
contain and what useful information you should also be
keeping.
If you have any questions

you'd like answered in First
Steps, drop me a line. No
question is too simple. I hope
that I can then cover more difficult topics for all levels of
novices in the main part of the
column.

Packet Radio
It seems to me that you can't
do or read anything about
amateur radio these days without tripping over the words
Packet Radio. What on earth is
Packet and why do people use
it? Well, I thought I'd have a go
at describing the theory
behind Packet and see if that
gives us any clues as to why
people use it.
Most amateurs will have
heard of Packet, but there
seems to be very little information around to help the
complete beginner get an
understanding of what Packet
is about and how to get started. I hope I can go some way

to put that right here. I can
hardly give a complete tutorial
in the space available, but I
can at least whet your
appetite.
Let's start at the very
beginning with data transmissions. There are a number of
modes that transmit text or
data over radio. The most
basic of these is good old
Morse code.
With Morse, the information to be sent is converted to
a series of dots and dashes
that turn the transmitter on
and off. At the distant end the
process is reversed either by a
human or computer decoder.
If you want to send information between two computers, a similar conversion and
decoding process has to take
place. When you type letters at
the keyboard, the computer
produces numbers to represent the letters. The standard
used for this conversion is
known as the American
Standard Code for Information
Interchange or more conveniently ASCII (pronounced
Askee).

To give you an idea of how
the letters are converted to
numbers, here are the first
three letters of the alphabet
and their respective numbers:
A(65), B(66), C(67).

Transceiver

At the receiving end,
another TNC takes the tones
from the speaker socket. Then
it converts the tones back into
numbers for presentation to
the computer. As well as converting the binary number to
tones the TNC adds some
extra information and splits
the information into neat packets or bursts.
One of the problems with
some of the simpler data
transmission systems such as
RTTY, is their susceptibility to
corruption from noise and
interfecence. Packet radio
largely overcomes corruption
problems by sending the inforrriation in specially created
bursts or packets.
Each of these packets has
some extra numbers added at
the beginning to say where the
information should go and a
special number called a Frame
Check Sequence (FCS) at the
end. The FCS is calculated
from the transmitted data so it
can be used by the receiving
station to check that all has
been received without error.
If all is well, the receiving
station sends an acknowledgement back to the transmitter
and waits for the next packet
to arrive. If there's any interference effecting the signal, the
receiver will ask for the packet
to be sent again.

Packet TNC

A typical Packet Radio system.
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First Steps

Process
Repeated
The process is repeated
until all the information has
been sent. Obviously, as

you're dealing with two
computers this exchange
only takes a fraction of a
second.
From this you can see
that using Packet to communicate between two sta-

tions results in virtually
error free transmission. The
system is so good it can be
used to successfully send
computer programs over
the air.
One other big advantages of Packet transmission is that several stations
can share the same frequency. This is because
each packet has an address
at the beginning (callsign)
and the FCS correction
number at the end. If any

transmissions 'collide', the
receiving station will just
ask for the last packet to be
sent again.
Starting in Packet radio
is extremely easy and you
just need a computer, radio
and a TNC. A look through
the adverts in PW will
reveal many people selling
TNCs with a variety of facilities.
If you want to have a
go, I would suggest you
start by chatting to one or
two of the local Packet
operators and see what sort
of system would suit you.
Ask around at your local
radio club to see who's on
the air.
Once you've started on
Packet, there's a wealth of

information available on the
many bulletin board systems along with a very
effective messaging system. I'll talk more about bulletin boards next month.

To start off the new First Steps section of this column I've decided to look
at the Logbook and its uses. If you have recently obtained your Amateur
Radio Licence and are unsure of what steps to take now, how you should
set-up your shack or any aspect of what to do now you are able to get on
the air, then drop me a line and I'll see what I can do to help.

Your Logbook
There are lots of companies who make logbooks for the radio amateur and these often
provide the cheapest method using a logbook that fulfils the legal requirements. The
legal requirements for a logbook are:
The date of transmission
The times in UTC (or GMT)
The frequency
The mode of transmission
Power used
All CO calls, even if no-one replies

The callsign of any station you talk to
The legal requirements cover the basics for your base station log. Usually a commercial
logbook contains a notes column, one for recording the sending and receiving of 05L
cards and one for recording the report you exchange.
There are lots of other details which can be very useful to record that a commercial
book doesn't give space for. So you can either make your own log book (which can be
very time consuming) or create a computer or card filing system.
I think it's really nice to make a note of things like the other station's name so at
least you can refer to them by name if you get a chance to speak again. Also it can be
very useful to make a note of the antenna you were using as this provides you with reference material if you try a few experiments.
How about logging the weather conditions? as this can also have an effect on the
radio signals. Things like this can start to build up as a reference work on all the differ-

ent things that affect your signals.
Don't forget to make some notes on what you talked about. Note where they live.
what job they do. names of their family or anything else that could be the starting
point to a good radio friendship.
I must confess. when I was first licensed my log -keeping was quite detailed, in those
days you had to keep a log of mobile contacts too! But, over the years things have got
less detailed and there are times when I regret not having made better notes!
I'm not going to bother with a drawing of a logbook as I'm sure most people will have
seen them, if not a few pounds sent to one of the many advertisers who stock them will
solve that one. Instead, here's a few ideas for a card system you could adapt for your
own.

That's all for this
month, keep sending in your letters
and don't forget if

Callsign
Date

Name

Weather

Antenna

Rig

Frequency

you're unsure of
those First Steps to
take drop me a
line with your
queries.

410

atig
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The CATS Whispers
CATS Whispers is the cleverly
titled newsletter of the
Coulsdon Amateur
Transmitting Society. The
newsletter takes the format of
four printed A4 sheets and contains details of club matters,
recent and forthcoming events,
items for sale and other clubs
events.
The Coulsdon ATS hold

their meetings on the second
Monday of every month at St.
Swithun's Church Hall,
Grovelands Road, Purley at
7.45pm.

The contact for the
Coulsdon Amateur Transmitting
Society is Andy Briers GOKZT.

Tel: (0737) 557198.

Aylesbury Vale
Radio Society
The Aylesbury Vale Radio
Society is a well established
and friendly club that meets on
the first and third Wednesday of
each month at 8pm at Hardwick
Village Hall, three miles north of
Aylesbury on the A413
Buckingham Road
The club's members include
licensed amateurs and short
wave listeners (s.w.l.) of all ages
with a range of interests including h.f. operating, satellites,
ATV and home construction.
The club holds regular talks
inviting external speakers and
also organise visits, quizzes,
competitions, Morse practice
and lots more.
If you fancy joining the club

Moved into a new club room? Won a contest? Got a funny
story or news of a special event?
Send your information to the 'Club Spotlight' newshounds
Donna Vincent and zoe Short/and at the PW Offices.

4830454.
or finding out more about them,
why not contact Martyn Jones

Membership 123

G4XZJ, Club Secretary on
(0296) 81097.

The current membership of the

Vale of White
Horse Amateur
Radio Society
The Vale of White Horse ARS
meet, fairly informally, on the
first Tuesday of every month at
8pm at the Fox, Steventon.
Club nets are held every
Sunday at 8.15pm on
145.200MHz. Occasionally the
club holds Special Event
Stations, 144MHz DF Contests
and BBQs, etc.

If you are interested in joining the club you can contact Ian

White G3SEK, 52 Abingdon
Road, Drayton, Abingdon
OX14 4HP for more informanon

Yeovil Festival Of Transport
On August 13/14 1994, the callsign GB2YFT was once

again activated by members of the Yeovil Amateur
Radio Club at Barwick Park Showground, on the out-

Hastings Electronics &
Radio Club is 123 and over a
number of years, the club have
run RAE classes and Novice
courses since the introduction
of the licence. The Hastings
Electronics & Radio Club is also
registered with the City &
Guilds Institute as an examination centre for both the Novice
& RAE exams. They also hope
to begin a further course in
Morse for beginners and those
with some knowledge.
The present headquarters of
the Hastings E & RC Club are at
St Leonards Sea Anglers
Association, 16 Grand Parade,
St Leonards-on-Sea, East
Sussex where there is a top
floor shack for h.f. and v.h.f.
gear. However, the main meetings are held at the West Hill
Sponsors of the
Yeovil Festival of Transport
Mercedes-Benz
(United Kingdom) Ltd

skirts of Yeovil.
The Special Event Station was held in support of the
Yeovil Festival of Transport, which boasts one of the
finest displays of vintage, classic and modern transport of
all kinds in the British Isles. All donations from the show
were donated to local charities.
The Yeovil Amateur Radio Club have been associated
with the Festival of Transport for many years, and on
many occasions has received a lot of interest from the
general public. Operation of the Special Event Station was
from the club's tent, close to the Show Ring and inspite of
the noise from the many vehicles being demonstrated,
more contacts were made than in some previous years.
A dual -band collinear for v.h.f., at the top of a 12m
portable mast was kindly loaned and erected by G7SDD.
GB2YFT
A G5RV antenna was suspended at its centre from the
YEOVIL AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
mast. This provided the somewhat basic antenna system
G3CMH OTH R
for the station.
However, the antenna system proved most effective and contacts were made on 144, 7 and
3.5MHz. A brief excursion onto 14MHz provided contacts with eight other continental countries.
Although conditions were poor, the Yeovil Amateur Radio Club hope to run the special event station
again in 1995!
If you fancy joining the club, members meet every Thursday at 7.30pm at The Red Cross Centre,
72 Grove Avenue, Yeovil. Further details can be obtained from Cedric White (Club Secretary) on

(0258) 473845.
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Community Centre on the third
Wednesday of each month, at
7.30pm. There is also a
social/chat night each Friday at
the Sea Anglers Club.
The Hastings Electronics &
Radio Club issue a certificate for
the '1066 Award'. To qualify for
this certificate you have to work
(or for s.w.l.s, hear) eight club
members, or six members and
the club station G2LL, G6HH or
G1HHH. The cost of this award
is only £1.50.
For more information on the
club and details of activities,
you can contact the Secretary
G3YYF, OTHR or on (0142)

Saltash & District
Amateur Radio
Club

The Saltash & District
Amateur Radio Club was officially formed on November 6
1964. This year the club plans to
celebrate its 30th year in existence with a buffet reception at
The Rodney Inn, Saltash. This
will be held on the 10
November at 7.3Opm. Members
and their partners and especially all past members and office
holders will be very welcome to
attend. For further information
on the club you can get in contact with Brian G7SSH on

(0752) 844321 (evenings).

Worthing & District
The
Worthing

& District
Amateur
Radio
Club meet
every
Wednesday
at 7.30pm
for 8pm at
the Parish
Hall, South Street, Lancing.
A few events coming up

that may be of interest to you
are: November 2 a Video
DXpedition to the North Pole
and on the 9th there is a Junk
Sale.

If you would like to join the
Worthing & District Amateur
Radio Club you can 'phone Roy
Bannister G4GPX on (0903)
753893 for more details.

North Wales Radio
Rally

Tony Tuite GWONSR of the
North Wales Radio Rally Club
has recently informed the Club
Spotlight of this year's North
Wales Radio Rally, the dates are
November 5 and 6 1994. The
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rally will be held in the
Aberconwy Centre, Llandudno
with all the usual trade stands,
Bring & Buy and refreshments.
The North Wales Radio Rally
Club (NWRC) meets every
Thursday at 7.30pm at the
YMCA Building, Colwyn Bay,
Clwyd, Wales. The club is a City
& Guilds Approved Examination
Centre and their regular activities include h.f. and v.h.f. stations on the air, Novice and
Morse instruction as well as an
acitve involvement with
RAYNET activities.

Anyone who is interested in
joining in with the activities of
the NWRC is welcome to go
along and sample the coffee
and biscuits! If you want to
know more you should contact
Tony Tuite GWONSR on
(0492) 513246.

Gambia DXpedition
From October 23 to November 7

1994 the Whitton Amateur
Radio Group will be mounting
a DXpedition to The Gambia
(C56) in West Africa and will be
operating under the callsign of
C56/GOMRF. While on the
DXpedition the club will be taking part in the CQWW contest
during the weekend of Ocotber
29 & 30, using the callsign

Club Logos

Radio Lifeboat
The members of the Poole Radio Society recently set-up and
worked one of a series of Special Event Stations in connection with
the Worked All Britain (WAB) Lifeboat Station Award. The award has
been set-up by the WAB as part of its 25th anniversary to raise
£10000 to provide a Class D Lifeboat for the RNLI. To qualify for the
award, stations had to work 10 of the h.f. special event stations or
five of the v.h.f. stations and send a minimum donation of £3
towards the appeal with their application.
Using the callsign GB2LHQ (Lifeboat Head Quarters, very appropriate as Poole is the headquarters for the RNLI)
the members of the Poole Radio Society made
over 400 contacts during the weekend of July 16
&17th. Many of the contacts were made from the
main station on 3.5MHz but some were also made
on the 7 and 430MHz bands using portable equipment.
The Chairman of Poole Radio Society, David
Mason G3ZPR said that the running of the station
provided a chance for all the club members to get
on the air. The station GB2HLQ gave Natalie
Doherty 2E1CSF her first introduction to h.f. oper-%
ating (under supervision).
Poole Radio Society meet on the second
Friday of each month at the Poole site of the
College of Further Education, Lady Russell Cotes
House, Constitution Hill Road, Poole, Dorset. For

more details contact Vernon Cotton G3BCI on
(0202) 762110.

Natalie 2E1CSF being given some guidance
on operating GB2HLQ.
quencies and modes. The station will be located a few
metres from the sea, which is
hoped will help to give good
results on 1.8 and 28MHz.

Along with h.f. equipment

C56DX.

The Whitton ARG are
intending to concentrate on
activity on the most wanted fre-

in items
sending
Your'b
club
for inclusionif
Spotlight', we Wouldso
has a logo a copy,
when
appreciate
be used If
that it canyour
club.
featuring history behind
e is a
we' d like
Logo that
Club
as
or
about
to know

When

the use of 144, 430MHz and
2.4GHz equipment will allow
C56 to be worked on amateur

satellites. The Gambia is very
rare on satellite and this will be
the first operation on mode S
from the location. To benefit the
expedition, the international
controllers of AMSAT OSCAR13
have changed the satellite's
schedule.
All QSLs for this DXpedition

should be sent via GOMRF

direct or via the bureau.
Don't forget, a full 'Club News'
listing is available from the PW
Editorial Offices for a stamped,
self addressed envelope, marked
'Club News' Sheet.

*December 11: The Verulam Amateur Radio Club
will be holding its Verulam Christmas Rally at the
Watford Leisure Centre, which is located less than
live minutes drive from the Junction of the MI and
M25 motorways Trading will be from 10am to 4pm

*October 21 & Et Leicester ARS at Granby Halls.
Leicester Doors open at 10am each day (9 30am for
disabled visitors) All the usual facilities. Please note

the dale Frank G4P02 on (053310X059.
Novembor 58 & The Eighth North Wales Radio 8

(092312=4.

Electronics Show is being held at The Aberconwy
hew Theatre. Llandudno The show
Jays, entrance is £1 50 for adults,

1995

,e B. Mee GW7EXH on
Jarman 21: The Lancastrian Radio & Computer Rally
is being held at the University of Lancaster There will
be all the usual traders. refreshments, a bar and a
Bring & Buy There is excellent access to this rally.
live minutes frr, pit^ m luncliOn 33 or 34 on the M6.
Admission ,'
at 10 30am ter the
disabled
me else Further details

Tel/FAX. 101451 591701.

November 12: The All Micro Show B. Radio Rally &
Electronics Fair is being held at the Bingley Hall.
Staffordshire Showground. Weston Road, Stafford
IA518 Stafford Uttoxeter Road). AA signposted from
Junction 14 on the M6 Doors open at 10am to 4pm
Entrance fee is £2 for adults and children under 14
free As usual, there will be the local charity stalls, a
licensed bar from 11 am, refreshments, and free
parking. 10473)272002.

November 1/ The Donegal/Tie Conaill Radio Club
will be holding their annual mobile rally and funk sale
in Jacksons Hotel, Ballybofey. Co Donega Doors
open at 12 noon and admission is £1 There is ample
parking available Also a bar, refreshments and food
available all day Raymond 219001 on (073137152.

November

Sue

* Practical Wireless & Short Wave Magazine in attendance
If you're travelling a long distance to a rally, it could be worth 'phoning the contact
number to check all is well, before setting off.
The Editorial staff of PW cannot be held responsible for information on Rallies, as this
is supplied by the organisers and is published in good faith as a service to readers.
If you have any queries about a particular event, please contact the organisers direct.

The Barnsley & District Amateur Radio
Club will be holding its fourth Amateur Radio Rally at
the Metrndome Complex in Barnsley Town Centre.
less then two miles from Junction 31 Mt This is a
maw venue, all on one level with excellent disabled
facilities, a licensed bar/restaurant and a separate
cafeteria The Rally will have all the usual amateur
radio and computer dealers with radio clubs,
specialists groups and a Bring & Buy Ernie
LITHR. Tel: l0226l 716339 between 6 -Rom and 6.7pm
on Monday evenings

refreshments available and free car parking
Admission is El for further details contact Norman
GIBHE an 021-422 9707 or Pater G6ORN on 021-

November 13: The Midland Amateur Radio Society
are holding their Radio/Computer Rally at Stockland

November 27: West Manchester Radio Clubs 'Winter
Rally' will be held at the usual venue of the Bolton
Sports & Exhibition Centre, Silverwell St Bolton
(town centrel All the usual trade stands (over 75)
societies, Bring & Buy etc all at pavement level. with

Green Leisure Centre. Slade Road. Erdington,
Birmingham Doors open 113am, usual traders, local
clubs, special interest stands, bring and sell tables,

4431119 evenings.
November 211 the Bishop Auckland Radio &
Computer Rally will be held at the Newton Aycliffe
Leisure Centre. Beveridge Arcade, Newton Aycliffe,
Co Durham 015 4EM Doors open 1 1 am 110 30am for

disabled visitors) Mike Shield GIPRQ on (0359)

76MM.
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,

facilities for the disabled Bar and refreshments
available all day Doors open 11 00am, 10 30am for
disabled visitors Admission El: children free Dave
61100 on (0204)24104 evenings only.
*November 27: The Bodgend District Amateur Radio
Club are holding their radio rally at the Bridgend
Recreation Centre. Bridgend Doors open at 11 am
110 30am for disabled visitors) Food and refreshments
are available all day There is also a large Bring & Buy
and talk in on S22 Further details from Mike

February 5.

105241 64239

ARS Radio Rally is
bony 1.1,1J1 t o Ramiro ks. Long Road, Canvey
Island. Essex, 'The Paddocks is located at the end of
.

the A130) Doors open at 10 30am Bring 8 Buy, trade
stands and home made refreshments are available
en SZ2 Admission 1s f t Free car parking
Roger GOLTO on WON 693716 or Kee on 102611)
755350.

April 21 The Bury Radio Society will be holding their
annual rally at the Castle Leisure Centre. Bolton St,
Bury Doors open at 11.00 am 110.311am for disabled
visitors) There will be a Bring & Buy, a bar arid

refreshments talk in nn S22 Further details are
available from G4KLT on 061-762 9301

MINS cn (0656) 722199.

May 21: The 11th Yeovil ORP & Construction
Convention is being held at the Preston
School/Centre, Monks Dale, Yeovil. Somerset It will
be preceded by a Morse Funrun on each evening from
Monday 15 to Friday 19 May Further de:ails can be
obtained from G3C011, CITHR. (0935)11130M.

December 4: Leeds & District ARS Christmas Radio.
Electronic & Computer Rally will be held at Merton
High School, King lane. Leeds Doors open at 11 arri,
10 30am for disabled Phil Robinsoe onf0632)1110006.

More rally details next month.
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Be sure of your copy of Practical Wireless every month and qualify for
our Subscribers' Club as well. Special offers and discounts are normally available to members, including those abroad.

This month we've put together a book
package at a very special price. If you are a
keen DXer you'll find this month's
Subscribers' Club Offer is one not to be
missed.
1994

1-11-1-ternational Listings

"*.11F,L.ist

Isn't it time you
became a member of
the Practical Wireless
Subscribers' Club and
had your favourite
magazine delivered
direct to your door?
Subscription Rates:
1 Year
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£22 (UK)

£25 (Europe)
£27 (Rest of World)
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ARRL 1994 Radio

Amateur Callbook North American Listings
and the ARRL 1994 Radio Amateur Callbook
International Listings @ £30 including P&P.
Subscribers' Club Number
Name

overseas readers please apply for
postal charges). These publications
normally sell for £19.50 each plus
P&P, so with our offer you are

making a saving of over £10!
Both books contain a
comprehensive list of callsigns, DXCC
Countries List, details of world-wide QSL
bureaus, Radio Amateur prefixes of the world, 28
and 50MHz beacon lists and details of Radio
Amateurs operating with Reciprocal Licenses.

Address

To take advantage of this offer and keep up with
what's happening around the world just fill in the
coupon opposite and send it with your money to:
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UNBELIEVABLY LOW PRICES
IC -3230 2M/70cm FM £525

IC -R71 HF

IC-W21E

Rx £859

2M/70cm
FM £369

IC-4iE

70cm
FM

£199

IC-2ET 2M
FM £199
IC-4ET 70cm
FM £215

IC-P4E

IC-X2E

70cm

70/23cm
FM £399

FM

£195

IC -729 HF/6M Tx £995

BIRMINGHAM: STORE IS JUST OFF M5 MOTORWAY AT JUNCTION 2

International House, 963 Wolverhampton Rd. Oldbury, West Midlands B69 40J.

Tel: 021 552 0073 Fax: 021 552 0051.
OPENING TIMES: Tuesdays to Fridays: 09:00- 17:00 & Saturdays: 09:00- 16:00.
HERNE BAY: Unit 8, Herne Bay West Ind. Estate, Sea Street, Horne Bay, Kent CT6 8LD.
Tel: 0227 741555 Fax: 0227 741742. Herne Bay branch closed for lunch 1300- 7400.
RSGB

VISA
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COASTAL COMMUNICATIONS
AMATEUR RADIO FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR

Christmas made easy

2m FM Compact mobile
50W 70cms Rx.
Pkt connector
9K6 Data ready

2m FM mobile 50W
DTMF built in 13.8

2m All mode
detatachable front 40W,
FM, CW, SSB 13.8V

70cms FM compact
mobile 35W, 13.8V.

2m & 70cms 50W &
35W 72 memories

Packet connector
2m RX 9K6 Data ready

Full cross -band duplex.
Detachable front panel

70cms 2.5W mobile
multimode FM, CW, SSB
13.8V

Dualband mobile

2m 2.5W mobile

6m 2.5W mobile

2m/70cms 50W/35W.

multimode FM, CW, SSB
13.8V

multimode FM, CW, SSB
13.8V

Tri band handheld 2m,
70cms, 23cms C/W
nicad & charger. Full
double cross -band duplex

Dual band 2m/70cms.
Detachabel front panel.

Built in duplexer 13.8V

FM dualbond,
2m/70cms, 110

70cms all mode
detachable front 35W
FM, CW, SSB 13.8V

2m all mode base 100W
13.8V. FM/CW, SSB

memories. Built in
duplexer

50W on 2m.

VHF/UHF Base dual
band tranceiver
2m/70cms

45/35W 12V

FINANCE CAN ALSO BE ARRANGED
ICOM
APPOINT
COASTAL
AS AUTHORISED
DEALERS
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AFTER MANY YEARS CAREFUL
NEGOTIATION, COASTAL HAVE NOW ADDED
ICOM TO THEIR PRODUCT RANGE. "THE
BENEFITS WERE CLEAR TO BOTH COMPANIES". ALL
ICOM PRODUCTS, ACCESSORIES 8e SERVICES WILL NOW
BE AVAILABLE AT COASTAL FOR '95. ENSURING OUR
CUSTOMERS HAVE FULL PRODUCT SELECTION, ALONG
WITH OUR HIGH STANDARD OF CUSTOMER SERVICE.
Practical Wireless, November 1994

PHONE

0255-474292

FAX

0255-476524

Mon -Sat 9.5

Wed 9-2

BUY NOW PAY IN 1995

Tri-Band FM mobile 2m
& 70cms. Optional:

10m/6m/23cms

Budget HF all ham
bands general coverage
receive. 100W 13.8V

HF transceiver built in
auto ATU 13.8V -100W.
All bands with general

Interest Free over 15months

Same as TS-450SAT but

with built in 6m module
at 50W

HF transceiver all band.
Full spec. General
receive 100W -13.8V

receive

Dual band handheld

2m/70cms c/w 7.2V
700Ma. Ni-Cod &

Base station 2m/70cms
multimode with 6m &
23cms options. Mains

Budget HF 100W 13.8V
all bands all mode with
general receive

New HF compact mobile
13.8V 100W detachable
front panel
Auto ATU internal

HF all band. Mains or
13.8V 100W full spec.
General receive

All mode 100W internal

Mobile HF transceiver
100W, 26 memories.
General coverage

Compact budget HF
transceiver

HF & 6m auto ATU all
bands. 100W all bands.

100W 12V

Built in PSU

charger

HF & 6m general
coverage receiver
12V

auto ATU as standard
12V HF with general
receive

receive

0 A MAXIMUM OF 4 YEARS ON SOME EQUIPMENT AT 25,3% APR
As authorised main dealers for
Kenwood, Yaesu, Icom & Hustler, we can offer a
FAST NEXT DAY DELIVERY on most items.

For polite, efficient & fast service call "Coastal".

CHECK THE COMPETITION!

/iiisTAVR)
THE Nol ANTENNA SYSTEM IN THE STATES.
THATS CATCHING ON VERY WELL OVER
HERE. SEND AN A4 SAE FOR LATEST FULL

- the traditional retailer Practical Wireless, November 1994

INFO PACK INCLUDING HRT & PW REVIEWS.
WHEN THE SIGNAL MATTERS USE HUSTLER.
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AKD-7003 TRANSCEIVER REVIEW
Elaine Richards
G4LFM has taken a

little time off from her
'Novice Natter'
column to try out a
budget priced
430MHz f.m.
transceiver which (it
seems) could well
find its way into
some Christmas
stockings this year!
With so many young 'novices'
joining amateur radio,
there's definitely a need for
good quality, no nonsense,
equipment that's not going

to break the ,rik.
The latest release from AKD, the 7003
appears to fit the bill very well. It has a simple
layout with a selling price of just £193.74 and
what's more it's British!
:

Well Packaged
The AKD7003 came very well packaged. It
arrived complete with microphone and power
lead -albeit a rather short one.
Rather than use a plug and socket
arrangement for the power connection, AKD
have opted for straightforward flying leads.
These are for you to connect to your 12V
power supply.
The flying leads are about 450mm long and
include a 2A in -line fuse. New users will be
pleased to hear that the AKD7003 includes full
protection just in case you connect the supply
up the wrong way round!
The 'wrong way round' protection is
essential as it's very easy (even for experienced
engineers) to make that simple mistake. In this
case the protection is a rectifier diode
connected across the supply leads. If a power
reversal happens, the rectifier conducts and
blows the in -line 2A fuse.

The AKD7003 f.m. transceiver.

Having said that, I note that AKD have a
plug -top p.s.u. available as an option! If you're
using the rig for both mobile and base station
operation you can very easily fit a simple plug
and socket for a quick change -over.

Antenna Connection
The antenna connection on the transceiver
uses a standard SO -239 socket. These,

although not my favourite choice for u.h.f., are
perfectly adequate.
One advantage with this SO -239 type of
connector is that the plugs are both cheaper
and easier to fit than the more sophisticated
BNC and N types often used at the higher
frequencies. The use of the PL -259 plug does,
however, mean you have to take that much
more care to ensure you have a very good r.f.
connection.
Although the internal 40mm speaker is fine
for most situations, you can use an external
speaker. You connect this via a standard
3.5mm jack mounted on the rear panel.
As is standard practice, the internal speaker
is automatically disabled when this jack is in
use. The only point you need to watch when
using an external speaker is that it must be 80
or greater.
You could get caught out with the speaker
impedance as many proprietary external units

are only 40 impedance. If you do connect a
40 speaker, it may not damage the rig, but the
sound will probably be distorted.

Base Station

Microphone Socket

If you're using the 7003 as a base station, use
the flying leads connected directly to your
power unit. And, as the power output of the

The only remaining connection on the
AKD7003 is the standard four -pin microphone
socket on the front panel. The rig comes
complete with a suitable microphone, though

AKD7003 is limited to the 3W maximum
allowed in the Novice licence, the power
supply requirements are very modest at 13.8V
(±10%) at 750mA maximum.
Although it's tempting to use a cheap plug top power unit to power the AKD7003, I
would strongly recommend that you use a
properly regulated unit designed for the job.
This is an ideal project for home construction
using the skills learnt during the Novice
training.
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the use of a standard socket makes it easy to
change to a microphone of your choice later.

The ability to choose another microphone
is particularly relevant for mobile operators.
They will doubtless want to use one of the
many headset assemblies that are available.
And they're well worth every penny they cost
in the interest of safer motoring.
Audio input requirements for the AKD7003
transmitter are just 60mV into 6000. This

should prove just right for most moving coil
microphones.
One point to note however, is that there's
no d.c. supply available at the microphone
socket to power electret type microphones.
You'll need to provide that some other way.
As well as the microphone input and
ground connections, there are the usual press
to talk (p.t.t.) and an audio output. This audio
output is particularly useful for Packet
operations as you could make all the necessary
connections via the microphone socket.
The audio output level is fixed at 400mV
into 47k0. So this should be fine for most
Packet TNCs.

The only point you may have to watch is
that the audio output from the TNC doesn't
overload the microphone input. This can be
very easily corrected with a simple resistive
attenuator that you should be able to mount in
the microphone socket itself.

Helped By Manual
Getting on the air quickly is helped by the very
simple operating manual. This is a ten page A5
booklet that even contains a useful 432MHz
band plan showing the conversion from
frequency to channel number.
As well as the usual specification and
layout description, the manual includes a
simple step-by-step guide to using the features
of the AKD7003. Although this is contained on
just one page it is quite enough even if this is
your first radio.
The manual also has plenty of advice on
installing the AKD7003. This includes its use
for Packet and RTTY.

Under the Bonnet
Let's now take a look 'under the bonnet'. And,
in line with its simple image, the AKD7003
uses basic constructional techniques and
access to the electronics is via the plastics top
and bottom panels.
The main mechanical strength is provided
by the aluminium rear and side panels. The
main p.c.b. is a good quality double -sided
glass fibre unit that takes up most of the
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Joy To Use
cabinet space. The front panel carries another
p.c.b. that's used for the display and control
electronics.
As with most channelised rigs, synthesis
techniques are used to control the operating
frequency. The preset information for all the
various channels is contained on a socket
mounted Erasable Programmed Read Only
Memory (EPROM) for the uninitiated!
As well as holding the basic frequency
information, the EPROM also controls the startup frequency. The factory default setting for
this was the f.m. calling channel S20 or
433.5MHz.
If you're operating an unattended Packet
station you really don't want the rig to start on
channel 20. If it did, you could end up sending
Packet signals on the calling channel following
a power break!
Fortunately, AKD have thought of this
problem and can supply replacement EPROMs
set to start the rig on a channel of your choice.
The EPROM was designed for exchange by the
operator as it uses a conventional socket, but
please be very careful when making the
change.

Easy To Use
As you've probably already guessed, the
AKD7003 is a really easy rig to use. This has a
number of advantages particularly for the
mobile operator who isn't in a position to
fumble with complex controls.
The key to much of the 7003's simplicity is
the use of a simple channelised display. This
method is employed instead of the more

Following my review session on the
rig, I must say that the AKD7003 was
certainly a joy to use. And I found the
very basic, but simple controls were
trouble free.
The audio quality was very punchy
with the 2W of audio proving adequate
even for mobile operation, though this
can be improved by using a well
placed external speaker or headset.
The very simple approach adopted
by AKD has resulted in a rig that does
all it needs to without any of
complexities that can end up making
an otherwise good rig difficult to use.
The appeal of the AKD7003 is likely to
be very wide.
The 'novice' will doubtless be
attracted by the combination of price
and performance whilst the
experienced operator will see it as an
ideal second rig. I can see that the
Packet operator could well decide to
buy one as a dedicated Packet rig.
My thanks go to AKD of Unit 5,
Parsons Green Estate, Boulton Road,
Steveneage, Hertfordshire SG1 40G.
Tel. (0438) 357591 for the loan of the
review unit, which they can supply for
£193.74.

conventional frequency display.
The AKD7003 shows the channels using a
very clear two digit display mounted right in
the centre of the front panel. Immediately
below the display are the three frequency
controls.
There are no fancy keypads or tuning
knobs: just a simple up and down button plus
one other. The function of this third button
depends on whether you're tuned to a simplex
or repeater channel.
If you're operating simplex, pressing the
third button immediately returns you back to
the calling channel. For the repeater operator
this key lets you listen on the repeater input.
Returning from listening on the input is
done by pressing any key - ideal for mobile
operation. I was pleased to see that all three of
these control push buttons had a very clean
action with a positive click to indicate
operation.

Operating Through Repeater
When operating through repeaters you need to
be able to send an accurate 0.5 second burst of
1750Hz tone. The AKD7003 includes this
when ever you press the p.t.t. twice in quick
succession. And, just to give you confidence
that a tone burst has been sent, the display
blanks momentarily.
The remaining controls on the front panel
were for squelch, volume and power. The
On/Off switch was a little unusual in being a
simple toggle as opposed to being combined
with the squelch or volume control like many
other rigs.

means!

'r--WWhhenwtetheVi
have (arigi
we check the rig on in for review in PW,
PW
our test equipment
see how well it measures
to
manufacturer's
quoted specification.
specification
upto
The
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important to you, the we feel are
reader, we check
II out and highlight
with our PW (v).
1 We use the
(V)
sign
after
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to mean thmaetatshe

Manufacturer's Specifications
General
Modulation
Frequency range
Supply voltage
Channel spacing
Speaker
Operating temperature range
Frequency stability

f.m.W)
432.5-434.975MHz IV)
13.8v ±10% WI
25kHz (V)

851 internal ()
-10 to +50°C
±1.5kHz (V)

II

reviewed rig is
matched (within
quoted specifcation. Weurement limits) the
to mean the rig bettered use a (V+) sign
the specification
by a good
margin. The
is a (V++) sign, meaningultimate
excellent.
the margin

Fig. 1:

G1TEX 1

Internal view of the AKD7003.

Transmitter
Power output
Current consumption
Harmonic content
Audio distortion
Audio response
Deviation
Tone burst

3W (for 5W d.c. input) (V)
750mA (800mA)
<1pW
<3% (V)
6dB/octave pre -emphasis (300-3kHz)
±4kHz (±5kHz)
0.5s of 1750Hz ±2Hz (V)

Receiver
Sensitivity
Spurious response
Image response
Audio output
Standby Current
Connections
Antenna
Supply
Microphone (with p.t.t.)
External speaker

>0.25pV for 12dB SINAD (0.3pV)
>70dB (V+)
>60dB
2W
200mA (V)
SO -239 socket (V)
In -line fused 2A 16/1

Socket on front panel (V)
Socket on rear panel (V)
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FEATURE

Repeaters What They Are
And How To Use Them
Tex Swann G1TEX provides a guide on repeaters,
and tips to help you 'get on the box'.
Many amateur repeater stations

cover the country. Usually
located on or near the top of
hills, they all do similar
functions, but for various
modes of transmission.
For this overview I'm only going to
consider 144MHz voice repeaters. The
repeater's job is to take a small signal (say from
a hand-held rig) and retransmit it again at a
higher power level, usually on a different
frequency. This allows two users with low
powered transmitters to communicate over a
wider area than they could without a repeater.
In the 144MHz band the repeater 'listens'
on frequencies between 145.000 and
145.175MHz (25kHz spacing). These channels
are known as RO - R7.
The repeater's transmitter output frequency
is 600kHz higher than its receive frequency.

That's in the range of 145.600 to
145.775MHz, the frequency chart Fig.1, gives
the details.
All voice repeaters work in f.m. mode. So
when the repeater receiver's squelch opens,
signifying an incoming signal, the audio is
used to modulate an f.m. transmitter that
operates 600kHz higher in frequency than the
receiver.
To set your f.m. rig to use a repeater, you

dial in, or set up the output frequency of your
local repeater, and then set your rig to repeater
shift. Some newer rigs automatically select
repeater offset when tuned to a repeater
channel.
So, your rig's transmitting on the repeater's
input channel. For example, our local repeater
(GB3SC) on R1 listens on 145.025MHz to my
transmitter. As I speak, the received audio (my
voice) is used to modulate the repeater's

Coming soon: watch out for our free
repeater datacards.
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Tone
Area
A

transmitter on 145.625MHz.
Repeaters often use only one antenna,
which means that the transmitters and
receivers have to be of excellent quality. That
in essence, is how a repeater works. Let's now
look in more detail of what is needed.
Most repeaters need a short (500ms) burst
of 1750Hz audio tone (known as the tone burst) to start it up from 'cold'. This signal,
along with the lifting of the receiver's squelch,
means 'I'm being used'. So the transmitter
starts up and the receiver's audio is
retransmitted on the output frequency for all
other listeners to hear.
At this time you can give the callsign of the
person you're trying to contact and your own
callsign and say you're going to listen out. Stop
transmitting and the repeater receiver's
squelch closes. However, for the time being it
keeps the transmitter on but without audio.
After a short time, usually one to two
seconds, it will transmit a 'K' in Morse (DahDi-Dah). The person you called may now
reply to your call, and his (or her) voice should
be heard on all receivers tuned to the repeater
output frequency.
The period when you're transmitting via a
repeater is normally known as an 'over', and
it's good manners to keep them fairly short.
About two minutes is considered a maximum
transmit period. Exceeding this period could
cause the repeater to 'time out'. The repeater's
response to this state varies from repeater to
repeater.

A repeater may transmit a Morse 'T' (Dah)
instead of the normal 'K' after a 'timed out'
transmission. Other repeaters seem to be 'more
tolerant'. The main thing to remember is that
you will not hear your 'timing out'. Be
warned.
Let's assume you haven't talked for too
long. At the end of an 'over', after the 'K', the
repeater is said to be 'open' and any signal on
the right frequency will be retransmitted. No
further tone burst is usually necessary to use
the repeater once it has been 'opened'.
If, though, a few seconds after transmitting
the 'K', no further signal is detected on the
input frequency, the repeater will assume that
it can resume 'listening watch' again. To
signify it's going back to waiting for a call, a
repeater will normally transmit its callsign in
Morse characters at about 12 words per
minute, before turning the transmitter off.
Because there are only eight repeater
channels, repeater management requires that
care must be taken when choosing a repeater
channel. This is done so as not to cause
interference to nearby repeaters.
Sometimes, however, in good conditions,
the user of a distant repeater on the same

C

D
E

F

G
H

CTSS

Tone (Hz)
67.1
71.9

77.0
82.5
88.5
94.8
103.5
110.9
118.8

The plan to be used when a repeater
uses CTCSS access.
(reproduced by courtesy of RSG81.

channel, will unknowingly 'open' another
repeater. As an example, my local repeater,
GB3SC is on channel R1, the same as GB3MH

located on the Malvern Hills. In 'lift'
conditions it's not unusual to hear GB3MH, or
GB3WL during SC's quiet periods.
To help reduce this type of interference the
use of Continuous Tone -Coded Sub -audible
Squelch (CTCSS) tones has been allowed on
both v.h.f. and u.h.f. repeaters. The CTCSS

tone used, is one of nine low audio frequency
tones in the range 67.1 - 118.8Hz. These
frequencies are outside the 'normal' (300Hz to
3kHz) passband of most transceivers and so
don't find their way into the loudspeaker to be
heard by you.
A CTCSS tone (and only one tone is used
for the repeaters in one geographic area) is
another signal recognised by the repeater that
it's 'in use'. Any repeater that has the CTCSS
facility will add one of the letters: A, B, C, D,
E, F, G, H, or J after its Morse callsign
transmission.

Now that you know what they are and
how to use them, look out for the PW
144MHz Repeater Datacard to be given away
FREE, courtesy of Martin Lynch, with the next
issue of Practical Wireless. It's always a
popular issue, so order your copy now!
PW

Fig.1
Channel
Number
RO

R1

R2
R3

R4

RI
R6
R7

Input
MHz
145.000
145.025
145.050
145.075
145.100
145.125
145.150
145.175

Output
MHz
145.600
145.625
145.650
145.675
145.700
145.725
145.750
145.775
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there's over 500 stores and dealers nationwide
more
Credit facilities subfect to acceptance Full wnnen details available tram InterTAN UK. Ltd. Tandy
Centre, Leamore Lane. Walsall.WS2 7PS Typical APR 29.8 ( Variable t.Payment by direct
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ALAN HOOKER

RADIO COMMUNICATIONS
42 Nether Hall Road, Doncaster DN1 2PZ

0302 325690

Do NOT FORGET WE ARE FULL DEALERS FOR:
KENWOOD

AKD

RSGB BOOKS

THESE

ARE

JUST TWO OF THE MANY RADIO

CONTROLLED CLOCKS & WATCHES AVAILABLE FROM

AOR

OUR EXTENSIVE RANGE OF THE WORLDS MOST

.IRC

ACCURATE TIME PIECES, AT VERY LOW COST

KENT
VECTRONICC

ORANGE

MICROSET

ALINCO

LOWES

YUPITERU

ICOM
HEATHERLIGHT

I.C.S

ALL OF THESE RADIO CONTROLLED MANTLE
CLOCKS, WALL CLOCKS, WATCHES & ALARM

TONNA

CLOCKS ARE ACCURATE TO WITHIN I SECOND IN
A MILLION YEARS

SONY

M.F.J.

DIAMOND

RING ALAN OR JASON NOW (

BEARCAT

(0302) 325690
OR our of HOURS (0302) 330494

YAESU

TEN-TEC

New! UK Scanning

Directory
available now
£17.95

ICOm

SEE OUR JUNGHANS CLOCKS &
WATCHES AT THE LEICESTER
SHOW STAND No 10

Introducing new Rid
Saver MK2 Full Kit

£29.95
Mobile only £12.95

- LONDON -ARE \

We are pleased to announce that we have been appointed the
official Icom agent for the London area.
We hold stocks of a wide range of equipment and accessories and
can supply lcom marine and commercial radios.

HF EQUIPMENT
IC -737A
IC -736
IC -729
IC -728

ARE Price
ARE Price
ARE Price
ARE Price

I wt. 0.s. II. With this model

£1375*
£1655
£1169
£879

VHF EQUIPMENT
IC -820H ARE Price ..£1495
IC -281H ARE Price ..£359
IC -2700H ARE Price ..£735
IC -2340H ARE Price ..£625

HANDIES
IC-2GXE ARE Price
IC-GXET ARE Price
IC -21E
ARE Price
IC 21ET ARE Price

£219
£249
£389
£435

and.. there's ARE's special prices and 2 year warranty on (corn transceivers.
We can also supply the full range of Kenwood, Yaesu, Rexon, AOR and Alinco +
accessories from Daiwa, Comet, Cushcraft, Tokyo Hy -power, Hokushin, Taiwan
Serene, Hi mound, Create, AEA, Mirage, Henry Radio etc.
VISA

6 Royal Parade Hanger Lane, Ealing, London W5A 1FT
9. 30am - 5.30ftm Monday - Friday
9.30am - 1.00pm Saturday

\Tel: 0181-997 4476
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Practical Wireless 1994
144MHz QRP Contest Results
It's time once again for our hard working adjudicator Neill
Taylor G4HLX to present the results of the QRP contest.
Variable propagation and weather
conditions characterised the 12th
PW 144MHz QRP Contest on June
19. The weather made it an
interesting day for the 91 stations
who entered.
Those who made the best of conditions
achieved some very good results indeed with
their 3W. And there were pleasant surprises for
some in the DX that they worked.

operated from Common Edge Hill in
Clackmannanshire.
Despite the GM1RZB group's belief
in the use of c.w., activity on this mode
in the contest was very low as usual
(but see later), so resort to telephony
was made!

Leading Stations

Leading stations in the various other
certificate -winning categories are
shown in the table. See also the table of
the leading stations in each square,
Mick Cowley GOGAG/P, who achieved
each of whom will receive a certificate.
leading single operator position last year, this
year excelled himself from his portable site on
Particularly worthy of note is the
French entrants to the 1994 Q
result of the Wicklow DXers EI3GF/P,
Harboro Rocks in Derbyshire. Mick achieved
Contest F1ROW/P used c.w. for
the leading Irish station. They have
overall first place with a staggering 10989
achieved this several times in the past,
points.
contact and repoked that there wa
Winning the PW contest is not a new
but this year their position of 13th in the
nothing between them and the UK
experience for Mick. He was a member of the
overall results is the highest ever
except "beautiful scenery and the sea".
Mansfield Contest Group which won three
attained by an El station, proving what
times in 1990 - 92, but now he has done it as a
can be done even when sited remotely
single operator.
from the main centre of activity.
only 2m above ground. Is this a first GW-7X
Mick Cowley will receive the prestigious
Congratulations to them!
QSO on 144MHz?" (It now seems almost
The full detailed results table will be sent to
PW Winner's Cup, as well as the special prize
certain that it is).
of a Kenwood TH-22E 144MHz hand-held
all who submitted an s.a.e. with their entry.
There were several periods of Sporadic -E
transceiver donated by Trio-Kenwood (UK)
Alternatively, they may be obtained by sending
(Sp -E) during the day, but these two contacts
Ltd.
an s.a.e. now to the PW offices.
with Algeria seem to be the only DX contacts
The table will also be distributed via the
completed by contest stations.
packet radio BBS system shortly after this issue
Unfortunate GOOVA/P was called by an
North Wales Wafflers
is published. So, you can look on your local
HA3 station which disappeared before a
In second place are The North Wales Wafflers
BBS for bulletins from G4HLX (use the
contact could be made. Meanwhile G4URT/P
command 'L< G4HLX' to search for them).
GWONWR/P. They are a group who have
heard but didn't manage to work CN8 and
been creeping up the results table over the last
FT5, and GW4SOC/P noted EA beacons
audible before the start of the contest.
four years.
Propagation
Abnormal
Their efforts from their mountain top near
Non -contest stations could be heard
Propagation on 144MHz was certainly
Llangollen this year win The North Wales
working some of the DX on Sp -E. But it's easy
Wafflers the second prize of a flexible solar
abnormal at times during the contest. The logs
to miss short openings if, as a contest entrant,
show many entrants working more continental
panel unit donated by Bob Keyes of Key Solar
you are sticking on a fixed frequency calling
Products.
stations than usual for this contest. But the lift
CQ.
The Tennamast Trophy for the leading
varied during the day and from place to place.
Perhaps a quick tune around every now
For example, G7NRO/P, comments that
and then would have paid dividends.
Scottish station, provided annually by
Tennamast, is won by the Menstrie Morse
"conditions at first seemed to be not very good
Particularly as there seems to have been an
Group GM1RIB/P. This group, two of whom
at all, but changed after about an hour and a
awareness in many parts that there were lifts in
are also members of Stirling and District ARS,
half. There was a rumour going round that
propagation going on, although very brief.
someone had worked a 7X (Algeria)
Commenting, Ann Stevens G8NVI says "I
station". That rumour was correct, for
gather I missed an opening while I was having
the real opportunity for DX in this
my lunch". Well, Ann, you could almost have
contest came from bursts of Sporadic -E.
missed it by blinking, as GOGAG/P remarked
Only two lucky stations managed to
that "only 20 seconds of Sp -E was
work 7X2DS, in )M16 square. One was
experienced, during which time the Algerian
station was worked!"
the winner, GOGAG/P who made the
contact at 1058 UTC, the other was
GW8ZRE/P some 13 minutes later.
Common Feature
Dave GW8ZRE/P, has entered the
contest many times before from various
Whilst the weather varied across the British
locations and with various success rates
Isles from "very good overall" at G140WA/P to
(in 1992 he managed only one contact
"very poor, with driving rain" at G6OUT/P, a
as EA6/G8ZRE!). His achievement this
common feature experienced by portable
year, 6th overall and 3rd in the single
stations was the very strong winds.
operator list, is by far his best result.
For many, the strong winds made erecting
Fig. 1: Keeping his location secrets under
I think he's entitled to his comment:
"What a fantastic contest! Working
cover, GOMDV/P improvises a shelter in the
7X2DS in Algeria was a real surprise,
true spirit of amateur radio 'field day'
continued on page 32
from just 3W with an HB9CV antenna at
operation.

The Winner
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FEATURE
the antenna mast a real struggle. It resulted in a
late start or reduced height antennas.
At GORTL/P, for example: "after four
attempts we dropped the height by about 3m
which made them much easier to raise". At
G2HR/P "the antenna was at a reduced height,
the wind doing its usual trick of gusting at the

Fig. 2: Th
impressive
antenna array
at G6SRC/P.

wrong time".
At G7NBP/P they found that "heavy rain
and very strong gusts of wind conspired to
make setting up take three times as long as in
the trials at home".

Highlight Of The Year

Across the channel at F1 ROW/P however,
there was a different story. "The weather was
very fine, on the hill top with nothing between
us and UK stations but the channel and very
fine scenery".

Morse Mode
It has often been pointed out that the Morse
mode is very well suited to QRP operation,
although it has been little used in past PW
contests. And it was good to see that there was
some Morse activity this year.
Commenting on c.w. activity GORTL/P says
"taking the key along was worth it, scoring two
squares (1086 and 1071) on c.w."
Both operators at Fl ROW/P are learning
Morse "to pass the exam at the end of this year
and become F5 operators on the h.f. bands.
During the contest we worked GW2OP/P with
c.w. and it was our first successful QSO this
way". Indeed it seems that GW2OP/P spent
much of the day on c.w.
"General level of operating was very good
and signals nice and clean" reported GM3IDS
in common with several others. Although
overcrowding of frequencies at times made
GOOVA/P wonder "why do people only work
on exact frequencies, e.g. 144.225 or
144.320? Why not spread out a bit more"?

Problem Frequencies
One problem, however, did rear its head for
the first time in this event, and that's of
operation on normal calling frequencies. The
rules quite clearly prohibit the use of the f.m.
and s.s.b. calling frequencies 145.500 (5201
and 144.300MHz, as well as other frequencies
in use for non -contest purposes (e.g. GB2RS).
Sadly, though, there were some comments

made about contest activity being heard on
S20. One particularly strong complaint was
received from a non -contest station who found
it difficult to use the normal f.m. calling
channel during the day.
As it has not been possible to substantiate
any specific allegation, I haven't taken any
action this time. But next year it may be
necessary to penalise or disqualify any entrant
who ignores this rule.
It's quite reasonable to allow other users of
the 144MHz band to be affected as little as
possible by contest activity. The level of
activity in the QRP contest is not high enough
to justify taking over large sections of the band.
On the other hand, contest stations in
remote parts of Britain away from the main
activity may need to go on to the f.m. part of
the band to get their number of contacts up.
I've read that some people would like to
see more restriction on the frequencies which
are used for the contest, maybe keeping all
activity below 145MHz. I would welcome
views on this (from both regular contesters and
others) before possibly changing the rules for
next year.
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meaning of life to a good number of interested
parties. Next time I will take a colleague along
to take care of the PR work"!
Over in Eire El3GF/P also found themselves
distracted at the start of the event. They were
celebrating a win for Ireland in a World Cup
match!

Making Improvements
Most stations who enter the QRP contest year
after year make a resolution after each event to
do better next year, and spend time making
improvements to their station. Or finding a
better site!
The group operating G6SRC/P, for whom
last year's event was their first experience of a
contest, said "we have certainly learnt a lot
about contesting in a year and have made
many improvements" resulting in a 60%
increase in their score this year.
The operators at G6SRC/P added that they

"could now write a book about how to get an
18m scaffold mast in the air, and back down
without destroying the antennas. "There was a
Post Script:" (we have written off three
this year)!"

There are many things that make the PW
144MHz QRP Contest what G3NPB calls "the
highlight of the year's operating". For many, as
GOOCE/P puts it "as always we are amazed at
the distances achieved on low power".
The hope of winning may seem beyond
many entrants. But there are more localised
'competitions within the competition'. This
could be either for a certificate as leading
station in a locator square, or as at GOTMT/P,
where "a certain amount of friendly rivalry
exits between us and another Norfolk station there is a very satisfying feeling from beating
our rivals to a distant station"!
Operating from more outlying parts can be
rewarding too. For example GORTL/P found
that "many stations thanked us for activating
what, in this contest, is a rare square (1003)".
This is of course why we reward such stations
with a PW certificate, even if there are no
other entrants in the square.
The team spirit is another attraction when
operating in a group, even if, as at GOOCE/P
"the class Bs ran the station and the class As
made the tea"!

Enjoyed Themselves
Whatever the reasons, everyone seems to have
enjoyed themselves, like GOPlY/P: "We all had
a great day despite the tent nearly blowing off
the hill". "The PW QRP Contest continues to
be an enjoyable event" says GOLAR/P, "it
encourages experiment in efficient
communication".
Proud Dad GOTAR asks "I wonder if you
realised it was Father's Day? My daughter
came home, some 33 miles drive, to keep
asking 'Where's Dad'? When is he coming
down to see me"?
Well Brian, the contest has often coincided

At GOLAR/P the antennas stayed in
the air satisfactorily, until they had to be
brought down to check why so few
contacts had been made after several
hours. It turned out that the phasing
harness feeding the two 12 -element ZLspecials was connected wrongly!
The mistake resulted in the two
antennas cancelling each other out!
Once this was rectified, things suddenly
went much better.

Common Distraction
A common enough distraction was
experienced by G7NBP/P: "As my
station (on Caer Caradoc) was only 3m
off the main path across the summit, the
QSOs were punctuated by descriptions
of amateur radio, contesting and the

Fig. 3: Someone, G7NBP/P,

believes in going well equipped
- even to the extend of using
computer logging via a Psion
'Organiser'l
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FEATURE
with Father's Day. In fact many would see it as a special treat for Dad to be allowed to
play with his radios all day long!
So, warn your daughter that it may happen again next year, as the 13th PW
144MHz QRP Contest is scheduled for Sunday lune 18 1995.

Practical Wireless 144MHz QRP Contest 1994
Pos.
1

16

68009/P

17

GOSENP

18

GWIIKN/P

19

G3WOR/P
G4RSE/P
G7FOX/P
G7OKV/P
G4URT/P

5
6

Finally, I'd like to thank you all. Thanks to all the entrants for taking part, G4XPE for
his check -log, the donors of prizes for their support, and the PW staff for their
enthusiasm for the contest and hard work in sending out the results and certificates.
I also send my congratulations to all prize and certificate winners. And remember,
now's the time to start planning for next year!
PW

8
9
10
11

12

13
14

Leading Stations

Overall Winner

Mick Cowley

GOGAG/P

Runners Up

North Wales Wafflers

GWONWR/P

20
21
21

23
24

Leading Single Operator

Mick Cowley

GOGAG/P

Runner-up Single Op.

Mike Ellis

GW4UDE/P

Leading Fixed Station

David Edwards & others

24
26
27

28
29

G7RAU

30
31

Leading English Station

Mick Cowley

GOGAG/P

Leading Welsh Station

North Wales Wafflers

GWONWR/P

Leading Scottish Station

Menstrie Morse Group

GM1RZB/P

32

33
34
35
36

Leading Eire Station

G140WA/P

Gerard Elliott

Wicklow DXers

EI3GF/P

Points

Pos.

Callsign

10989

47

GW7RMN/P

1386

ssso

48
49
49

G8NVI

1260
1220
1220

6048
5124
5010
4725

4344
4293
3937
3775
3768
3762
3725
3570
3510
3404
3102
3045
2700
2640
2596
2596
2424
2299
2299
2204
2178

51

52
53
54
55
56

FIROW/P
GW1CXK/P

901

G611FW

799

G4JBR/P
GI7JYK/P

792
770

81

62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70

756

73

GOJEK
GORRC

75

G1MDG/P
G8PNN/P

2088

16

2079

77

GOPCX/P
G4RVR/P

2071

78

2052
1989

79

80

GOTPH!P
GOECR/P

1840
1800
1728

81

G7H1A

82

G2HRiP

83

GOT MT/P

1691

84

GWONCN

1680
1634
1530
1482
1472
1125
1408
1400

85

86

G8BMI.P
G6E05

87

G7NRO/P

420
385
370
336
374
308
786
240

88

GW1YOMR

196

89

GOGCI

180

90

G2FK0
GWSAWT/P

161

G7NNN/P
G7RAU
El6A118/P

41

GOHDV/P
G6OUT/P

GIINTD/P
G7N8P/P
GM1RZB/P
GW4SOC/P

91

Ant

astwa

Tx/Rx

32

0821W

14Y

FT221R

3

Oldham Radio Club
Stroud District ARS
BBC Rampisham Aenal RG
Pembroke & Distnct ARC
Atherstone Radio Club

224
167

27

093BJ

30

08IWS

181

24

081FF

2x99
2x119
3x179

560
635
265

127

31

0710W

139

460
535

151

25

17Y

155

FT736R
IC271E
F1736R

2x132
2x11Y
4x99

120

FT29OR

140

IC275E
FT221R

18

GWIIKN/P

25

119

30

141

22

145

21

1092NP
1081JS

880

727
114
690
675

Squ

149

912

GM3IDS

215

EI3GF/P
G6SRC/P
GOSENP

966

G42111

060

Wicklow OXers
Swale ARC Contest Group
Far Canal Contest Group
The Two Musketeers Cymru

1007

72

icon

17

1008

71

6880
6048
5010
4344
3937
3775
3725
3570
3102
3045

14

1026

GOTAR

GWONWR/P
GIORC/P
G4SRS/P
G30AP/P

13

1105

74

G4SKWP

092FM
062XX
JOOIJG

1104
1071

1120

1054
1040

Call

G4LC0UP

G3PIA
GM6FPX/P
G4NVM/P
GIJGE/P
GWOSYG/P
G7PLR/P
G3WSC
GOFUW/P

North Wales Wafflers

GW20P/P

1136

58
59
60

Name

9
10

GOSRC/P
GOADH/P
GOSYKIP
GOLAR/P

2

7

1206
1173

57

Pos

5

G140WA/P
G3BPK/P
GOBNC/P

2121

40

Lac

GOLIY/P

Points

2162

39

42
43
44
45
46

Leading multi -operator stations

GOPJY/P
G7LCID/P
GOOVB/P
GOOCE/P
G7GUC/P
GOPZE/P

GORFM
GOCRW/P
GORTUP

37

38

Leading N. Ireland Station

GOGAG/P

15

4

Thank You All

_Callsign
GWONWR/P
lORC/P
GW4UDE/P
G4SRS/P
GWBZRFJP
G3OAP/P
G1DPL/P
GW2OP/P
64LCOIP
GIPOS/P
G6PHJ/P
EI3GF/P
G6SRC/P
GOOVNP

2
3

8Y

225
450

GI7CMC/P
G3NPB
GM4YEO/P
GW3LNR/P

624

570
490
480
468

91

FT29EIR

IC2751 E

FT29OR

Leading single operator stations
Pos

Nan*

Call

score

QSO

Squ

Loc

Ant

asl,m

Tx/Rx

I

GOGAG/P
GW4L1DE/P
GW8ZRE/P

33

1093EC

180

10821S

IC251E
FT736R
TR751E
FT290R

11

Jon Page

GIPOS/P

3 768

159
157

28
27
27

169+7Q
2x109
HB9CV

G1 DKR

10989
5124
4725
4293

333
183

8

Mick Cowley
Mike Ellis
Dave Hewitt
Martyn Beer

12

Peter ()aloes
Tony Crake
Peter Thompson
Mike Baguley
John Morris

G6P1-11/P

3 762

171

GOOVNP
G8DDY/P
G7LQD/P

3510
3404

135
148

24
22
26
23

2299

12I

GOOVBIP

2204

116

1092CA
1093AD
1091GI
109010
1093AD
1091CL

4

6

15
16

25
26

Leading stations in each locator square
,,itiare

Name

Call

N99

Eric Rulier

F 1 ROW/P

062
063
064

Wicklow DXers
John O'Sullivan
Gerard Elliott
Poldhu Amateur Radio Club
Pembroke & District ARC
Noel & Matthew Moore
The Glasgow VHF Contest Group
Martyn Beer
Stroud District ARS
North Wales Wafflers
Dave Hewitt
David Andrew & Michael Dent
Galashicls & District ARS
Menstrie Morse Group

El3GF/P
El6ARB/P

1070

071

074
076
080
081

082
083
084
085
086
090
091
092

093
094
095
000
001

002
003

Peter Thompson
Tony Crake
Atherstone Radio Club

Mick Cowley
Hamble1on ARS B Team

Northumberland Contest Group
Peter John Hutcheson
Swale ARC Contest Group
Kim Johnson
John Flowers & Mick Pell

175

19
19

No. entrants
in square

P

1

1

8

2

10

GOPZE/P

2

11

GW2OP/P

5

Grcmcip

2

I

15

GM6FPX/P

I

16
18

GI DPI/P
G4SRS/P

9

GWONWR/P
GW8ZRE/P
G6OUT/P
GM4YEQ/P

4

GMIRZB/P
GaDDY/P
GOOVNP
G4LCQ/P

2

G8PNN/P
G4URT/P

290
225
455
260

FT4130R

FT22 I R
TR7 5 lE

FT221R
FT290R2
FT290R2

Name

Callsign

Antenna

North Wales Wafflers
Dave Hewitt
Marlyn Beer
Pembroke & District ARC
Atherstone Radio Club
Ion Page
Peter Daines
Tony Crake
Peter Thompson
The Two Musketeers Cymru

GWONWR/P
GW8ZRUP

1 4-ele Bnomer
HB9CV
4-ele yagi

G 1 DKR
GW2OP/P

1,Ie Tonna

G4LCQ/P

7-ele Tonna

G I POS/P

4,1e MET

G6PHVP
GOOVA/P

1-ele yagi

CADDY/P
GWI1KN/P

9-ele MET
-ele laybeam

1,Ie Tonna

S

1

3
11

12

10
3
1
1

7

G8NTD/P

3
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,I1'

4 70 '

2

G6SRC/P
GORTL/P

14Y
14Y
119
13Y
19Y
17Y

370
560
430
300

Leading Stations using a single antenna

G140WA/P

GOGAG/P
GOLIY/P

10831A
1080AR

Editorial Acknowledgement: The Editorial team, publishers and
contestants are as usual very grateful for the excellent work which
Dr. Neill Taylor G4HLX puts in for the QRP Contest. It's much
appreciated Neill and the event relies on your hard work,
perseverance, goodwill and enthusiasm. Thank you. Rob Mannion
G3XFD.
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FEATURE
really helped to have a family member
abroad to cope with the legwork and red
tape of exotic radio licences! My much
travelled 20kg of FT -901D transceiver came
round on the luggage carousel. The next 20
minutes were spent persuading Fijian Customs
that it was not being imported for good, and I
should not pay import duty!
The family reception party then joined in
the wrangle. But finally we were away in the
tropic night, slowing down for the larger
villages which have unlit 'sleeping policemen'
at each end!
Our destination, 150 miles away, was the
hill overlooking Suva. This is where the
government radio station is magnificently sited.
But our house was below the steep sided
hilltop. It had a small swimming pool area as
its only antenna space - on the third storey
down and screened from the east.

Certainly on
Fiji, it was possible
to call in vain on
certain days, just as
it is for common
European calls. To
help, you can
check with the

t

orking D

From
The Utmost
Purple Rim

ARRL Morse
propagation

bulletins on
W1AW around
1500Z on the DX

L.,

amateur bands.
For those just

beyond picking out
CQ calls in the
teeming worldwide amateur
Morse, it's good to
listen before
Retired schoolteacher Ray Baldwin G3WZ is a keen
getting your fist on
globetrotter.
And although most of us can't join him, we
Papaya And Flowers
a Morse key!
can at least enjoy his story about DX operating at the
When you do, try
On the west slope downwards, palms,
utmost purple rim in Fiji and imagine those stunning
to imitate it, and
breadfruit, papaya and tropical flowers fell
get the equivalent sunsets over the Pacific Ocean!
away to mangrove swamps and the Tamavua
of both a Harvard
river. The house was roofed in metal sheeting
The rare CQ call tempted VK and ZLs into
and Oxford Morse key 'accent'!
and great box girders (not good for propagation
the
queue and they would then happily embark
purposes) bedded the structure into limestone.
on a c.w. chat. They would inquire your retum
Available material consisted of 18 feet of
Daily Log
date and generally expect to relieve their
aluminium pole lashed to the wood corner of
tedium for a quarter of an hour or so! This took
the terrace, and a lodgement three floors up on
Daily log records showing QSO numbers over
the roof. These supported a sloping dipole with
place in conditions when half the Pacific was
three lots of three months helped. They were
a central balun.
enough to show the 30 day approximate time
listening impatiently (or so it seemed) because
On each side were open -and -close gaps for
for good conditions to recur with the rotation of
c.w. operating from the islands is rare.
28, 21 and 14MHz. This was achieved by
the sun.
My advice for transmitting beginners, don't
having a quick release joint system shown in
On a good day with many DX contacts, I
send long CQs! It's the mark of the tyro or the
the diagram, Fig. 1.
regretted being hauled away from the rig by the
absolute lid!
family. I often had to suffer
In both Barbados and Fiji it was found that
being baked in a mental
To antonno centre
To next joiner (or end)
directional
CQs (requesting calls from a
vacuum of burning beach or for
particular area or country) were a total waste of
doses of sweltering sightseeing!
time. They always got an ultimate answer from
Many DX operators tend to
Insulating materlal
anywhere!
run
contacts
with
only
an
Total length ol inner oration of antenna
Shown in the 'higher' frequency state
exchange of calls and RST. But
For trying to work difficult US States it was
I've always preferred to
best to enter a contest, for this is when
exchange QTH, names and
operators from the wilder or tinier areas
sometimes rig and power
identify their locations.

Fig. 1: Diagram showing the 'switching
system used on the G3WZ 'no trap' h.f
antenna system used during his Fijiian
operations (see text).
the stops were cut out from a piece of
polythene drainpipe as suggested by Les
Moxon G6XN in his book on HF Antennas For
All Locations. A band change involved opening
and closing of gaps and this can be done in a
minute or so. A listener might well contrive a
set of specialist wavelength dipoles on this `no
trap' system.

Rare Call
You might think that the world is still a
continual oyster for the rare call. Unfortunately
you'd be wrong!
I think that the general opinion is that in
good conditions, an antenna of 'wet string' and
using QRP are enough. But on bad days with
good gear, nothing goes, is correct!
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details.
However, the rush starts
when you are putting a signal
into both North and South
America. The cascade of callers
forces the contacts to be the
shortest, as with contests, it's the only way to
handle pile-ups.
The 5 -element h.f. beam operator and the
1kW man, king of the heap, gets disposed of

first. Otherwise you can't hear the 100W
operator with a general purpose antenna.
Ending each QSO with the request 'h.f.
2kHz' or whatever you decide, will cut some of
the callers on your own frequency.

Good Conditions
In good conditions, stations announcing
themselves as QRP with about 3W will with
waiting, manage to get through. Especially so if
the DX station tries to lesson the crush by
restricting the use of their own callsign, so that
in the end, there's peace, perfect peace!

Deluge Of Mail
On returning home from an exotic location, you
have to be prepared for a deluge of mail from
your 1000s of contacts! You also get involved
with QSL card design and printing expenses.
Checking the QSL cards involved endless
hours of log searches. It's helpful to type out
calls, bands and log pages in label form. They
can then be cut up and sorted and can be
made into a helpful index - but it's still quite a
job!
Expense is largely cancelled out by
international reply coupons (IRCS) and dollar
notes. All should get a direct reply from a mail
request - Russians for instance generally cannot
get dollar notes or IRCs.
At times you may think it's not worth the
trouble. But you know really, that given the
chance, you will risk your precious rig again.
PW
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Notes From A QSL
Manager
Dave Simmonds G3JKB surfaces briefly from under a pile of QSL cards to tell you how to make life
easier for the QSL Manager at the other end of the contact.
Some three years ago an old school
friend of mine who is also a radio
amateur was posted by his
Educational Authority for a year's
service on St. Helena - Z07. While
discussing his proposed visit over dinner one
evening, he told me that he planned to take
along some gear and operate a DX call and I
volunteered to be his QSL Manager.
During the past two years since then, I've
gained a lot of experience at the other end of
the QSL. Because of this I felt it would be
useful to you if I listed a few basic do's and
don'ts. It might even increase your chance of
a returned QSL card!
Let me first set the scene so that you can
visualise the QSL Manager's situation more
easily. These 'rules' also apply, should the
operator be his own QSL Manager.
Once the station becomes active, QSL
cards start to arrive directly or via the bureau.
In our case there were many delays, receiving
copies of the logs. So, sometimes I was unable
to respond to these for up to 12 weeks at a
time. The island of St. Helena has no air service
and everything goes by a lengthy boat trip.
When I went on air, stations frequently
chased me for their return QSLs. I'm sure
many thought I wasn't telling to the truth
when I said I was unable to reply as I didn't
have the logs.
I found this particularly annoying when
on the h.f. bands I was 'interrogated' at least
once every six QSOs, by someone wanting to
know why they'd not received their card.

Develop And Automate
During my stint (or should it be 'sentence'?) as
a QSL Manger, I found it essential to develop
good clerical practices and automate as much
as possible. These include simple things like
crossing off in the log those QSLs sent and
received - because operators frequently send
several cards for the same QSO.
Sorting the enormous piles of incoming
cards, received every few weeks, into
chronological order, some were put aside
awaiting the arrival of the logs. Then I set
about writing out and returning the actual QSL
cards.

Useful Points
Now, here are some useful points that will
help ensure the best possible chance of
receiving a QSL card for that DX you've just
worked. When looking at your QSL, as a QSL
Manager, I am not interested in the following
information:
Your age, when you retired, when you
hope to retire, how many children you have.
Neither, as a QSL Manager, am I interested in
what you do for a living, how much you need
the card for DXCC!
And, (whilst it's very nice of you to say so)
I'm also not (as a QSL Manager) interested in:
How good an operator I (he/she) am (is)!, and
what a fine job I do as a QSL manager (believe
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Let me first set the scene
me I already know).
Other bits of 'unwanted information' are:
What an outstanding signal I (he/she) have
(has), how I'm your very dear friend, and that
this is the umpteenth card you've sent. Nor do
I want to know you and your wife (+other
family etc.) are anxiously awaiting the card, or
that you are very disappointed, since you both
thought English gentlemen were honourable. I
tan however, say that I was really motivated
by this last one!
Another extraneous (though possibly
artistic) point is the skilful design of your QSL
card. This may include: an incomprehensible
design for your callsign, undressed ladies,
flashy motorbikes, or combinations of these (a
JA special), full colour views of you in your
shack QTH, pool, etc.

on the same side of the card. Put whatever
else you like on your QSL card. Decorate it
how you will, but make these five things stand
out in such a way that they are clear and easy
to read.
Now to the vexed question of financial
'inducements'. If you're sending a card direct
for a quick response, it'll certainly attract
attention if there's money in with it. To cover
the return postage, ideally use a US dollar bill.
The second best is an adequate number of

Which Month?

seemed better than spending the excess on
something for the shack!

I don't like using my imagination working out
that you're not using GMT (UTC) or, to work
out in which month the QSO took place. Does
'3-4-90' mean 3rd April, or does it means 4th

Final Truth

March?

You shouldn't test my skill at deciphering
your handwriting. Neither should you send in
a card for a QSO you think you had.

Needs And Interests
What are my needs and interests? My short list

would include:
1: Your callsign.
2: The correct date.
3:The exact time of the QSO (using UTC).
4: The frequency used.
5: My report.
That's all, and please - write the information all

IRCs.

I don't know what other managers do, but
in my own case I found that collecting the
IRCs and the dollar bills together would pay
both for those who had sent them and for
others who sent envelopes without postage.
This subsidy, by the honest operators,
seemed the most equitable solution. At least it

A final truth about QSLing, please write clearly
and accurately on your card for a QSO that
really happened. Send it off, then exercise
PATIENCE.

And finally, I have the answer to the
question 'where do the best QSLs come from'?
It's without any doubt - JA (Japan). Japanese
QSLs are always clear, always accurate, time
to the exact minute, decorative cards to boot.
The worst must remain secret (Don't worry, it's
not close to home).
Now that I've got that of my chest, I'll get
back to the latest pile of cards, received this
morning for ZD7KM, who closed down in July
1990. Ah good, this pile is only four inches
thick. I'll soon have it done.
PW
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The Peat eageep,/
AR8OODUK wide band hand held receiver

CATALOGUE

The AR8000UK pros ides a frequency coverage
from 500 kHz to 1900 MHz without gaps in the
range (actual acceptable frequency input from 100
kHz) and is the result of AOR's long term
ambition to produce a new breed of radio receiver
which combines full computer compatibility with
advanced wide -band radio receiver technology.
The all -mode reception provides AM, USB, LSB,
CW, NFM and WFM. An independent ± 2.0 kHz
SSB filter is fitted as standard and the USB/LSB
modes use true carrier re-insertion with correctly
calibrated frequency read-out (not offset by 1.5
kHz). Step size is programmable in multiples of
50Hz for smooth tuning. A custom
manufactured ferrite bar aerial is neatly
internally installed at the top of the
receiver's cabinet to enhance receive
performance when listening in
population centres to Medium
Wave services. The high
visibility LCD is of a new dot
matrix format and many new
facilities are provided, these
include a signal strength bar
meter, band -scope, twin VFO
frequencies displayed
simultaneously,
ALPHANUMERIC comments
stored along with frequency,
mode & attenuator status
simplifying the job of recalling
and identifying memory
channels, password protection

O
O
O

O
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components

test equipm,r,

FEATURE PROJECTS:

02.
1=1

Cordless IR
Headphones
Chiptester _44

4'1

O

isms
4m.di

The Winter 94/95 edition has 280 pages packed
with over 4000 products and now with news and
features including two full construction projects
New additions to Cirkits' unique range of kits, including:
Infra -red Remote Control System
Combustible Gas Detector
Mains Carrier Audio Link
Mains Carrier Remote Control
Electrical Appliance Watt Meter
Breath Tester
TV Audio Video Tuner

Two feature projects, fully detailed articles for Hi-Fi
quality Infra -red Cordless Headphones and 'Chiptester'
a logic IC tester with full PC software, with full
construction kits available for both

etc. Computer control and
clone of data between two
AR8000UK receivers (optional
interface required). £449.00
Examples of LCD display
I.

Many more additions throughout the catalogue
including mobile phone batteries and chargers, low cost
thermometers, timers, ICs, LEDs. test equipment,
books, opto couplers and much more

1

A

nut

11111 11111 11111 1i111 1181

Cirkit Distribution Ltd
Park Lane Broxbourne Hertfordshire EN10 7NQ
Telephone (0992) 448899 Fax (0992) 471314
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Cirkit
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Available from 20th October at most large newsagents
or direct from Cirkit

Access

1

.

280 pages, 26 sections, over 4000 products from some
of the worlds finest manufactures and suppliers

Send for your copy today!
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IRM-PC software available for the .4R3000A with software
fur the AR80001.1i to follow soon. Please phone or
forward a large SAE for full details.
All trade marks acknowledged E&OE

AOR (UK) LTD. Adam Bede High Tech Centre.
Derby Road, Wirksworth, Derbys. DE4 4BG.
Tel: 0629 - 825926 Fax: 0629 - 825927
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Worked all
Munros!
'.116'

.00.
N

James Gentles GM4WZP
describes how he has
combined his interests in
amateur radio and hill
walking to explore
mountains in Scotland,
putting many of them on the
air in a long series of mini
DXpeditions using 144MHz

and a lot of will power!
Mst

.41110%

°'

first became licensed
in 1984, I was also gaining
interest in hill walking. With
the two interests I soon
became fascinated by the
long tilstances ,, s possible to work using
amateur radio from high ground.
Scotland contains virtually all the land
above 900m in the British Isles. It was a
challenge, not only to visit all of Scotland's
mountains, but to have a v.h.f. QSO from each
When I

one.

In Scotland, there are 277 hills over 3000ft
(914.4 metres to be precise). There are a further
240 subsidiary 'tops', which are points
significant enough to be listed but not
mountains in their own right, now widely
known as 'The Munros'.
The list, now maintained by the Scottish
Mountaineering Club, is largely unchanged
since 1891. This was when it was first
published by the Baronet Sir Hugh Thomas
Munro.
Munro's list created quite a stir in climbing
circles, as it was the result of many expeditions
into the countryside and thorough research. It's
sad that Munro himself never completed his
'Munros'.
The weather and the 'Inaccessible Pinnacle'
on the Island of Skye were Munro's downfall.
And, to this day, many people's dream of
becoming a 'Munroist' will end 20m or so
below the summit of this unique hill in Skye.

First Munroist
The honour of becoming the first 'Munroist'
goes to the Reverend A. E. Robertson, in 1901.
But it was to be 1950 before 15 people had
completed the round. However, the explosion
in the interest in hill walking post-war meant
that over 300 had completed the 'Munros' by
1983.
Railways and road improvements have

eased the task of climbing the Munros in the
last 100 years. Despite this it's still a
considerable challenge to visit 277 of
Scotland's highest, wildest, and most remote
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Ali
spots. So, what could be better than to
combine the challenge with an attempt to
activate them all on 144MHz?
Most ascents take about three hours to
reach the top over rough ground. The routes
traverse heather, peat and rock often without
paths, and less well marked with cairns.
Mist can quickly descend, so the ability to
navigate in featureless terrain with map and
compass is essential. In these conditions, the
walker needs to have complete faith in his
navigational abilities. It's also necessary to
wear stout boots and to carry sufficient warm
clothing and food.

Camping Overnight
Some mountains Lan only be practically
reached by camping out overnight. On such
trips, everything must be carried, food, cooker,
sleeping bag and tent.
Water is normally taken from streams and
care must be taken to ensure its purity. Despite
making a heavier pack than for a day walk,
camping out is an ideal way to fully appreciate
the mountains in summer.
The load when 'back -packing' can be
reduced by leaving out the tent and sleeping in
bothies. A bothy is an open mountain refuge,
usually owned by the landowner, and often
maintained by the Mountain Bothies
Association.
Bothies provide very basic shelter out of
the elements, and a place to sleep on a
wooden floor or bare dirt. They're open to

anyone in the hills, and everyone is expected
to leave the bothy as they found it.
Once, when I visited the Sinclair Memorial
Hut in the Cairngorms, I read the bothy book.
Recorded there were the comments from two
men who had stumbled into the bothy in a
storm. The hut had almost certainly saved their
lives, never had anyone been as glad to sleep
on its concrete floor!

Delights And Dangers
Winter brings a whole new set of delights and
dangers. The cold air still brings views as clear
and almost as far as can be worked on
144MHz.
The beauty of the mountains is greatly
enhanced with their icing layer of snow.
However, all this has to be balanced against
the increased dangers, so only experienced and
well equipped walkers should venture into the
hills in the winter.
Shorter days, poor weather, the cold and
snow conditions should be considered when
planning. Crampons and ice axes are essential
equipment and you should know how to use
them properly.
It can snow in Scottish hills from
September to June and there are often
overhanging cornices for the unwary walker to
fall through. And, although we think of
avalanches as being associated with alpine
terrain, avalanches big enough to kill happen
annually in Scotland.
I'll never forget climbing Liathach in
Torridon (Ross -Shire) in April. My companion
and I looked back and see our tracks 100
metres below obliterated by a small avalanche:
Another winter danger is the white -out, a
word often associated with falling snow and
blizzards in weather forecast. In mountains, a

James Gentles GM4WZP on An
Socach near Loch Mullardoch. This

little mountain is overshadowed on all
sides making 144MHz contacts
extremely difficult.
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Below: Taking advantage of some of
the (all too rare!) summer weather at
Meall Cuaich, Drumochter.

ilh wpm

possible from this spectacular site.

IL NZ;

white -out can occur without snow falling or
wind blowing.
If mist descends the snow covered ground
merges into the white sky rendering the walker
blind. Unable to see anything ahead, it's often
impossible to determine whether the ground is
rising or falling in front.
So, in mist the walker frequently stumbles
over the ground and into soft snow. Extreme
care must be taken as navigation is extremely
difficult, and people have been known to walk
over cornices.
Operating in such conditions requires that
summit stops be kept to a minimum. This is to
prevent cooling down, especially your hands.
In winter I normally use a pair of fingerless
inner gloves and outer mitts. These have a slit
in the palm for finger access without removing
the whole glove.

Summit Stops
After all the effort it's not unusual for summit
stops to be only five minutes. That's the longest
time that could be tolerated.
On some tops Ordnance Survey 'trig'
(triangulation) points or cairns of rocks can
afford some shelter. But on other tops I have
resorted to lying on the ground to operate the
rig, or sheltered behind a 'human wall' of
masochistic companions!
Despite their seemingly bleak and
inhospitable nature the mountains are home to
many wild creatures. Dotterel and Snow
Bunting are small birds seen in the summer and
winter respectively.
Ptarmigan (highland grouse), Raven and
birds of prey can also be found. Small
mammals are extremely shy, but in winter the
tracks of fox and wild cat can be seen in the
snow.

The most majestic and largest animal is the
red deer, found extensively in mountain areas. I
have seen herds of over 100 hinds, but stags
with their spectacular antlers live in smaller
groups. In the Cairngorms, the red deer live
alongside a small herd of Reindeer, reintroduced to Scotland in 1952. They provide a
very unusual sight!
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Left: Brave GM4WZP/P on the
breathtaking Coulin Ridge mountains
on the Isle of Skye. Contacts via the
GBHI (Isle of Mull) repeater were

Summer Days
The summer brings longer days and bigger
expeditions to the hills. The Letterewe Forest
south of Ullapool is a case in point.
Letterewe is a vast area with no access by
road or by Land Rover track. Even the
Ordnance Survey were prevented from
surveying the area properly in Munro's time by
a very insular land owner. Later two extra
mountains over 900m were found!
The circuit of the six Munros in the
Letterewe area is one of Scotland's longest
walks. It takes two and a half hours from the
nearest road just to the start of the walk at
Shenavall Bothy!
Along with my friend Neil, I spent the night
at the bothy. On the following day we walked
the 30km distance and climbed the 2420
metres over the six summits.
On four tops a 5 -element beam and mast
was erected to get a contact. We arrived back at
remote Shenavall Bothy 13 hours later, to spend
another night before the two and half hour walk
out.

Team Effort
It was quite a team effort to keep moving all day
and keep the summit stops to a minimum.
Whoever was going strongest to each summit
would carry the 5 -element beam, erecting it
before the second caught up to save time.
Unfortunately, the remoteness of your
location is often not appreciated by other radio
amateurs especially on the longer walks. It was
not uncommon to hear 'Fine business OM, got
your QTH, I didn't realise there was a car park
up there!
Letterewe was a great success despite our
long walk. But there were other walks that were
less successful.

Again, with Neil as companion I set out to
walk round the 12 mountains surrounding Loch
Mullardoch in June 1987. These are near
Cannich to the west of Inverness.
We planned to take three full days and
sleep in our tent for two nights. This is because
it's a remote area with difficult access.

The first day started well, with full back
packing equipment we walked over five
mountains, but Neil had a slight stomach upset.
This was not helped as the weather deteriorated,
we ended up camping at 750m in the fresh
snow!
The second day Neil felt better, so we
continued over another two mountains. But he
was very slow, and his condition was
deteriorating. We were now at the furthest point
from the start at the wrong end of the loch!
Fortunately, I knew of a boatman on the
loch. I had his telephone number, and GM4OIJ
in Inverness tried in vain to contact him for us.
So, we started walking back towards the loch

over another Munro - the only way out.
Unfortunately, the boatman could not be
raised on the telephone, so we thanked GM4OIJ
and descended out of 144MHz radio contact.
There are no tracks along Loch Mullardoch and
we had a long slow walk out along the shore.
It took six hours to walk the length of the
loch. It was very heavy going as the loch level
has been raised by a hydro -electric dam and the
steep hillside just drops into the water.
At one point, we saw the boatman, but
couldn't attract his attention. We reached the car
at 10pm after walking all day, glad to be back!
The radio could have saved us quite an
effort in walking back if the boatman could have
been contacted. However, I'm sure that if we'd
been in danger we could have called for
assistance.

Excellent Radio Sites
The remoteness of the Munros is emphasised by
the fact that despite their excellent radio sites,
only two are used for permanent radio
communications to my knowledge.
On top of the fifth highest mountain,
Cairngorm at 1245 metres, there's a radio relay
station and an unmanned weather station.
The weather station, run by Heriot Watt
University uses a 1W v.h.f. radio link with a
folded dipole antenna to transmit the weather
telemetry. The weather is so severe that the
station only exposes the instruments for four
minutes every half hour.
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Originally, the Cairngorm telemetry signals
was received in Aviemore, 13km to the north
west. It was then sent by landline to Edinburgh.
However, it was soon realised that the 3W
signal could easily be received in Edinburgh,
138km away, thus simplifying and reducing the
cost of the data link.

Active Deflector
There's other radio interest on the Munros and
on the ascent of Beinn Sgritheall I stumbled on
an interesting u.h.f. television 'active deflector'.
This provides u.h.f. TV for the tiny west coast
village of Arnisdale.
Providing television for such a small
hamlet, the repeater was of very low cost
construction. From the two domestic yagi
antennas the 'active deflector' changes the
incoming signal (most probably the incoming
signal is from the Skriag u.h.f. relay near Portree
on Skye. This is itself a high powerBand IV
Group A relay, receiving its feed from the main
transmitter, Eitshal, on the Isle of Lewis. Editor)
from vertical to horizontal polarisation.
The 'active deflector' was powered by a
tiny windmill. There was also an old chest
freezer, which provided ideal accomodation
for the u.h.f. amplifier and the batteries for the
unit.

Most Spectacular
By far the most spectacular mountains in Great
Britain are on the Island of Skye. The Black
Cuillin ridge has 11 Munros along its length, a
climber's paradise of rock and cliff.
The mountains are all on one long north
south running ridge. It's precipitous along its
whole length and only one of the mountain tops
is not guarded by cliffs.
The Cuillins are hills where the walker must
consult the guide book studiously before setting
out. This is because there are only a very few
walking accesses.
Fortunately, Skye is close enough to the
GB3HI repeater that I did not take my 144MHz
beam onto the ridge. I had enough on my plate
scrambling over the rocks carrying a rucksack!
In the event a simplex contact was achieved on
all but three Skye summits.
There is one mountain on the ridge that
cannot be scrambled on the top of, the
Inaccessible Pinnacle of Sgurr Dearg. This is a
20 metre high blade of rock which rises above
the rest of the mountain.
This is the only Munro that requires rock
climbing skills to reach the top. Most walkers
will request the help of a climbing friend to lead
them up.
I took the bare minimum equipment to the
top of Sgurr Dearg, just my 144MHz hand-held
and its helical antenna. I hate to think what my
operating was like from there as I was excited at
having reached my goal, and worried about
abseiling back down'

summit, but the size of equipment and
especially antennas is a major drawback.
So, I started with my trusty Icom ICO2E
144MHz f.m. hand-held. In the end it was the
only piece of equipment that accompanied me
to all tops.
On various occasions a Yaesu FT -290R and
a Mizuho SB2X were also carried to provide
144MHz s.s.b. But their size meant that they
were more often left at home.
Normally two sets of NiCads were carried
and one set of alkaline cells. All three sets
clipped onto the base of the ICO2E.
The two NiCads were 8.4V at 350mAh and
7.2V at 500mAh. They gave enough power for
an average day (15-25 minutes operation each).
When backpacking an external battery pack
giving 9.6V at 2Ah was also carried. A 1/4 wave
whip was used on the hand-held with a helical
antenna carried as a spare.

Glasgow To Aberdeen

Standard Yagi
I purchased a standard J -Beam 5 -element Yagi.

The front element and reflector were modified
so that they clipped onto the main beam with
metal pipe clips.
The mast consists of two pieces of plastics
pipe, 3/4 inch and 1/2 inch, both the same
length as the yagi's boom. The smaller radius is
exactly the correct size to fit inside the larger,
thus the mast when assembled is approximately
1.5 times the length of the beam, with the
complete assembly weighing only 2kg.
Normally the mast was used as a mono
pole and the antenna held by a companion's
hand.413ut if a vertically sided Ordnance Survey
triangulation point was available, we used that!
On over 130 summits, often the most
inaccessible and remote, the portable beam was
carried, much to the amusement of other hill
walkers and amazement of other radio
amateurs. The antenna often made friends for
me!

All the Scottish Munros are north of a line from
Glasgow to Aberdeen, and are in the central and
western areas. The major populations being to
the south and east.
So, at least around the south-east edges of
this areas it's possible to reach highly populated
areas for either repeater or simplex QSOs. As
you get further away from the major areas of
population, reliance on repeaters increases.
It was when I ascended my 50th Munro that
the repeaters ran out! Tony GM1GEW (now
GMODHD) and I climbed a small Munro,
A'Ghlas-bheinn in Kintail on 17th June 1985.
I was very lucky to work a station simplex
that day, GM4RCE/M had left his rig in the car
and forgotten about it. As he sat in a car park in
Gairloch surrounded by high hills, I think he
was just as surprised as I was to hear someone
on S20!
From then on I began to realise that I would
have to carry some sort of beam. I could at least
try and increase my chances of obtaining a QSO
in these more remote locations.

One chap greeted us warmIV like an old
friend. I was very embarrassed as I hadn't a clue
who he was. Finally, he said "We met in
Glencoe 18 months ago, I don't recognise you,
but I recognise that big aerial"!
My wife, Lyndsay, has accompanied me to
the top of over 100 mountains. At times we
must have looked comical to onlookers as I idly
chatted on the radio whilst Lyndsay held up the
5 -element beam and kept the log!
I found many people would ignore us and
only a few would ask questions. I did my best to
explain what I was doing and to try to promote
amateur radio. On one hill top I found myself
giving a 10 minute impromptu lecture on 'The
Radio Ham' to a party of ten walkers!

Temperature Problems
Occasionally, when the temperature fell below 10°C we had problems with the NiCad
batteries. It was so cold that water bottles were
turning slushy!

A really isolated 'shack'. The remote mountain bothy which provided the start
and finish point for the GM4WZP/P Letterewe (Ullapool) Munro DXpedition.

Choice Of Equipment
The correct choice of radio equipment for use in
the hills was not difficult for me and 144MHz
was the only band I considered! Using h.l.
would have guaranteed a contact on each
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Under the icy conditions the radio worked
fine on receive. But when p.t.t. was pressed, the
rig appeared to die, then a few seconds later
started to transmit.
Analysis of NiCad characteristics shows that
at very low temperatures the internal resistance
of the cells increases. This is due to the
difficulty of ionic flow through the increasingly
viscous electrolyte.
I think that a self heating effect clears the
problem after a few seconds. I know that on
large mountaineering expeditions that use handhelds to communicate between different camps,
radio batteries are often heated on stoves before
skeds.

The Icom ICO2E I used extensively
performed very well. The rig continued to work
when compact cameras and broadcast radio
receivers failed.
The ICO2E was one of the first push-button
hand-helds. And it's this feature which makes it
ideal for operating in difficult conditions.

Radio Contacts
As I climbed more mountains I was always
surprised by the radio contacts I obtained. It can
create quite a pile up with the 'flat landers' in
Holland when, under good tropospheric
propagation conditions, you announce that you
are /P at 900m!
But good troposheric conditions are by far
the exception. Normally I would rely on the
superior height provided by the mountains to
make contacts possible.
For example, from Mount Keen on the 26
July 1986, located 50km inland from
Stonehaven with 'flat' conditions, I worked
G8TFL and his wife GI INI. This was to Berwick
on Tweed, line of sight.
Many contacts were also obtained simplex,
but they are difficult to collate into meaningful
statistics. Repeaters being fixed and always 'on
air' are a much better barometer of possible
contacts from a summit.
The most often heard repeater is GB3HI
with its good location of the Island of Mull.
Then GB3BI and GB3SS come next with their
location to the east of the main mountain areas.
Next most often heard are the Central
Scotland repeaters that are only accessible from
the southern -most hills. Repeaters further afield
can be worked from selected locations with a
good take -off in the right direction, or with a

'little lift' and a good example of this is GB3AY
that can be received well from the Crianlarich
and Loch Lomond area.
Looking at my log, on 90 summits no
contact could be made through the repeaters
that were accessed, but a simplex contact was
obtained. On the other hand it was not unusual
for a CQ on S20 to get no results, but after a
contact through a repeater, another contact was
then established simplex.
On five summits no contact was made at all
despite strong repeater access. Two of these
were on second ascents, the first ascent having
achieved a contact. The others were activated
on a second ascent only and the vast majority

of contact were via simplex using 1/4 wave
antenna
I managed to get a number of more

interesting contacts involving other Munros,
working stations outside Scotland using the five
element beam. These included GI, El and G
worked in 'flat' conditions and GW and PA with
tropospheric lifts.
The best DX on f.m. was GW3SR, 400km
away in North Wales and on s.s.b. I worked
PAOEHA, 800km in Maastricht. Both these
contacts were achieved using only 3W and a
1/4 wave whip antenna .
By contrast some Munros had surprisingly
dull characteristics. Most notably among these
was Ben Nevis, at 1344 metres, the highest
mountain in the British Isles.
Despite its height, Ben Nevis is surrounded
by other mountains. Even Fort William at the
bottom of the hill is partially obscured by a
shoulder of land making simplex contacts
difficult. Only GB3HI and GB3BI can be heard
well from the summit.

Final Munro
On the 3U June 1990, I set off with my wife
Lyndsay and 10 friends to climb Loch
Lochnagar in Deeside, my final Munro. It was
not the kind of day I would have chosen for the
final ascent!
Cloud shrouded the hill, and if it wasn't
raining, it was trying its best to oblige.
Lochnagar has a spectacular summit cliff, but all
we could see was cloud and rain. I reached the

summit with a lot of mixed emotions as this was
the end of a six year journey.
The speed record for climbing the Munros
now stands at 67 days. I had taken (a little!)
longer, but have more memories of my series of
mini-DXpeditions to cherish.
On the radio, I contacted GMODHD and
GM4HQU. Both were radio amateurs I had
walked with in the past. I also raised GM1GGP,
a station often worked from eastern hills. And I
believe that I'm the first person to have unscheduled two-way communications from all of
Scotland's Munros.
It's customary to have a celidh (party) on
completion of the Munros. So we made the
most of the bad weather with photographs and
congratulations, mostly inside a lightweight
emergency tent because of the weather!
We then gave a toast to Hugh Munro with
champagne. It was then time for the 12 of us,
wet and cold, to descend.

The Other Operator
No coma( t is complete without the other
operator and I'm indebted to the Radio
Amateurs who made the other half of the QSOs.
To each person who came back to my call I say
thank you.
I'm especially grateful to those in the north
of Scotland, around GB3HI, GB3BI and GB3SS
who talked to me, some on numerous
occasions. These are sparsely populated areas,
and I was impressed by the Radio Amateurs

who promoted their hobby in small
communities with difficult v.h.f. conditions.
I have special reason to say thank you to the
amateurs of Fort William who invited me to
their meet on several occasions. They made me
most welcome.
I still carry my hand-held rig when out on
the hill. But nowadays the 5 -element beam is
usually left at home!
Only a few weeks ago I heard Norwegian
voices on the radio whilst on the hill.
Unfortunately that LA contact from a Munro still
eludes me. But there we are, amateur radio is
just unpredictable and surprising as the hill
walking itself!
PW

Not the ideal place to cause TVI!
James Gentles GM4WZP discovered
that the remote community of
Arnisdale, near Loch Hourn, is served
by this typical low-cost community

'active deflector' u.h.f. television
station. Powered by a small wind driven generator the station receives
its incoming signal from a main
station (in this case on the Isle of
Skye). On this station the incoming
polarisation is vertical (Band IV)
group A and the unit re -transmits a
low power horizontally polarised
signal to its restricted coverage area.
The transmitting antenna is visible on
the right of the photograph (receiving
antenna sited some distance away).
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The Leicester Amateur Radio Show
Committee

Invite you to the

Amateur Radio, Electronics
and Computer Show
at the

Granby Halls,
Leicester
on Friday & Saturday 21st & 22nd October
Friday 10.00 am - 6.00 pm
Saturday 10.00 am - 5.00 pm

Admission

NOW EVEN
BIGGER AND

ADULTS £1.50

Concessions for
Children and 0.A.P.s

BETTER

MORE THAN A
HUNDRED
EXHIBITORS

Enquiries to Frank
G4PDZ on

BRING & BUY

(0533) 871086
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LAUNCHES
is nearing the time of year again
when exhibitors attending the
Annual Leicester Amateur Radio
& Computer Show launch new
products and offer special deals
on their equipment. The idea of this
feature is to give you an idea of
some of the equipment and people
you can expect to find at this year's
Leicester Show (October 21 & 221.
Of course even if you're not
planning to visit the show, this
feature should give you an idea of

what will be available from dealers
in their showrooms after the show.
If your product or company is not
mentioned here please accept our
apologies, we've tried to squeeze in
as many as possible!

Kenwood UK
Trio-Kenwood
UK Limited will
be exhibiting
their products
on Stand 35 in
the Sales Hall.
Kenwood will
only be
demonstrating
their products,
not selling.
They will have
a full range of
h.f., v.h.f. and
u.h.f.
equipment on
display and a

number of their
appointed
dealers will be
attending the
show should
you wish to make a purchase.
The new TH-79E dual -band
v.h.fJu.h.f. hand-held transceiver
will be introduced at the show. The
TH-79E features include
simultaneous receive and dual
frequency receive with automatic
band change, 80 channel alphanumeric memory, DTMF, DTSS and
Page functions as well as a
MOSFET power module desinged to
give a longer battery life.
The TH-79E will be available for
£449.95 from any of Kenwood UK's
appointed dealers.

J. A. B. Electronic
Components
If you visit stand 21 in the Sales Hall
and mention this feature you will be
able to pick up a copy of the 1994
J. A. B. Electronics Components &
Kits Catalogue free!
Birmingham based J. A. B. will
be displaying the full range of their
aluminium folded boxes together
with their range of custom made
ready punched boxes. They will also
be displaying the range of Hands
Electronics kits which they now
distribute. The Hands range will
include the RTX206 multi -band h.f.

transceiver which features a digital
display, variable power 4-16W and a
second variable band -width filter.

C. M. Howes
Communications

Videoquip - The Video

The RTX206 is ideal for QRP
operation or for driving a QRO

Northants based C. M. Howes
Communications are launching a
new communications receiver kit at
the Leicester Show. The Howes
DXR20 is a direct conversion

Leicester based company Videoquip
will be attending the Leicester
Show for the third consecutive year
and will be offering a host of video
equipment and related accessories
at discounted prices.
Available items will include
Canon ION Still Video
Cameras at £299.95 instead of
£499.95, Camcorder batteries
at £9.95, Video tripods from
£19.95 and brand new
Camcorders from £399.95.
There will also be a selection of
used equipment available from them
on Stand 11 in the Exhibition Hall,

linear. Sheldon Hands will be on the
J. A. B. Electronics stand to offer
advice and technical assistance.

Waters & Stanton
Electronics
Jeff, Peter and the team from
Waters & Stanton will be exhibiting
at the Leicester Show for the 19th
year running and as usual will be on
Stand 15 in the Sales Hall. This year
they promise a packed stand with
products from ADI, Adonis,
Ameritron, Diamond,
Optoelectronics, Ten-Tec and
Yupiteru to name a few.

receiver designed to cover the 3.5,1
& 14MHz bands as standard. There
is a provision for a plug-in 'band
module' so that additional short
wave bands can be added.
Features of the DXR20 include a
double balanced mixer,
active audio filtering and
eight pole r.f. bandpass
filters with a seperate
f.e.t. v.f.o. Howes
Communications say
they have designed the
OXR20 to appeal to the

Specific things to look out for
include the full Alinco range
including the new DR -M06 50MHz
10W f.m. mobile transceiver priced
at £299. You will also be able to see
display versions of the Cushcraft R7
and A3 -S antennas on the stand,
together with the new MFJ-784 OSP
tunable filter, priced at £249. The
new 96 page Waters & Stanton
catalogue will also be available.

amateur who is looking for a short
wave receiver kit that can cover
any frequency band in the
shortwave spectrum.
The DXR20 will be available as
an electronics only kit or with the
optional HA2OR hardware pack from
Stand 9A in the Exhibition Hall at a
very special launch price.

Harwood Trading

You will be able to find Mike Haydon
and staff on Stand 14 in the
Exhibition Hall at the Leicester
Show where they will be selling a
wide range of amateur radio and
short wave equipment. Haydon
Communications will be displaying
their full range of mobile and base
antennas, offering discounts on
selected end of lines, reducing
prices on h.f transceivers and
offering p.s.u.s for half price. They
will also be launcing a new range of
low price accessories for Kenwood,
Icom, Yaesu, Alinco products as
well giving free extras on all handheld and mobile scanners sold.

Haydon
Communications

Specialists

Lake Electronics
Lake Electronics have superseded
their TU2 Mk11 antenna tuner with
the new TU4. The TU4, which will be
available on Stand 6a in the Sales
Hall, retains all the main features of
the TU2 and can be configured into
any of three different arrangements,
making it easy to match a wide
variety for transmitter/band/antenna
combinations.
The main feature of the TU4 is
the new PLANAR"' inductor which
is in a flat rectangular form instead
of the traditional helix. There are
several advantages of this inductor
including the fact that the unloaded
G is around 60, measured at 5MHz,
self capacitance is low and that the
tappings are easily arranged in
exponential increments of
inductance.
Other specifications are a
frequency range of 1.5 - 30MHz,
power rating of 80W c.w. and a
built-in s.w.r. meter. The price for
the TU4 is £68 for the kit or £88 for
the ready -built version.

Microgenesis Limited
Frank Harwood of Harwood Trading
would like you to pay him a visit on
Stand 4 in the Sales Hall where he
will be selling surplus components,
second-hand test gear and other
radio and computing equipment.
Frank doesn't have a shop and
relies mainly on trading at rallies as
well as a small amount of mail order
trade. Rallygoers have
commmented in the past that the
selection offered by Harwood
Trading is by far the most varied and
interesting so, why not go along and
see what's on offer?
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Sandpiper
Communications
Sandpiper Communications will be
selling their 'self tuning' mobile
antenna, designed for use on the 7,
14, 21 & 28MHz bands at the special
price of £70 instead of £85. They will
also have on offer their dual band
vertical antenna, model no. SN 2X4
(similar to the Diamond X50) for £60
which is 25% off the normal price.
To take advantage of these savings
visit Sandpiper Communications on
Stand 11 in the Sales Hall.

Microgenesis Ltd., have been
trading in computer hardware and
software for the last seven years
and will be exhibiting their products
on Stand 17a in the Exhibition Hall.
Microgenesis specialise in IBM,
CDROM, Sega Nintendo, Sony and
Amiga. They also deal in the
second-hand market and offer part
exchange, software swaps,
s'.rvicing and upgrading.
Microgenesis will have some items
on special offer at the show so why
not pay them a visit and have a look
at their range?
PW
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STOCKTAKING CLEAR
Why are we so
cheap?
Athough we are one of the largest
retailers in amateur radio. We have a
"realisticly sized" store stacked to the
ceiling in a cheap location to keep
overheads down, which means we can
offer, you the customer a better deal.
As well as stocking all leading brands, we
have also established ourselves as the
largest outlet for discontinued products
used by the largest outlet for
discontinued products, used by all major
Japanese Distributors for clearing their
shelves and hence sell many goods at
below even trade prices.
We only sell Ham Radio & Scanners (no
TV's, cameras, mobile phones etc.)

Which apart from enabling us to offer
you the largest range of equipment also
means we can give the very best in

FT -840 Special Offer

New Kenwood

low priced 100W

Superb Value, Dual bander.

HF

(Ext Rx:108-174/410- 500/850/950)

C699iNcL. MIC

1,449

New-

always glad to assist.
3) All equipment sold by us is "UK
specified" and comes with a full "UK"
guarantee backed up by the correct
UK importer ( how many dealers can
say that).

DJ -580

Special

Yaesu's latest
HF addition
(with auto ATU)

2m/70 + ext Rx

£1385+

£4499

ePhone
FT-990DC Special Offer
No.1 HF
DX TCVR
inc. ATU

FT -1111

*New*
£259

1,3-8439

£Phone

New
TS -50

Still going
strong

+ FREE SPKR MIC!

FT -2500M
Commercial Spec. 2m
FM Mobile (50W)

£299

INTRO OFFER

$999

£Phone DR 130eDown jn

TS -850S

One Only

£1449

2m (50W)

gas

£299

Hurry!

* New * TM -733E
Kenwoods very latest marvel of
technology (2rn/70cms) switchable
AM on ext Rx

Special Purchase IC -737A
Icom Quality Product

(incl's ATU)

Uft3

£Phone

Convinced? - Not sure?
As we were always taught - If in doubt
check it out
Contact:- Kenwood (UK)
Dave Wilkins (0923) 816444
Yaesu (UK)
081-814 2001

Icom UK
Dennis Goodwin 10227) 741741

Now convinced

ll 081.951 5781/2
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FREE SPKR MIC'

Micro 2m, Hand-held

discounts from many of our suppliers to

pounds or a few hundred pounds -

£Phone

FT-900AT

Commercial Grade

specialist advice and service.
Our buying power is second to none
which allows us to negotiate extra
pass on to you.
Three good reasons to buy from us:
1) Our bulk buying power means we can
give you the most favourable prices
around.
2) whether you want to spend a few

TH-79E

U.K's Best Selling -iiimommEnsiimo

£1249
P-2012 New

BARGAIN BASEMENT
TR-851 E
FT -736R
FT-690RII

FT-290RII

25Amp PSU. (3-15V)
Dual meters &
multiple o/p
Superb Value

DS -180

£89.95 Free Delivery

FT -5200

TH-22E
TH-28E
TH-78E
FT -530R

TS-950SDX

70cms All mode
2m/70 Base
6m All mode
2m All mode
2m H/Held
2m H/Held
2m H/Held
2/70
2/70 H/Held
2/70MOBILE

can
£.1099

£499
£499

cal

£289
£299
£489
£499
£649
£3,699
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£649
£1349
£399
£399
£209

£Phone
£249

SOLD
£399
£549
£2,699

We'd rather Sell It
than Count It!

CE SALE

FL -3

New coax switches

EW VHF
INEARS

The Ultimate

FREE DELIVERY

LL MODE!

£69.95
£89.95
£129.95

1E1-30R144MHz(1-2WI/P)30W0/P
NB -50R 144MHz (1-2 I/P) 50W 0/P
N13-100R144MHz(1-21/P)100WO/P

CX-401 4Way (SO -239) (1kW)

£39.95

CX-401N 4Way (N type) (1kW)

f49.95

CX-201 2Way (S0.239)

£16.95
£21.95

CX-201N 2Way (N type)

Audio Filter £145,,,

MFJ-259
The Ultimate Analyser
£249 Full range available

ALL ABOVE (DC -100z RATED)

ALL LINEARS INCLUDE LOW NOISE GaAs FET PREAMPS

NB -30W 2m H/Held

FREE P&P - Free Delivery on all MFJ's

VC-300DLP

MP Back in Stock

300W ATU (1.8fi-30MHz) Built in dummy load.

m H/Held amp

FREE

DELIVERY

1 4-5W input -30W o/p)
13.8V

II

las4-£119

I

£129.95

NEW

MS -107

44.95 FREE P&P

TSA-6601

NEW

Miniature Spkr. Microphone with PTT led
indicator. Suits: Icom/AlincoNaesu

Pocket VHF/UHF
FREE
SWR/PWR meter.
P&P
144-440MHz (60W)

£19.95

£34.95

Ex Demo & 2nd Hand

Bargain!

All with full Guarantee

FT -7476x11 As New
FT -102 VGC
FT -7576x
TS -4405 As New
TS -1405 As New
IC -73 VGC

SOLD
£479
£569
£799
£649
£725
£249
£599
£549
£439
£329
£179
£419
£549
£349
£599
£1,299

FC-757 ATU
FT107(100W) As New
TS-530SP VGC
FT-10170MkIll
C-528
FT -811R

FRG -100 Ex Demo
R -72E Ex Demo
HF-150 As New
AR -3030 (incl AM FIN) As New
NRD-535 (Ex Demo) New

FREE POST & PACKING

WE HAVE THE LARGEST RANGE OF SCANNERS IN THE UK
MVT-7100 (UK
MVT-7000 AR-1500ex
AOR
"Best seller"
SPECIAL OFFER
AOR SPECIAL OFFER
0.1-1650MHz All mode.
Incls Nicads/charger

1-1300MHz All

FREE INDOOR

Nicads/charger

0.5-1300MHz All

mode. Inas

mode. Inds
Nicads/charger

DESK -TOP

£379

ANTENNA
DELIVERY
WORTH £55

1329E269

.g349E299

PLUS FREE 7" RUBBER ANTENC.:-,

AR 8000

NOW IN STOCK
PHONE
FOR £

"JAPANESE" QUALITY ANTENNAS AT LOW PRICES

Intro Offer

- FREE DELIVERY ON THE FOLLOWING
NEW HIGH QUALITY MOBILE ANTENNAS

NEW SERENE BASE ANTENNAS
TSB -3315 GF 144,70, 8.5 11 9db (5.4m)
TSB -3002 AL 144MHz/6.5dB, (2.8M)
TSB -3001 AL 144MHz/3.4dB (1.4M)
TSB -3301 GF 144/70CM, 6.5dB/9dB(3M)
TSB -3302 GF 144/70CM, 4.5/7.2dB (1.7M)
TSB -3303 GF 144/70, 3/6dB (1.1M)
AL = Aluminuim/Stainless Steel
GF = Glass Fibre

DB-285
DB-EL2E
DB-7900
DB-1209
DB-1208

£129.95
£39.95
£29.95
£79.95
£64.95
£39.95

DB-1101
DB-122

DB-1216

3.41B (1.3M)
144MHz/V, 4.5dB (1.8M)
144/70CMs, 5/7.6dB (1.5M)
2M/5.2dB (1.6M)
2M/70CMS, 3.5/6dB (1M)
2M/70CMS, 3/5.5dB (1M)
2M/70CMS, 3.5/5.5dB (1M)
2M/70CMS. 3.2/5.7dB (1M)
144MHz

FOLD -OVER
BASE

ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIES

MT -3303
MT -1301
MT -3302

£24.95
£19.95

TSA-6001 Duplexer (+Coax) 2/70
TSB3303 TSA-6003 Duplexer (Sockets) 2/70

Trunk Mnt + 5M Coax
H/Duty Mag Mnt + Coax
H.Duty Hatch.Trunk Mm

Top Quality
Top Quality
Top Quality

£19.95
£24.95
£24.95

DELIVERY (UK MAINLAND) 24HR £10 / 48hr £7.50

NB ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

* Outside office hours 0850 586313 * Mail Order: Same Day Despatch *

L
5

Sales service:- (Phone Fax)

£15.95
£28.95
£49.95
£39.95
£32.95
£24.95
£26.95
£34.95

ALL THE
MOBILE
ANTENNAS
HAVE A
SPRUNG

-081-951 5781/2

132 High Street, Edgware, Middlesex HA8 TEL

(A406

0

CANONS

/161[1FSH URCH

Mr JNC4

HIGH STREET

MERE

(2 MINS)-A41
132

.Az

1 -cc

Close to Edgware underground station (Northern Line). Close to M1 M25. A406.

aim

* FREE PARKING *

401

*
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May I speak to you again?
Are you free tomorrow/this time next week at ... hrs GMT?

Arranging A Sked

What time is it in ...

I have just heard a ...
I can hear but cannot work a ...
There is an opening on 2 metres.
The lift is getting better/worse. Let's hope it lasts.
Nice to speak to you under lift conditions.
It is ... o'clock approx here local time/GMT.

Africa/The Far East/Japan.

Working conditions are poor/bad/moderately good/very
good/excellent.
All the bands are open. The 10, 15, 20 metre band is
open/closed to North/Central/South America/Eastern/
Northern/Southern/Western Europe/Asia/Australasia/

Today the weather is fine/sunny/Ivery) cold/hot/misty/windy.
It is raining. It is snowing. The snow is 30cm thick. The
weather has been fine.
Today/yesterday/during the weekend it has been raining. It
has been snowing.
Spring/summer/autumn/winter has come.
The wind has been strong. There has been thunder and lightning.

Weather And Radio Conditions

How do you like your ...

I am testing the rig.
I am glad of your report.
I like my ... I want to change my ...

The antenna is about ... metres above ground level.
The QTH is ... metres above sea level/at sea level/below
sea level.
The antenna has a rotator.
I'll turn the antenna on you during the next over.
I rotate the antenna by hand.
The antenna is in the garden/attic/on a ... metre high mast.

With horizontal/vertical/circular polarisation.
With a gain of ...
A quad/a long wire/an end fed Zeppelin/a centre fed Zeppelin.

Rig And Antenna (continued from Pt 1)

English

Posso parlarti ancora?
Sei libero domani/all stessa ora la prossima settimana alle
ore ... GMT.

Ho appena ascoltato
Posso ascoltare ma non collegarmi con ...
C'e una apertura sui due metri.
Questo aumento migliora/peggiora. Speriamo che duri.
Bene poterti parlare in condizioni di propagazione.
Sono circa le ore ... locali/GMT.
Che ore sono in ...

E arrivata la primavera/restate/l'autunno/Vinverno.
II vento is stato forte. Vi sono stati lampi e tuoni.
Le condizioni di lavoro sono pessime/cattive/
moderatamente buone/molto buone/eccellenti.
Tutte Ie bande sono aperte. 110, 15, 20 metri sono aperti/
chiusi per il Nord/Centro/Sud America/Europa Orientale/
Settentrionale/Meridionale/Occidentale/Asia/Australasia/
Africa/Estremo Oriente/Giappone.

Oggi il tempo é bello/soleggiatoAmolto) freddo/caldo/nebbioso
ventoso.Piove. Nevica. La neve 6 alta di trenta cm. II
tempo 6 stato bello.
Oggifieri/durante il fine settimana ha piovuto. Ha nevicato.

seteemana lay oray

gee-emm-tea.

Poso parlartee ankora?
Say libero domanee/alla stays owra la proseema

Swd Ameriaka/Oyropa oreeentalay/Setentrionalay/Meridionalay/Otsheedentalay/Asia/Awstralasia/Africa/Estraymo/
Oree-entay/Djiapponay.
Ow apayna ascoltato
Poso ascoltaray ma non coliegarme con ...
Tshe wna apertwra swwee dway metree.
Kwesto awmento miliora/pedjeeora. Shpereeamo kay dwree.
Benay potertee parlaray in conditsionee dee propagatsionay.
Sono tshirka le oray localee/gee-emm-tea.
Kay oray sono in ...

modermanentay bwonay/molto bwonay/etshelentay.
Twte lay banday sono apertee e deaytshee, kwindeetshee
ventee metri sono apertee/keewzee per il Nord/Tshento/

nayvycato.
Ay arrivata la privavera/1' estate/l'autunno/l'inverno.
II vento ay stato fortay. Vee sono statee lampee ay twonee.
Lay conditsionee dee lavoro sono pessimay/kativay/

Odje il tempo ay belio/solaydjeatoAmolto) fredo/caldo/
nebiozo/ventozo. Peovay. Neveeka. La nevay ay alta dee
trenta tshentimetree. II tempo ay stato bello.
Odjee/eeayree/dwrantay it finay sentimana a peovwto, as

Shto provando lekwipadjiamentow.
Sono contento del raporto kay me ay dato.
Me peatshay it meeo
volio kambeare it meo.
Kwanto tee peatshay il two.

alto ... metree.

metri.

Sto provando l'equipaggiamento.
Sono contento del rapporto che mi hai dato.
Mi piace tl mio
Voglio cambiare it mio
Quanto ti piace it tuo

Djirow lantenna a mano.
Lantena ay in djiardeeno/atico/sw dee wn twbo portantay

Con polaritsatseeonay oritsontalay/vertikalay/tshirkolaray.
Con wn gwadanio dee ...
Wyna kwbika/a feelow/ wna Tsepelin aleementata alli
estraymee/al tshentrow.
metri dal swolo.
Lantenna ay a tshirka
II Kwtayha ay a ... metree swl livaylo del maray/al livello
del maray/soto ill livello del maray.
Lantena wza wn rotoray.
Djireow lantenna sw dee tay al prosseernow kambeow.

Pronounciation

Con polarizzazione orizzontale/verticale/circolare.
Con un guadagno di ...
Una cubica/a filo/una Zeppelin alimentate agli estremi/al
centro.
L'antenna 6 a circa ... metri dal suolo.
II QTH e a ... metri sul livello del mare/al livello del
mare/sotto il livello del mare.
L'antenna usa un rotore.
Girerb l'antenna su di to al prossimo cambio.
Giro ('antenna a mano.
L'antenna 6 in giardino/attico/su di un tubo portante alto ...

Italian
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Ti inviero la mia cartolina QSL via Associazione/diretta.
II mio nome 6 sull'Annuario Americano/Inglese.
II tuo nome ed indirizzo a sull'Annuario?
Puoi darmi direttamente via radio ora it tuo indirizzo e
numero del telefono?
Qual a il tuo codice postale/telefonico?
Questo a it mio indirizzo e numero telefonico.

I shall send you my QSL card via the bureau/direct.
My name is in the American/British callbook.
Is your name and address in the callbook?
Can you give me your address and telephone number over
the air now?
What is your postal code/telehone code?
This is my address and my telephone number.

Basic QSOs In Italian Part 3 To Follow

Puoi inviarmi la tua cartolina QSL?
Sarei molto lieto poter ricevere Ia tua cartolina QSL.

Lo posso spiegare in Inglese?

brughiere.
Con me in stazione ho un amico/la moglie/i ragazzi.
E un visitatore/un ascoltatore in onde torte.
Pensa di fare gli esami per la radio.
Sono a casa/al lavoro/in casa di un amico.
Questa 6 una dimostrazione/una stazione speciale.
Ho visitato it tuo paese.
E stato piacevole.
Scusami per il mio Italiano.
Vorrei poter parlare Ia tua lingua come to parli la mia.
Puoi continuare in Inglese?
Lo posso dire in Inglese?

DaII mia stazione posso vedere le montagne/il mare/le

Could you please send me your QSL card?
I would be very pleased to get a QSL card from you.

QSL

Excuse my Italian.
I wish I could speak your language as well as you speak mine
Can you continue in English?
May I say it in English?
May I explain it in English?

I have a friend/wife/children in the shack with me.
He is a visitor/a short wave listener.
He intends to do his radio exam.
I am at home/at work/ at a friend's house.
This is a demonstration/special station.
I have visited your country.
It is very nice.

From the shack I can see mountains/sea/moors.

Social

I'm using a speech processor.
Does this make any difference?
Thank you for the test.

What is my exact frequency?

Is my modulation OK? Your modulation is good/bad.

I have a new rig/linear/antenna which I am testing.

Dispongo di un nuovo equipaggiamento/lineare/antenna the
sto provando.
La mia modulazione 6 OK? La tua modulazione a buona/cat
tiva.
Quale 6 la mia frequenza esatta?
Sto usando un compression microfonico.
Cambia qualche cosa?
Grazie per Ia provo.

No, mi dispiace non sono libero a quell'ora.
Di solito sono sui venti metri alle ore ... GMT (days of
week) ad eccezione di ...
Debbo andare a dormire/a lavorare ora.

No, I'm sorry I'm not free at that time.
I am usually on 20 metres at ... GMT on (days of week) except ...
I have to go to bed/work now.

Technical

Proviamo circa su questa frequenza od in altrernativa
proviamo la banda dei 10, 15, 20 metri.

How about this frequency or alternatively let's try the 10,
15, 20 metre band.

Qwalay il two koditshay postalay/telayfoniko?
Kwesto ay il meeo indiritso ay nwmero telefoniko.

Tee inveeayro la mea cartoileena kw -es -el veea Asosiatsone/direta.
II mco nomay e swl Anwareeo Americanow/Inglyazay.
II two nomay ed indiritso ay swl anwareeo?
Pwoi darme diretamentay veea radio ora il two indiritso ay
nwmero del telefono?

kw -es -el.

Pwoi inviarme Ia twa cartoleena Kw -es -el?
Saray molto leayto poter retshayvayray la two cartoleena

Vorray poter parlaray la twa lingwa comay tw parlee Ia mea.
Pwoi continwary in Ingalyzay?
Lo poso diray in Inglayzay?
Lo pos shpegaray in Inglay zay?

Ay stato peeatshayvolay.
Skwzame per II meeo Italiano.

Kwesta ay wna dimonstratseeonay/wna statseonay shpetsialay.
Oh visitato il two payayzay.

Dala meea statseeonay poso vaydayray lay montaniay/II
maray /lay brwgeayray.
Con may in statseonay oh wn ameeko/la moleay/ee ragatsee.
Ay wn visitatoray/wn asholtatoray in onday cortay.
Pensa dee faray lea esamee per Ia radio.
Sono a caza/al lavoro/in caza dee wn ameeko.

Gratsiay per la prova.

Dispongo dee wn nwovo ekweepadjeamentow/linayaray/
antena kay sto provando.
La mea modwlatsionay ay OK? La twa modwlatsionay ay
bwona/cateeva.
Kwalay ay Ia mea frekventsa esatta?
Sto wzando wn compresonay mikrofonekow.
Kambea kwalkay kowza?

No, me dispeeatshay non sono libero a kwelora.
Deesoleto sono swi ventee metree allay oray gee-emmtea (days of week) ad etshetsionay dee ...
Debow andaray a dorimiray/a lavoraray ora.

metree.

Proveamo tshirka sw kwesta frekwentsa od in alternateeva
proveamo la banda dei deeaytshee, queendeetschee, ventee

MFJ-

432
Voice
Memory
Keyer

The MFJ-432 Voice Message Keyer unit reviewed by GOSKR.

Keen operator John Goodall
GOSKR has tried out a new and
interesting operating aid from
the MFJ Company in the USA,
and here's what he thinks

indicating Play -back mode; and an aperture
behind which is the p.c.b. mounted Electret
Microphone.
The rear panel of the unit has five different
connectors:- 2.1mm Power Jack for external
12v supply, having +ve tip; A 3.5mm Mono
socket for Audio Output, useful for extension

MESSAGES

MFJ VOICE KEYER
MODEL MFJ-432
MSG 1

MSG 2

MSG 3

INT.
MIC

REPEAT
MSO I

EXT

NORMAL

GRD

we'll find ourselves wondering what
to buy for the OM, YL, XYL or friend
for Christmas, (hopefully my friends
or Shirley my XYL will read this) as
the case may be.
However, I've just tried an item that I feel

will certainly fit the bill for the operator who
has everything, and even for those of us who
don't. It's the MFJ-432 Voice Memory Keyer.
The MEI-432 is a natty little piece of
electronic sophistication. By using it you can
save the old voice box for the rag chew
without shouting yourself hoarse with the
general call!

Recorded Messages
The MFJ-432 is used to transmit any or all of
four digitally recorded voice messages. It can
be used with microphone pin -out wiring for
equipment including the Kenwood, Icom and
Yaesu specification.
The MFJ-432 Voice Memory Keyer is the
very latest piece of amateur radio equipment
to arrive from the famous MFJ Enterprises
stable in Mississippi.
The unit is made up of sheet aluminium,
with black pvc style finish. It measures 160 x
150 x 60mm, and has an anodised aluminium
front panel measuring 166 x 61mm.

Front Panel Controls
On the well laid out front panel are the
following controls :- Push On/Push Off
switches for - Power On/Off; Play/Record;
Internal/External Microphone; Repeat Message
1/Normal; Transmit On/Off; Momentary Push
On Miniature switches for each of 1 - 4
messages.

Chassis mounted 8 - way microphone plug
(The bit on the rig we stick the microphone
plug into); Volume control; Red LED for
indicating record mode; Green LED for
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MSG .1

VOLUME

ON

PLAY REC

tglERKAL
MK

INTERNAL

CO 0

MIC.

PLAv

speaker.

The year marches on and before long

410

There's a 3.5mm mono socket for Audio
Input, for recording from an external source;
IDC (Insulation Displacement Connectors) for
+5v and four lines for remote switching of

MIC

OFF

XMIT

Also inside the unit is the PP3 9V battery
connector, sensibly sheathed in a small section
of plastics tubing. This is to prevent the
connector, when using an external supply,
coming into contact with any metallic part
inside the unit, and causing untold damage.
Remember to replace this sleeve of plastics
tubing if you hook up to your shack power
supply. For battery operation, the PP3 9V
battery is mounted on a purpose holder which
is attached to the inside of the rear panel by a
double sided adhesive pad.

Messages 1 - 4.

Inboard p.c.b. mounted seven core
screened microphone cable terminated in
standard 8 - way locking audio in - line socket
(The plug on the end of the microphone
cable); access aperture for screwdriver
adjustment of output audio level
potentiometer.
Removal of two cross head screws, one to
each side, facilitates the removal of the one
piece sides and top section of the unit. Careful
removal is necessary as mounted (attached
with adhesive) to the inner upper surface, is

Storage Length
The message storage length of the MFJ-432
may appear rather short in terms of time.
Despite this, when used correctly, it certainly
appears adequate.
The four individual messages are made up

from one continuous 20 second block of audio
memory. This is divided into the four message
banks.

Once inside the unit, apart from the tidy
layout of the p.c.b., the user friendly
microphone pin -out jumpers can clearly be

From this point I shall refer to the Message
Banks as indicated on the identifying marks for
each bank: MSG 1, MSG 2, MSG 3 and MSG
4. The timing of the message banks are as
follows: MSG 1 = 8 seconds; MSG 2 = 4
seconds; MSG 3 = 4 seconds; MSG 4 = 4

seen.

seconds.

Marks For Simplicity

However, MSG 1, may be used to give one
continuous message of 20 seconds or less. Any
time over 8 seconds being taken from MSG 1,
2, 3 or 4 respectively.

the unit's 50mm 811 speaker.

The manufacturer's ME) should, I feel, gain top
marks for the simplicity in switching from
Kenwood, Icom and Yaesu equipment. A
double row of 17 IDC pins, five pairs of pins
for each manufacturer, with a pair of dummy
pins as spacers between each group.
Five removable plastics cased jumpers are
used to link the five pairs of pins for the
equipment being used. The p.c.b. being clearly
marked with K, I or Y.

A smaller block of three IDC pins with a
single jumper can be found adjacent to the
double row of 17 pins, with similar marking
for K, I or Y. These are to alter the microphone
ground and must also be set as to the
equipment in use. Changing microphone pin out arrangements couldn't be simpler.
The unit can be self powered from the
internal battery or from an external supply.
Power consumption is around 200 to 300mA,
depending on the audio output level.

Storing Messages
Whether you're using your own equipment
microphone or the MFI-432's internal electret
microphone, storing messages could not be
simpler.
After switching the unit on (the part I
usually forget!), the operator has to depress the.
Record/Play switch so as to illuminate the red
Record I.e.d., press and hold the required
message button and dictate the message.
Careful preparation of your message, with a
stop watch if you have one, is essential. It
prevents overlapping any of the other message
banks.

The variety and composition (didn't we
have that at school?) of messages is only

overruled by the limit of your imagination.
They can include CQ calls; callsign and CQ
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calls; IARU Locator, WAB Locator, County,
Grid Reference and of course the variety is
endless.

A word of warning at this point: when
recording any message do not overrun the
time for the messaged being recorded. If you
do, it will erase the message memory in the
next bank! Also everything over four seconds
recorded on MSG 4 will be totally lost.
During the message record process the unit
need not be connected to your transceiver.
After recording your messages play -back is
even easier.

Making sure you have the XMIT (Transmit)
switch in the out (off) position. Next depress
the Record/Play switch so as to illuminate the
green Play I.e.d.
Then you simply (briefly) press the required
message button, and adjust the volume
control. (Don't forget though that if it's running
on its own battery, high volume draws higher
current and thus shortens the life of the
battery).

The unit can now be connected to the
transceiver via its own lead. Then, depressing
the Repeat MSG 1/Normal switch into its in
(on) position causes MSG 1 to be repeated
continuously until this switch is released to its
out (off) position.
If the XMIT switch is in the depressed (ON)
position when you depress the Repeat MSG 1
switch, MSG 1 is played once over. Then the
transceiver is switched into transmit mode and
MSG 1 is transmitted continuously.
Taking at this point that the equipment
microphone is connected to the unit, the unit
itself is connected to the transceiver via its
own lead.
The XMIT switch is then depressed into its
in (on) position and with only a single
depression of one or more of the message
buttons. The transceiver then goes into
transmit mode for the total length of the
message, before returning the transceiver to
receive automatically.
Smooth continuous transmit can be
obtained whilst sending two or more
messages. It's achieved by depressing the next
message button, upon completion of the
previous message but before the transceiver
goes into receive, when a smooth transition
from one message bank to another, or the
same, can be achieved.

For example, you depress the Record/Play
switch to its record position with the red
Record I.e.d. illuminated - depress and hold
MSG 1 for a total time of just less than 20
seconds. Upon depressing MSG 1 commence
your recording.
For my message I used the following:- "CQ
DX CQ DX CQ DX THIS IS GOLF ZERO
SIERRA KILO ROMEO, GOLF ZERO SIERRA

KILO ROMEO, GOSKR CALLING CQ DX AND
LISTENING" (12 seconds) keeping the MSG 1
button still depressed for recording silence for
over seven seconds but under eight seconds.
Depress Record/Play switch into its out
(Play) position and the green Play I.e.d.
illuminated. With the transceiver in VOX, first
depress XMIT switch into its in (on) position,
then depress Repeat MSG 1 switch also into its
in (on) position. Whereupon your message will
be transmitted and during the silence you
recorded, the transceiver goes into receive
mode. The unit then transmits for 12 seconds,
receive for eight seconds and then
automatically repeats the cycle.

Operation reports were similar to the
previous tests with f.m. with the exception of
in s.s.b. mode the audio output potentiometer
had to be backed off somewhat. This same
setting was later used on the h.f. bands.
The MFJ-432 was then again modified via
the internal jumpers, this time for Yaesu
equipment and connected to my Yaesu FT -707
h.f. transceiver. Contacts were established with
many European stations, all with excellent
reports on 3.5, 7.0 and 14MHz. All stations
contacted during this review were all
genuinely amazed by the quality of the
recorded audio.
One area I have not covered fully is that of
recording directly from other equipment. This
is done via the rear mounted Audio Input
Socket.
For the purpose of demonstration only, I

tried out this mode, by recording directly from
the transceiver being used. The internal
memory time of 20 seconds was hardly long
enough to do justice to the unit when
recording the other side of the QSO, but the
possibilities are certainly there.

From Factory
On delivery from the factory the MFI-432 is set
for Kenwood equipment. Appropriately
enough my first on air tests were v.h.f./u.h.f.
with my Kenwood TVV4100E.
A sked was kept with a very good friend
Don GOIJE on 145/432MHz f.m. and the
performance of the MFJ-432 was put to the
test. Initial reports from Don GOIJE proved that
the audio level was down somewhat.
The audio level was easily and rapidly
increased with the aid of a small screwdriver.
The output level potentiometer was adjusted
via the small aperture on the rear panel,
designed for that very purpose.
The gain control had in fact to be turned to
its maximum position. That was when Don
GOIJE reported that it was impossible to detect
the difference between the recorded and the
'real time' GOSKR voice.
The jumpers inside the MFJ-432 were then
switched to the Icom setting. I then coupled
the unit to an Icom 290D multi -mode

Another Success
So, to round off my review I would like to
congratulate MFJ Enterprises on yet another
successful piece of electronic equipment,
and at a price of f119.95 I feel it's a very
good buy.
The list would be too large to name
everyone individually, but I would take this

opportunity of thanking one and all who
gave up their time on air to make this review
possible. My special thanks go to the Radio
Amateur's Invalid and Blind Club (RAIBC)
from whom my h.f., v.h.f. and u.h.f.
equipment is on loan. My thanks also to Don
King GOIJE from whom the Icom 290D is on
loan, and who gave up his time to help with
this review.
Finally, my thanks go to Waters and
Stanton of 22 Main Road, Hockley, Essex SO
4QS. Tel. (0702) 206835 or 204965, FAX
(0702) 205843, for the loan of the MFJ-432
which they can supply for £119.95.
PW

transceiver.

Record Loop
A record loop, which allows the transceiver to
transmit a message for some time and receive
for a time before it transmits the message again
for some time - can be achieved with a simple
home-brew circuit. The record loop is
described in detail in the easy to understand
instruction manual for the MFJ-432.
I actually built a loop and spent a couple of
hours and made the 'message repeat timer'
and found that it worked quite well. Despite
this my own view is that it's not really
necessary if you keep to the following hints.
Recording a silent pause of whatever length
you require, allows your transceiver to go into
receive mode providing you are operating in
VOX mode. This I found extremely useful with
only one message of 20 seconds (including
silent pause) recorded on MSG 1.
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Fig. 1: The MFJ-432
open for inspection. The

unit is adjustable to
work with Kenwood,
Yaesu and Icom
equipment (see text).
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Five Band Antenna
No ATU System

-

Dennis Wood G3EAY describes a five band antenna system he's used successfully, which
doesn't require an antenna tuning unit.

The five band, 'no a.t.u.' antenna
system I'm describing here has
proved to be very successful. It's
eery simple, straightforward and
easy to build.
ille diagram, Fig. 1, shows the basic layout
of the antenna. And in my case the system is in
use where the house and garden total only
20m in depth.
The system is based on 30012 feeder ribbon
which is used to make parallel dipoles for the
7 and 14MHz bands. The 7MHz dipole
resonates well at 21MHz (better in fact than it
does at 7MHz!).
For the 3.5MHz band I employ half of the
7MHz dipole as an end fed wire. To get it to
resonate on '80' I incorporate a loading coil in
the feeding arrangement (Fig.2).

Parallel Dipoles
he feed to the parallel dipoles is achieved by
using 7551 twin 'balanced' feeder at the shack
end. This is used in conjunction with a 1:1
balun which was described in the June 1991
PW ('The £1 Balun' by Steve Nicholls GOJFM,
page 36). Incidentally...mine cost less than ft
to make!

The mast for the system is at the
end of the garden and is
approximately 7m high. It's made
up from three lengths of scrap steel
water pipe sleeved into the next.
At the shack end the mast is the

7511 twin feeder

3.5MHz loading coil

bottom section of an old vertical
27MHz CB antenna (which I use
tuned up on 28MHz). The diagram,
Fig. 1, shows how this supports the

To 3.5MHz transceiver

75u coaxial cable
1M

five band system.
1

1 balun

To transceiver for
7.14, and 21MHz

No ATU
No antenna tuning unit (a.t.u.) is
required with the system as described as I have
found the v.s.w.r. to be satisfactory. In fact, the
v.s.w.r. is less than 1.5:1 on 3.5, 7, 14, 21 and
28MHz.
At my QTH the dipole is orientated North
and South. I've had numerous contacts with 5
7 reports from Australia (VK), Japan (JA), and
the USA.
Needless to say, I'm extremely pleased with
the results I get with my 'Five Bands - No ATU

System' - especially when you consider I only
operate with a transmitter output of around
131,1
80W!

Fig. 2: Details showing feeding
arrangement for 3.5MHz using
loading coil and the 1:1 balun (see
text) used for the 7, 14 and 21MHz
bands. The 'end fed' input to the
loading coil for 3.5MHz is via a
crocodile clip or wander plug. Input
from the transmitter to the balun is
via coaxial cable, with termination to
suit. The 28MHz antenna connection
(using a retuned 27MHz vertical) at
G3EAY's station is via a separate
coaxial cable and PL259 plug.

Fig. 1: The 'Five Bands No ATU' antenna system as
described by G3EAY (see text).

Insulated pulley on the
28MHz vertical antenna
21/7MHz antenna
14MHz antenna

Insulating 'egg'
30011 ribbon feeder
makes parallel antennas

ti
Insulator

50ft coaxial with
a 'drip' loop bend

7511 twin feeder with

a 'drip' loop bend

7m support
mast
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Specifications

The Mysteries Explained
!an Poole G3YWX takes a look at receiver frequency coverage and the methods
of frequency display.
Ihave received a number of
letters asking about various
aspects of radio receiver
specifications that I've not
been able to cover in this
series yet. One letter which
arrived recently was
concerned with the various
aspects of frequency
coverage, both in terms of the
ranges of the receivers and the
methods of displaying the
frequency.

Frequency Coverage
When choosing a receiver it's
obviously very important to
assess what frequency
coverage is required. The
frequency spectrum is
partitioned into various
sections as shown in Fig. 1.
Different frequency bands
carry different types of
transmission. This is because
of the changes in propagation
and the varying distances
which can be covered.
Most of the transmissions
of interest will take place
between the low frequency
(I.f.) and the ultra high
frequency (u.h.f.) portions of
the spectrum. The I.f. portion
of the spectrum carries some
communications as well as a
variety of navigational aids. In
addition it takes in the bottom
part of the long wave
Frequency
(MHz)

Designation

broadcast bands.
The medium frequency
(m.f.) section of the spectrum
takes in a whole host of users
from the medium wave and
tropical broadcast bands to
some of the low frequency
amateur bands and other
users including ship -to -shore
communications.
The high frequency (h.f.)
portion of the spectrum
includes the traditional short
wave broadcast and amateur
bands amongst others. Further
up in frequency, are the very
high frequency (v.h.f.) and
u.h.f. bands.
The v.h.f. and u.h.f.

frequencies support a wide
range of radio telephone, cell
'phone and other
communications as well as a
number of amateur bands and
the v.h.f. f.m. broadcast
bands. Television
transmissions are also found
here.

Receiver Coverage
Some of the older valved
communications receivers,
particularly the older army
surplus types have limited
coverage. Sometimes their
highest frequencies only
extend to 15MHz or so, and
sometimes their lowest
frequencies were about
1.5MHz.
When
choosing one
of these sets

0.003
Very Low Frequency (v.1.1.1

0.03

Low Frequency (U.)
0.3

Medium Frequency (m.f.)
3.0

High Frequency (h.f.)
30.0

Very High Frequency (v.h.f.)
300.0

Ultra High Frequency (u.h.f.)
3000.0
Super High Frequency (s.h.f.)

30000.0
Extra High Frequency (e.h.f.)

300000.0

Fig. 1: Designations of The Radio Spectrum
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it's well
worth
looking
closely at
what
coverage is
needed and
what they
can provide.
Most
modern short
wave
communications
receivers will
cover the
whole of the

h.f. spectrum up to 30MHz
and usually the lowest
frequencies of 100kHz or less.
It's worth noting that although
the quoted sensitivity will be
maintained across most of the
spectrum, it's likely to fall
away rapidly as the frequency
reaches the bottom limits.

employed a band -spread
facility. This usually
incorporates a second tuning

capacitor and dial which
gives much finer tuning.
Most of today's receivers
use a digital read-out. These
are more accurate and easier
to read, displaying the

1 Hz

1Hz

1000Hz
1000000Hz
1000000000000Hz

1 kHz

1MHz
1GHz

0.000001MHz
0.001MHz
1MHz
1000MHz

Fig. 2: Frequency multiples
Scanners generally have
much higher top frequencies.
The first scanners were used
for v.h.f. and u.h.f. reception.
Now with improved
technology, sets are appearing
which cover frequencies up to
2GHz (2000MHz) and down
to 100kHz and sometimes
less.

As scanners are primarily
designed for use above
30MHz their sensitivities will
not be quoted for some of
their lower frequencies.

Often, the sensitivity will be
stated for frequencies above 8

or 10MHz.

Indicate Frequency
As technology has improved
over the years different
methods have been used to
indicate the frequency of the
set. Analogue receivers (i.e.
those which do not use a
frequency synthesiser),
generally have a dial. These
vary in their clarity and
accuracy. However, some
very good analogue sets were
made with excellent dials
which were easy to read and
remarkably accurate.
Where analogue dials
often become more difficult to
read is at top end of the
coverage. Here the
calibrations become more
cramped and difficult to read.
Also the tuning becomes
more critical. To help
overcome this, many receivers

frequency directly as a
number.
The number of digits used
on digital read-outs will vary
from one set to the next.
Scanners which often only
tune in increments of 1 kHz
will only need a display
which gives this order of
resolution.
Communications receivers
for h.f. have much finer tuning
than scanners. As a result
there's a greater need for a
display with more figures
indicating the smaller
frequency changes.
Many of these h.f. receiver
displays will show frequencies
down to 100Hz, 10Hz and
even down to 1 Hz. However,
it should be remembered that
the accuracy of the display is
dependent not on the number
of the digits, but on the
accuracy of the oscillator
driving the display or the
synthesiser in the set. As you
will remember I looked at thi,,
a couple of months ago.

That's all for this month.
Keep sending in your

specification mysteries for
me to try and solve. All
letters should be sent to

me c/o of the PW Editorial
Offices.
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Kit: £29.90 Fully assembled, ready to use: £49.90
PLEASE ADD f4.00 P&P. or fI.50 P&P for electronics only kits.

HOWES KITS contain good quality printed circuit boards with screen printed parts
locations, full, clear instructions and all board mounted components. Sales, constructional and
technical advice are available by phone during office hours. Please send an SAE for our free
catalogue and specific product data sheets. Delivery is normally within seven days.

116.90

HA1SOR Houses CTUISO

Multi -band SSB/CW. Covers

DXR I 0

73 from Dave G4KQH, Technical Manager.

PETER RODMELL COMMUNICATIONS G3ZRS
miBritish built

HF Linear amps
Explorer (1kW)

£1395

Half-size
High quality
40-10m

Full size
G5RV
80-10m

Hunter (600W)

£18.95

£21.95

£995

For safe mobile operation use a
MOBILITE hands free microphone
Mobiles
£39.95
Kenwood modular plugs
£42.56
Portables
from £19.50
Models also for CB, coaches

No metal parts to rust
High quality 300ohm ribbon

Already own a 3-500z Linear?
Why not extend the life of your
valves by having Soft -Start
fitted

£79 + carriage

Hy -gain

beams
TH2 Mk3S

£320

TH5 Mk2S

£660

Explorer 14

MFJ Products
MFJ 949E ATU
MFJ 948 ATU
MFJ 259 Ant. Analyser
MFJ 564 Iambic key
etc. etc.

Authorised Kenwood and
Yaesu dealer.
PHONE NOW
for best
part exchange prices.

£499

£169
£149
£249
£59

0964 550921 riacmle
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Hustler HF vertical

Hustler HF mobiles

SECOND HAND CORNER
Yaesu FT101ZD
£375
icom IC 735
£650
Kenwood TS140
£675
Yaesu FRG 9600 + HF
£395
AR 2002 scanner
£275
and more

Field Head, Leconfield Road,
Leconfield, Beverley, N. Humberside HU17 7LU
(Closed for lunch I-2pm and all day Mondays)
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From October 1st
Martin Lynch and Siskin Electronics
are pleased to announce that they are now

Official Factory Appointed Distributors of

AEA PRODUCTS

PK-12

PK-232MBX

PK-%

Ph -9110"f I VM111)1il I I 11100E"

(329.95

£199.95

f4-9.95

DM -1 Deviation Meter

SWR-121

DM -1 VHF/UHF Deviation Meter

14-1 Keyboard Keyer

£449.95

£139.95

£199.95

And of course the full range of AEA

products at previously
"unpublishable" prices!!!
Call or write today

PC -PAIR ATT for

AEA Leg -

Windows. £79.95

Windows. £89.95

"

poitT I N
G4H

PCB -88

£159.95

KSLYNCht

140-142 NORTHFIELD AVENUE. EALING,

SISKIN ELECTRONICS LTD.. PC HOUSE, 2 SOUTH STREET.

LONDON W13 9SB

HYTIIE, SOUTHAMPTON S045 6EB.

Tel: 0181 566 1120

Fax: 0181 566 1207

TEL: 01703 207155 or 207587

FAX: 01703 847754

FEATURE

Sheila Morecroft GOTEF tells
the tale of what happened
when, after 20 years of

'XYLing' she finally decided to
find out more about her
husband's passion for radio.
There must be many XYLs (X
Young Ladies for the uninitiated)

out there waiting for their OM
(Old Man) to hand over their
copy of Practical Wireless open
at this page. The misguided chap
probably hopes to wean his XYL away
from her many other interests and into the
field of amateur radio to share his
passion.

After 20 years of XYLing I enrolled on
a Radio Amateurs Examination class at
nightschool. Tony, my OM, was delighted
and the first few weeks were
encouraging.
I understood Ohm's Law and tutted
over the absurdity of conventional
current. After this however, things did get

more difficult. I found it impossible to
visualise 'reactance' and Decibels joined
the growing list of things I decided to go
back to later!
Individual components were
fascinating and I started to look at Tony's
collection of transistors and capacitors
with new eyes. Unfortunately, I found out
that components are put into circuits
where they have important functions.
Their values matter, their position is
important, they can re-route currents or
block them altogether. To make matters
worse, they can affect each other.
I found circuit diagrams were also a
big puzzle. I've never learned to tell at a

glance the difference between an
'obvious' Class A amplifier and a 'typical'
Colpitt's oscillator.

Expert On Tap
I don't think I could have tackled this
subject of radio, for which I have no
aptitude or background knowledge
without having an 'expert on tap'. And
I've a word here to the 'expert'.
There are one or two facts that tutors
and husbands should be aware of.
Although most of us know that electricity
has to run in a circuit, this basic fact is
often forgotten when the wiring in a
circuit diagram becomes more complex
than the bulb and battery experiment.
When I made a determined effort to
find out why there were so many (and to
me, unnecessary) wires in a particular
diagram, the look on Tony's face was
quaint to behold. I was quite happy to
draw only one wire leading from a
microphone and to dispose of the other
leading into it. I saw the first shadow of
doubt about my passing the RAE flicker
across his face.
Tony gave me some more helpful

hints. More than one thing can flow
down a wire! Alternating and direct
current can flow at the same time. Radio
people 'know' this and don't think they
have to mention it to another adult.

Scribbled Diagrams
As Jim G6EBR scribbled diagrams on the
blackboard in an effort to explain
antennas, some of us in the RAE class had
no idea of the scale involved. Was it a
5mm component or something the size of
a football field?
On the other hand Jim was always to
be congratulated on his tact and control
of facial expression. The class was fun, a
spirit of camaraderie developed and all
who didn't drop out, passed.
So, to the XYL who has just been
handed this article - have a go. Radio
only seems boring the way he does it.
You may think you have no interest but
wait until you graduate from being the
voice in the background to she-whoholds-the-mic!
Radio operating beats ironing,
cooking and cleaning into a cocked hat.
Will it bring you closer as a couple? After
three months of my being licensed, Tony
realised he had helped create a monster!
Never was a woman moved so fast into
her own shack.
We now spend our evenings in
separate rooms. I passed the Morse test
recently though, and the other shack has
the h.f. equipment, the Kent key and the
decent aerials!
PW

ERRORS & UPDATES
Extending The PW Robin, pages 26-29 October 1994
There were a few small errors that crept into the text of the article 'Extending The PW Robin'. On page 26 in the paragraph just

before the heading 'The Modifications' the words 'The existing regular and protection..' should have read 'The existing
regulator..'. Resistor R8 is of course a calibration control and not a calibrated control as stated in the right hand column of
page 26.

On page 27 under the heading 'Initial Testing', in the paragraph starting 'Providing all is well...' you must of course, after
switching off the unit, plug all the i.c.s into the p.c.b., before plugging it into the PW Robin. Lower down, in the last paragraph of
the left hand column, both instances of '-ve edge' should be changed to read '+ve edge'.
On page 28 in Fig. 6 the legend on the right hand side 'Reset to SK4' applies to the lower line out and may go direct to a DIN
plug. Please add 'To counter line in DIN plug (or SK4)' just above the upper line out.

My apologies for these errors. Ed.
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CONSTRUCTION

O
Length for 50 - 52MHz

Length for 50 52MHz

1422

1422

Length for 70

Length for 70

70.5MHz

1016

37:zz

70.5MHz

1016

Hole for securing
screw

Hole for securing
screw

- 37 0

ro

1

Original outer elements \

Original outer elements

Cut to length
at this point

Fig. 1: This shows the basic design
for both 50 and 70MHz dipoles.
See the text for other bands.

Cut to length
at this point
Original inner elements

Power Down An FT -747

Three -From -One
The origin of this idea came when disassembling a cheap ex -CB (then
illegal) antenna that I'd modified for use on a 29MHz RTTY link. I

wondered if I could make it work on 50 and 70MHz as well.
Sometime later I assembled the two inner elements into the centre
piece. From calculations I decided that X/4 at 70.25MHz would be
1016mm. To start cut to length at this point from the centre line, but
don't throw the end pieces away just yet.
To arrive at 1016mm, I used 95% of the free -space wavelength (at
the frequency of interest) as shown in many antenna books. On
checking with a dip oscillator (g.d.o.) it seemed close enough not to
bother changing the length.
After taking care of 70MHz, I again did some calculations for the
50MHz band. I started with a length of 1422mm for A/4 and slipped the
original outer elements into the new length inners.
Again using a g.d.o. I checked the resonant length, and in my case it
was correct. If however you wish to change the band centre, then make
small equal changes in both sides and recheck for resonance.
Tape the elements in place before measuring about 35-40mm back
from the end of the inner elements. Drill a suitable hole right through
both elements to take a retaining nut and bolt. So, that's taken care of
50MHz as well (see Fig. 1).
On pulling the elements out until there was only about 75-100mm
overlap I found that the antenna was still resonant on 28.2MHz. To
finish off I carefully drilled new holes in the smaller element to match
the holes on the larger elements.
That's 28MHz taken care of, but can it be extended? This would
depend on the type of tube used for the CB antenna. Let me assume that
yours is made of good quality 'proper' tubing and not the rolled tubing
that many of the cheaper antennas are made from.
By removing the end caps from the smaller elements a smaller
thinner piece of tubing may be inserted into the ends and made
resonant on lower bands.
And the cut off ends! Try to get hold of another dipole centre and
make up a 432MHz (lengths about 165mm from the centre line)
antenna, as I did.
Paul Gaskell G4MWO
St. Helens
Merseyside

Lightly couple a g.d.o. to
the antenna by a one turn
loop. Adjust the element
lengths for a dip at the centre
frequency of interest.

Fig. 2: To check resonant frequency, use a simple one
or one and a half turn loop to couple a g.d.o. to the
antenna.
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If you've got
a good idea
that you
would like to
share...let's
have it! You'll
earn some
cash too!

After a few years operating as a QRP station, using mainly homebrew and ancient valved equipment, I bought an FT -747. I'm very
happy with this rig, as I feel it's very good value for money, but I feel
it has one shortcoming.
The only complaint I have against this otherwise fine rig, is the
inability to reduce the power to QRP levels in single sideband mode.
On c.w. though, the drive control may be used to reduce output
power down to only a few milliwatts.
Fortunately there is a solution. On the back of the rig is a socket
marked 'ALC' (automatic level control). I believe the original idea
was to reduce the output power when using an external power
amplifier. I felt this could be pressed into service.
The handbook states that a voltage between 0 and -5V could be
applied to control the output power. After a few experiments with a
6V battery and a variable resistor combination to verify it worked, I
set about making something more permanent.

The batteries worked all right but needed replacing every so often
(somewhat expensive for good quality batteries). Rechargeable
NiCad batteries worked, but needed charging periodically.
In the end I settled for a small mains p.s.u. on a 13A plug. I
picked one up at a rally for less than the cost of a set of batteries.
There are many p.s.u.s available giving 6-12V output.. A small
low load one of about 100-200mA should prove ideal. Remember
though, that the output voltage is quoted at the stated load.
Look now at the full circuit, Fig. 1, where the boxed components
represent the p.s.u. If you're making one up then I would seriously
suggest the added safety items of FS1 and Si. Before plugging the
unit into the ALC socket, you need to set an output voltage of no
more than 5V.
Use the preset resistor R1 to give 5V at the two output
connections. Plug the unit into the ALC socket, and if the voltage
drops slightly, use R1 to bring the output back up to 5V.
Resistor R3 may then be used to alter the output power down to
less than 5W. I found for smoothest control, R3 should ideally be a
multiturn component.
Please note that on the FT -747 the centre contact of the ALC
connector is negative, and other rigs may differ in both polarity and
voltage needs. If we all operated at QRP levels, I'm sure we would
all benefit. Good luck with the QRP DX.
Ken Fisher GOLKX
Fareham
Hants
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bargains galore...refreshments & fun all day long 8am-8pm

Don't
MSS It!

TELFORD ELECTRONICS DISTRIBUTORS
Racal Dona 9904 universal counter/tinker 50MHz

£100

£350

Racal Dona 9300 RMS voltmeter

£250

TEST EQUIPMENT
.

.

t lormaliser

HP85536

Spectrum Analyser plug.in 110MHz

£200

Racal Dana 5001 digital muhimeter

£250

HP8556A

Spectrum Analyser plug-in 30i -1z

£200

Rocal Dana 202 logic state analyser

£300

HP59313A A/D convertor

£150

Racal Dana 205 logic state analyser......

HP11683A Range Calibrator

£250

Phillips PM5520 monochrome rest generator

HP87098

Synchroniser

£200

Phillips PM7832 SWR meter

£175

HP3406A

Broadband sampling voltmeter

£150

Phillips PM7841 power meter

£125

-IP5150A

Thermal printer

£150

Phillips PM5132 function generator 0.1Hz-2MHz New

£350

HP3400A

RMS voltmeter 10MHz

£115

HP489A

Microwave amplifier I -2GHz

£275

HP491C

Microwave amplifier 2.4Ghlz

£275

HP4204A

Oscillator 10Hz-1MHz ......

£150

HP8443A

Tracking Generator/counter

£400

HP8755

Sweep amplitude analyser c/w heads

£750

HP8565A

Spectrum analyser 0.1.23GHz

£POA

Marconi 1F2162 step attenuate( DC-1MHz ..

Fornell 115520 transmitter test set

£800
£3250
£225

Racal 9301A RF Millivolt meter I C4cHz- I COMHz

Racal 9009 modulation meter

£200

Racal MA1720 drive unit

£600

Racal 9082 Sythesized signal generalcil.5-520MHz

£480

Wayne Kerr RCL Bridge CT492 (baliery op.)

£65

Wayne Kerr auto balance universal 8642

£200

Wayne Kerr universal bridge B224

E200

General radio meggor ohm meter 1863 up to IT ohms

£125
£50

Hems Clarke special purpose receiver comprising of 30.60MHz 60260MHz and 250-900MHz adaptor units, + spectrum display unit

£450

Redifusion VIF/LF in current use with Royal Navy Submarines

£750

Eddystone 199011.2

£400

Eddystone 19908-1

£400

Eddystone E958

£250

NEMS Clarke 1302A 50-260MHz

£185

Block paper capacitors: 240mf Min/270mf max 250010/ Brand New £20
Vacuum capacitors 7p1-1000pf 3Kv Brand New

£70

AVO meter 8 mk6 c/w case, leads, prods and clips Fully Tested

£90

Clansman rechargeable battery (fit PRC3201 24v New

£15

Clansman battery charger (for above) c/w leads

£45

Bird 43 Thruline want meter

£100

Infra red binoculars

E125

Infra red Biter Ifor use with above(

£15

Norma multi function meter D4135A

£300

lightweight telescopic most MA798 30ft

£295

Negro Recorders 1V -S1+111 in stock

£POA

Ex -Army 27ft telescopic most c/w kit

Rood store 7DS recorder

£350

Optional antenna kit for use with above

EIP575 source locking microwave counter apt. 02-04 1014z-18GHz E1650

EIP auto Het 331 microwave counter 825MHz18GHz

£35
10

Sterna personal radio telephone - complete

150 for 2

£650

...

£700

£275

Wihron programmable sweep generator 6637A 2.113.6GHz..

£3800

Schlumberger 7055 microprocessor veil meter

£250

Wavetek 20MHz sweep/modulation/generator type 193

£250

Kemo phase meter DPI 1Hz-100KHz

£125

£1000

£500

£95

SPECIAL OFFERS
VHF log periodic antenna type MA752 30-88MHz

£100

STARTRONIC power supply 0-30,/0-2A x 2 or 0 -30v/0 -4A

£25

UHER 4030 Toperecorder reporter L

£45

RHODE & SCHWARZ 0-2000MHz UHF anemia. 50chm 014048 £125
TRIO 20MHz scope 2 channel

£140

50 MHz counters front

Tektronik oscilloscope 7854 c/w 7511 plug-in/711 I

(fitted FX stonaordl

£500

Redifon R500 brand new (bock lit) HF

Horns automatic antenna coupler 1 6-30MHz 1Kw

Thondar TA 2160 20MHz logic state analyser

Racal Dana 9915M frequency meter 10Hz-520MHz

RedTfon synthesized RI001 15kHz-30MHz all mode ..

£350

Norma precision watt meter D4155

Tektranik 191 constant amplitude signal generator 350kHz-100mit £65

1120

Racal Dana 9932 instrument interface

£65

Systrion definer 60548 microwave counter 20Hz-I8GHz

.£1500

Racal linear amplifier 10Kw

£250

Fomell stabilized power supply L30-1, 0-30v/lA

Feedback electronic wan meter EW6004

Marconi signal source 6059A 1218GHz c/w levelling amp 6587 £215
Marconi signal source 6058B 8.12.5GHz c/w levelling amp 6587 £215
10MHz-520MHz
£165
Mcrconi TE2015 AM/FM signal
£165
Marconi TF20' 6A AM/FM signorneralcaLr 101diz.120MHz
Marconi TF2700 universal bridge Ibary op )
£125
Marconi 112008 AM/FM signal generotorlOkHz 510MHz
£300
Marconi 2955 Radio Cantu test set c/w results printer

.£800 (2 items)

Fornell P 5U TSV 70 Mk11 0 -35v/0 -10A+0 -7003-5A

£60

Marconi TF2370 Spectrum analyser 30Hz-110MHz

£85

Farrell signal generator 55G520 S22 AM/FM 10MHz c/w

£2000
£100

Marconi TF21635 UHF crnenuator DC-!GHz

£65

Fornell sine square oscillator LEM-3

HP Spectrum analyser I 82T main frame/8558B plug -,r.

100kHZ-1.5GHz c/w HP 8750A storage normaliser

£300

RKENERS

£1600

fitted with 51 sampling heads I GHz

£80

HP 431 C microwave Dower meter 10uW- lOrnW. 10MHz- 1 OGHz

£125

VAT to be added to all orders. Send large SAE for more details.
Callers welcome by appointment

Old Officers Mess, Hoo Farm, Numbers Lane, Horton, Telford, Shropshire TF6 6DJ

Telephone 0952 605451 - Fax: 0952 677978

Access

AIL

RADIO SHACK
Come and see us at the

LEICESTER SHOW

Our usual stand - very unusual prices, unusual bargains - your last chance for...

Drake 4 line and 7 line crystals, parts and accessories.
Cash and carry clearance prices on Jaybeam, Hy -gain, Hustler, Avanti,
antennas, used scanners, amateur HF/VHF receivers, transceivers.
Bargains on...
Ylk_e s

KensNOOd

Tanciie

SOVVii"
Plus everything else

RADIO SHACK

188 BROADHURST GARDENS.
LONDON NW6 3AY

We will be pleased
to quote you for
anything you require in the communications and
computer field We
are always pleased
to see you and we
aim to give you the
attention you
deserve. so please
come along
Call us for our tax
free export prices
73s Terry
Edwards
Access

(Just around the corner from West Hampstead Station on the Jubilee Line)
Giro Account No. 588 7151 Fax: 071-328 5066 Telephone: 071-624 7174
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Technical Books -

Quality

"ELECTRONIC UNIVERSAL
VADE-MECUM"

MORSE KEYS

with symbol usage in seven languages including English.
Each book contains 5693 listed electronic valves/tubes
divided into 442 groups and consists of over 660 pages.
covers data, characteristics and some applications. Books

from R.A. KENT ENGINEERS

BRITAIN'S LEADING MANUFACTURER

are bound in hard covers, colour cherry red, synthetic
material with gold lettering, packed -weight 2.5kg.
Price: £62.50 each, pounds sterling carriage £10.00 pounds sterling.

SOLID BRASS MORSE KEY

IN KIT FORM OR
FULLY ASSEMBLED

Purchased exclusively from:

COLOMOR ELECTRONICS LTD

170 Goldhawk Road, London W12 8HJ, England
TELEPHONE:

081 743 0899

FAX: 081 749 3934
TWIN PADDLE MORSE KEY

IN KIT FORM OR
FULLY ASSEMBLED

G6XBH G1 RAS G8UUS
E

ti

C
7.;

VISIT YOUR LOCAL EMPORIUM
Large selection of New/Used Lquipmenf on Show
AGENTS FOR:
YAESU ICOM KENWOOD ALINCO

Vf

Accessories, Welz Range, Adonis, Mics, Mutek Pre -Amps
Barenco Mast Supports, DRAE Products, BNOS Unears & PSU's
ERA Microreader & BPS4 Filter, SEM Products

0

Full range of Scanning Receivers
AERIALS, Tonna, Full Range of Mobile Ants
BRING YOUR S/H EQUIPMENT IN FOR SALE

JUST GIVE US A RING

Radio Amateur Supplies
Monday CLOSED Tuesday -Friday 10 00am to 5.00pm Saturday 9am to 4pm

3

Tel: 0602 280267
FT -1000
PERFORMANCE AT
HALF PRICE?
The FT1000 must have cost a fortune to
develop and now Yaesu offer the best of
its performance and features PLUS A

FT840

FT990DC

DIGITAL AUDIO FILTER for over £1500

CASH/CHEQUE

CASH/CHEQUE

* BATTERY OPERATED
* SMALL AND LIGHTWEIGHT
* IDEAL FOR IMPROVING AND
MAINTAINING YOUR PROFICIENCY
READY TO USE

POST AND PACKING: KEYS £3.50 - TUTOR £200

0

3 Farndon Green, Wollaton Park, Nottingham NG8 1DU
Off Ring Rd., between A52 (Derby Road) & A609 (Ilkeston Roadl

G6XBH G I RAS G8UUS

MORSE TUTOR

PLEASE SEND S.A.E FOR FURTHER DETAILS

wigs.

R.A. KENT (ENGINEERS)

(KErrr)

243 CARR LANE, TARLETON PRESTON, LANCS PR4 6Y6
'ELEPHONE 1017721 814998 FAX 1017721 816437

The UK Scanning
Directory
Tv3

uK VecoirN

£769

New 4th Edition

less. If you can live without 200 watts and the
ability to receive 2 stations at once, but want
toe superior, very quiet FT -1000 RX performance with a clean 100 watts out,
you want the FT -990. ORP? By request we modify to give approx. 2-100 watts out FT -990

just published
Now Lists over 20,000
Spot Frequencies
25MHz to 1.6GHz
Britains largest and best

AC + CW filter £919. FT-990DC 113.5V) f1660 cash/cheque. ECONOMY RIG? WE
RECOMMEND THE FT -840. LOOKS GOOD & CONSTRUCTION & PERFORMANCE ARE FIRST
CLASS. G3LL ham radio sales and service 25 years. Holdings of Blackburn Ltd. inc over 40

years. Remember WEdon't cash cheques until the goods are available.
S.A.E for price lists or leaflets - Prices all subject to currency variation.
Note we normally open Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday & Saturday. Lunch 17-1 30pm

1/1:

BUT PHONE & CHECK HOLIDAYS

scanning directory now
lists
over 20,000 Spot
Frequencies in 320 plus pages. It

HOLDINGS AMATEUR ELECTRONICS

PV

QUARTZ CRYSTALS
MADE TO ORDER CRYSTALS

IuNDAMENIALS

OVERTONES

FREQUENCY RANGE

PRICE

3,0 Old 2100 TO 60 MHz
3r0 Ot/T 60 00 TO 75 MHz

55 75

5lh 0111 CO to 110 MHt

56 .75

is 75

scoot ITO 00 TO 126 MHz

E9.00

E700
DELIVE'RY. Approx 2 reeks

Tth OVT 125 00 10 175 MHz
9m OYT 170 00 T0225 MHz

51250

FREQUENCY RANGE

PRICE

0 85
E7 35
E7 DO

ET Ile

E12.75

, '111:15,515,J luccumenta 5'.,v . 0! SuPp at tor 30 of load capacities and overtones far semis iesowt vef.r.
1:RY5TAL5 SOCKETS leC25 E040 each MINIMUM ORDER CHARGE FOR SOCKETS C2 00 unless ordered roan crystals.

Where applicable please state the make and model number of the equipment me crystals are to he used in
HOLDERS - Ayarkibelty as follows KED & MCI3iU 1 5-225 MIS: HC111J 6 ISC25111 2 0-225 MHz HC451. HC49M, HC5014

9mm Can) 12 0-225 MHz add E5.00 pee crystal HCIVE HC251 llImm cant 10 0-225 Melt add Et 00 pet crystal HCI73.1
Iris (1243 socket) I 5-225 MHz add E1 00 per crysta, Unless otherwise spented crystals above 2 MHz will be suppled in
HC2541 MIC5011 Nodes) COMMERCIAL CRYSTALS Available on fast delistry and at competitive pones. EOPRESS SERVICE
sad 508a to tee cost ot rhafyeitn-ricrie) ,,,t315 ,r, 5.0.3v seroce
TEENS

ply,

)
-

:-

')rd Chepos & POs to OSL LTD

*i
'

..,7: LUDE P&P AND VAT

cluartSLab MARKETING LTD
P.O. Box 19 Erith Kent DA8 1 LH
Tel: 0322 330830 Fax: 0322334904;
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F.F .6191,1.1111(11110eS

covers everything from the Emergency Services and
Military to your local scrap yard. This new edition has
been completely revised and thoroughly updated. Its
comprehensive coverage and detail continues to
amaze readers with its detailed listings of Civil and
Military aviation, Maritime, Army, Navy, Snoopers,
Links,

Eye -in -the -Sky

Bailiffs,

Motor

Racing,

Universities, Holiday Camps, BR, Taxi Services,
Courier Services and a vast amount more. There is no
other book like it!
Price
VISA

£17.50

£1.00 UK postage. Airmail to Euro

£2.50. rest of the world £6
/

INTERPRODUCTS

fi
(P114)

8 Abbot Street, Perth PH2 OEB, Scotland.
TELEPHONE & FAX: 0738 441199
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BOOK REVIEW
W1FB's Help For New Hams
Doug DeMaw W1FB (Second Edition)
Published by the ARRL

Available from the
PW Book Service,
price £8.95 plus £1
P&P (UK), £1.75
P&P (overseas).

Doug DeMaw W1FB must surely be one of the most well known radio amateurs in the
world. During a career spanning many years Doug has produced countless circuits, projects books and hosts of ideas. His writing style is informative, interesting, relaxed and
friendly. I'm only sorry he's not writing so much nowadays. However, the American Radio
Relay League has just published the latest edition of Doug DeMaw's most popular books
for beginners - IN1F8's Help For New Hams.
Originally published in 1989, this book has established itself as a helpful guide to
newly -qualified (and those who are interested in the hobby) radio amateurs. Although primarily aimed at the American radio amateur the book is an excellent 'international' guide
for those starting off in the hobby and the various chapters outline this fact well. They
include: 'Now that you have your new licence, Your new equipment - getting acquainted,
Building and using antennas, Station lay -out and safety, TVI and RFI - strange bedfellows,
Overcoming operating problems and fears, On -the -air contact and procedures, Station
accessories - What to buy?, DXing and contest operating, Logs, QSL cards and record
keeping, obtaining accurate information' and index.
Personally, I think this 300 -page book (it's a convenient size too!) should be on all
bookshelves as it really will be useful - especially to all those celebrating their recent RAE
success!

j

Rob Mannion G3XFD
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In keeping with our DX theme this
month we've come up with a special
offer that no keen DXer should be
without.
SPECIAL OFFER
Practical Wireless November 1994
Please send me

DT -1 Dual Time Clock @

£21.45 inc P&P (UK), £22.95 inc. P&P
(overseas).

If you are a keen
DXer and are

frequently
contacting
stations in other
6
'
areas of the world
you'll know that it's
DX Thee
often useful to
remind yourself of
the time difference for the station you are working.
Therefore a clock should be an essential item for any
shack.
The DT -1 Dual Time Clock, designed to be hung on your shack
wall, is finished in brushed aluminium and mounted in a black
frame. The dual time facility allows you to set one clock to local
time and the other to the time of your choice, making it very
useful when arranging regular calls with fellow amateurs in other
countries. Each clock measures 310 x 220 x 30mm, weighs 250g
and requires a single AA battery to work.

Name

Address

Tel

iinrc

Postcode

I enclose cheque/PO
(Payable to PW Publishing Ltd.)

The normal selling price for the DT -1 Dual Time Clock is £26.45
inc. P&P (UK), £27.95 inc. P&P (overseas) however, we can offer it

to you for just £21.45 inc. P&P (UK), £22.95 inc. P&P
(overseas).

To order your DT -1 Dual Time Clock fill in the coupon below and

Or

send it with your money to PW Publishing Ltd., Freepost,

Charge my AccessNisa card
the amount of

BH18 SPIN.

Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset

Credit Card Hotline

Card No

Valid from

to

Signature

(0202) 659930

Otter open until November 11 1994IUK).
November 25 1994 loverseasl

iPhotcopies of this coupon are acceptable)
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Antenna Wog
In the first of his contributions
to 'Antenna Workshop', John
Heys G3BDQ describes an
easily made multi -purpose
nine -band sky wire, giving real
gain on 21MHz

- 6.7m

6.7m

6.7m

Insulator and
support

Phase inverter

Centre tension
'plate'

(see Fig. 21

Phase inverter
(see Fig. 2)

Balanced feeder

Fi

bi

The Really Useful All -Band HF
Antenna
There are no 'magic'
antennas that can give gain
in all directions. Your 100W
can only be enhanced by
being 'focused'. The greater
the power gain the narrower
become the effective lobes of
radiation.
The antenna I shall
describe shows power gain
in two directions on 21MHz,
but gives good all round
results on the other h.f.
bands.
For some time I have

used a 14MHz long doublet,
fed with open wire feeder.
Although it's a fine all -band
antenna, it showed little gain
on any of the higher
frequency bands.
About two years ago
when much of the real DX
settled on 21 MHz, I decided
that something better was
needed for that band whilst
still retaining an all -band
capability. This project is the
result of my development
work.

Four Elements
Four X/2 elements, in -line
and in -phase can provide a
considerable gain on a
designed frequency. This

gain will be about 4.3dB
over a dipole (dBd) in two
directions. The width of each
of the two radiation lobes
will be 30° centred at right
angles to the run of the
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antenna wires.
A power gain of 4.3dB
means that your 100W will
have an effective power of
almost a quarter of a kW in
the two favoured directions.
The downside of this
directional gain is that the
antenna cannot be turned.
So, it must be positioned to
give gain in the directions
best suited to DX
requirements.
My version 'beams'
towards the SSW and NNE
and allows easy DX contacts
in those directions. A Great
Circle map must be used
when pondering antenna
positioning. There is virtually
no low angle radiation from
the ends of the antenna,
which may be useful in
limiting troublesome QRM.
When using collinear
wires, the conventional way
to ensure in -phase radiation,
is to use a quarter wave stub
between each pair of half
waves. On my prototype, the
stubs were made from
lengths of 3000 slotted
feeder.

The stubs were held
down by a couple of solid
rubber 'dog' balls and the
antenna certainly performed
as planned. Unfortunately
two dangling, swinging
lengths of feeder did nothing
to enhance the garden, so
another system was devised.

Jc

Phasing Circuits
The phasing circuits consist
of parallel tuned circuits,
which at resonance, have
equal and opposite
current/voltage phases at
their ends, so these could
replace ugly stubs. I made
two identical tuned circuits
with self supporting coils of
4mm diameter copper
tubing.
A coil of slightly less than
2pH parallelled with a 30pF
capacitor is resonant at
approximately 21MHz.
Seven turns with an inside
diameter of 44mm with a
length of 50mm makes a
suitable inductor.
Minor adjustments to
inductance can be made by
pulling out or squeezing the
coil. The coils can be made
with 14s.w.g. copper wire
instead of tubing, but they
will not be so robust.
Coaxial cables have a self
capacitance between their
inner conductor and sheath.
By using short lengths of
cable suitable tuning
capacitors can be made.
The capacitors will be
cheaper than 'off the shelf'
capacitors and will have a
high working voltage. They
may also be quickly trimmed
to the wanted capacitance.
To make the capacitors,
British UR67 (USA RG8) can

be used with confidence.
And capacitances made to
my method can easily handle
400W of r.f. with UR67
having a capacitance of 30pF
per foot (305mm).

Measure And Make
To measure and make the
capacitors, I used a receiver

tuned to 21.2MHz, a dip
oscillator (g.d.o.) and a
capacitance bridge. First I
connected a 100pF variable
capacitor across one coil and
very loosely coupled the
g.d.o. to the circuit. The
g.d.o. coil must be at least
150mm from the circuit
under test.
Set the g.d.o. to

21.2MHz, and trim the
temporary variable capacitor
to dip. Remove the variable
capacitor and measure its
value on a capacitance
bridge. My version needed
32pF to resonate,
representing about 330mm
of UR67.
The coils and coaxial
cable capacitors were
positioned on suitably
dimensioned rectangles of
plastics (or insulating)
material, see Fig. 2. Then a
final resonance check was
made with the receiver and
g.d.o.
The coils should then be
adjusted for correct
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kshop
Insulator and
support

1: The overall layout of the Allnd h.f. antenna described by
1.

hn G3BDQ
resonance on 21.2MHz.
Then the ends of the coaxial
cable should be liberally
weather proofed with clear
silicone rubber sealant.

Copper Wire
The four elements of the
antenna are each 6.7m long.
Bare copper wire is always
preferable to the plastics
covered variety, as the latter
can prove unreliable and
may even have invisible
breaks. I prefer to use 1.5mm
(16s.w.g.) hard drawn copper
wire for antennas. This is
strong, easily soldered and
not too heavy.
Multi -stranded wires
invariably have corrosion of
the stranded conductors, due
to capillary action. Plastics
insulated wire also has a
lower resonant frequency, so
all lengths must be from 3 to
5% shorter than bare copper
wire.
The centre insulator can
be made from a 100 x 60mm
piece of good insulating
material. This allows the
feeder wire to be held
securely without strain on
their connections with the
antenna top. The feeder must
come down vertically for at
least 7m to preserve balance.
For a collinear antenna to
work properly and have low
angle radiation it should be

inductance reactances

at least half a wavelength
above ground. My version is
almost horizontal and is up
around 11rn.
A collinear must never be
bent or arranged as an
inverted 'Vee'. It may still
load and radiate but its
performance can be no better
than the average 'bent wire'.
There are several feeder
options, open wire, slotted
300 or 4500 impedance feed
line or even a mixture of
types. I hope to discuss
balanced feed lines and
suitable matching circuit in a
later article.
The feeder and the a.t.u.
must be truly balanced. This

between 200 and 3000. On
these bands the two inner
wires which connect the
feeder become an 'Extended
Double Zepp' antenna with a
gain of between 2 and 3dB at
right angles to the run of the
antenna.
This antenna design will

will allow true collinear

allow operation on nine h.f.
bands. It will also give the
operator a considerable
'edge' on 21MHz.
On 14MHz each phasing
circuit can be regarded as an
extra metre of antenna wire.
The antenna will again work
as an 'Extended Double
Zepp' when placed at a
height of half a wavelength

operation and also reduce
the chances of TVI.

(10.5m).
The antenna becomes a

Becomes

'Long Dipole' on 7MHz and
if not too close to the ground
will be fine for general DX
work as well as for the UK

Conventional
On the other h.f. bands this
antenna becomes a
conventional centre fed
doublet. The phasing circuits
will have little effect.
Below 21MHz the phasing
circuits act as some
additional wire length and on
the 24 and 28MHz bands
they have capacitance and
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and European contacts
during daylight hours.
Although shorter than a half
wavelength on 3.5MHz the
antenna gives plenty of
European contacts. Mine has
been used to work VE, VK,
ZL, JA and lots of other DX
countries.
By strapping the feeders

at the shack end and tuning
them against a good ground
antenna will be fine for 'Top
Band' non -DX QSOs. My
local a.m. 'Natter Net'
members give me S9 plus up
to 30 kilometres away and
reports are generally about
10dB down on those when
using my big 'Half Delta' for
1.8MHz.
I've worked much DX on
all bands (including the
WARC) with my 'Really
Useful' antenna. During the
G-QRP Club's 'Winter Sports'
I used this antenna and only
one watt of r.f. This
combination allowed c.w.
QSOs with five continents
during the event. I also found
it rather pleasing to be 'first
in the queue' when I hooked
the 3YOPI Expedition.

So if this antenna can

do it for me, I'm sure it
can help your station.
And besides, it's cheap
to make!
PW

A piece of Paxolin a g.r.p. matenal as a strengthener.
The coil is mounted on one side of the board

solder all wiresat

s

soldert haler!

ogether
this point

at

Twist and solder

this point

Nylon bets

Twist and solder

Nylon ties

Fig. 2: Details of
Brad only
connected Pere
Inner only

.onnected here

each Phase

inverting circuit.
After soldering
all connections
and the ends of
the coaxial cable
must be
weatherproofed.
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NORTH WALES

"How on earth do I get the cat
system working with my radio?" ....

RADIO RALLY

AND ELECTRONICS FAIR
69th two day event to be held in North Wales at the

ABERCONWAY CONFERENCE CENTRE,

LLANDUDNO
Saturday/Sunday, 5th & 6th November 1994
10.00am - 4.30pm
Bring and Buy at ground floor level in the New Theatre
raffles, snack bars, etc.
146 stalls including RSGB Book Stall, many Club Stands,
Computers, Components, Radio Electronics, 27/234MHz,
Satellites, Data Transmission, TV and lots more.
Bring the family for the weekend. Ample accommodation
at low winter rates. One hour from Manchester via
dual carriageways all the way to rally.

Ample Free Parking. Talk -in on S22 and SU8

For years the subject of CAT interfacing for most popular Transceivers
and Receivers has been somewhat of a nightmare for most except for
those "in the know". At Siskin we've tried to come up with a solution
that will make CAT interfacing painless and fun, it's aptly named the
Siskin Multi -CAT. One simple, robust, stylish, compact unit that will
work with most Kenwood, Icom and Yaesu Transceivers and Receivers.

Features include:
Durable Die-cast compact case stove enamelled 'sheen black' professional tn,shl
O Supports Icon. Yaesu and Kenwood Transceivers/Receivers which are "CAT -Ready'
II Supplied with one easy to use PC software program suite that takes cares of all three rad,o brands
May be used with most other popular PC CAT programs such as LogEOT, Turbolog etc

.

O Supplied COMPLETE with ready-made computer and transceiver cables and manual

British Made (designed and manufactured BY Siskm Electronics on site)

Wide range of accessory cables available from Siskin
Backed up by Siskin's unbeatable Customer support service incledialEvening Help line

Minimum requirements are an IBM PC or

compatible with EGA or VGA Graphics plus
one floppy drive and one free aerial (C'OM)
port end of course a radio with a CAT socket.'

Available now

£69.95

plus £4 P&P.

Siskin Electronics Ltd.

Admission £1.50
(Children under 14 free)

PCHouse, 2South Street,
Hythe, Southampton 5045 6EB.
Tel: 0703 207155/207587. Fax 0703 847754

VISA

8 SPECTRUM COMMUNICATIONS
GUIDE TO FAX RADIO STATIONS
14th edition

400 pages

£ 22 or DM 50

The reception of weather( a x radiostations and meteorological satellites
has become a mere child's play. Inexpensive FAX hard- and software connects a radio receiver directly to a laser or ink jet printer. Advanced digital
technology puts real-time satellite images on your PC video monitor, with
fascinating colour and zoom features. This manual is the basic reference
book for everybody interested in FAX via radio.
The new edition of our FAX GUIDE contains the latest equipment
information, frequency lists and precise transmission schedules
to the
minute! - of 62 FAX radio stations and meteorological satellites, including
those of Bracknell Meteo, Royal Navy London, METEOSAT, and the new
Bracknell meteo telefax polling services. The most comprehensive international survey of the "products" of weather satellites and FAX stations
from all over the world is included: 353 sample charts and pictures were
recorded in 1993 and 1994! Here are that special charts for aeronautical
-

and maritime navigation, the agriculture and the military, barographic
soundings, climatological analyses, and long-term forecasts, which are
available nowhere else. Additional chapters cover abbreviations, call

description of geostationary and polar -orbiting meteorological
satellites, regulations, stations, technique, and test charts,
Further publications available are our unique Modulatign Type COs,
Guide to Utility Radio Stations and RTTY Code Manual (121" ed.), and Air
and Meteo Code Manual (14th ed.l. We have published our international
radio books for 25 years. They are in daily use with equipment manufacsigns,

turers, monitoring services, radio amateurs, SW listeners and telecom
companies worldwide. Please ask for our free catalogue, including recommendations from all over the world. For recent book reviews see SW
Magazine 10/93 p. 60, and RSGB's RadCom 6/93. All books are published in the handy 17 x 24 cm format, and are of course written in English.
Do you want to get the total information immediately? For the special
price of E 115 1 DM 270 (you save E 23 i DM 551 you will receive all our
manuals and supplements (altogether more than 1800 pages!) plus our
Cassette Tape Recording of Modulation Types.
Our prices include airmail postage within Europe and surface mail elsewhere. Payment can be by E or DM cheque, cash, International Money
Order, or postgiro (account Stuttgart 2093 75-709). We accept American
Express, Eurocard, Mastercard and Visa credit cards. Dealer inquiries
welcome - discount rates on request. Please fax or mail your order to

Klingenfuss Publications
Hagenloher Str. 14
D-72070 Tuebingen
Germany
Fax 01049 7071 600849

Phone 01049 7071 62830

Factory and Shop at Unit 6b Poundbury West Estate, Dorchester,
Dorset DTI 2PG. Phone and Fax 0305 262250
Opening times: 9-1 2-5 Tue-Fri, 9-1 Sat. Closed Sun & Mon.
A WIDE RANGE OF QUALITY KITS & READY BUILT MODULES
TRANSVERTERS
25W output, >15dB RX gain
28MHz 10-500mW drive version,
TRC2-TOL, TRC4-10L. TRC6.10L
0.1 -10mW drive version. TRC2-10bL, etc
144MHz 2.5W drive version,
TRC6-2iL. TRC4-2iL available built only,
50MHz 2.5W drive version,
TRC2-6iL. TRC4-6iL.

£138.00
£145.75

£187.50
£203.50

£145.75

£203.50

£145.75

£203.50

LINEAR AMPLIFIERS
3W in 24W out, RF switched
50MHz TA6S1, 144MHz TA2S1
As above plus preamp TARP6S, TARP2S

£56.25
£72.75

£70.50
£98.25

SPEECH PROCESSOR
Amplitude and frequency processor SP444E

£26.25

£40.00

RP2S. RP45. RP6S. RP1OS
Masthead versions RP2SM. RP6SM

£28.50
£39.50

£39.00
£49 00

TRANSMIT TONES
1750Hz repeater toneburst, AT1750
Peptone. like APOLLO beep. PT1000S
Keytone. morse dah-di-dah, KT1000

PCB kit

RECEIVE PREAMPS

20dB gain, 100W handling

£5.00
£7.00
£10.25

COMMUNITY BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
87.50-108MHz synthesized 0.8W transmitter CTX100V
0.5W in. 25W out broadcast amplifier TA100C3
87.50-108MHz 'Slim Jim' style aerial
48.475MHz 1W link transmitter LTX48
48.476MHz link receiver LRX48
0.5W in. 25W out link amplifier TA50C3
199.7MHz 800mW link transmitter LTX200
199.7MHz link receiver LRX200

F.-1

PCB built
£7.50
£10.50
£17.50

£185.00
£110.00
£30.00
£180.00
£150.00
£110.00
£200.00
£150.00

PLUS MANY OTHER KITS FOR AMATEUR AND CB RADIO

VAT & P&P inclusive prices.
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Boxed kit Boxed built

Send SAE for free Full Catalogue.
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MIKE RICHARDS G4WNC
Fig. 1: FILTECH

analysis screen

This month Mike Richards G4WNC
has news of a new filter design and analysis
program, as well as details on a different way of
connimnicating data.
Number One Systems of St.
Ives have earned a
reputation for producing
good electronic design and
support tools for the IBM PC
and compatibles. Their latest
release is a specialist
analogue filter design and
analysis program called
FILTECH.

To produce a design you
simply enter your passband
and stopband frequency
limits, ripple and attenuation
levels and finally the
terminating impedance's. The
FILTECH program will then

calculate a practical filter
design and display an
analysis of the resultant
frequency response along
with your original design
limits.

Those of you who've
used other filter designs will
know that all too often you
end up with totally nonstandard component values.
Number One Systems have
thought about this problem
and have provided the option
to force components to
standard values.
The resultant design can
then be re -displayed against
your original filter
specification. This is a big
step forward and makes
practical filter design very
easy.

You also have the option
to vary the filter type (Besse',
Butterworth or Chebyshevl
and the filter order. This gives
the package some
educational value as you can
clearly see the benefits of
using the optimum filter type.
If you need to investigate
the impedance, phase
response or group delay
characteristics of the filter,
help is at hand. Number One
Systems have included a
seamless link with their
Analyser III package.
While FILTECH is clearly
aimed at the professional
designer I can certainly see
that it would appeal to many
amateurs. The current UK
price is £145.00, for more
details please contact
Number One Systems at
Harding Way, Somersham
Road, St Ives, Huntingdon,
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Cambridgeshire PE17 4WR
Tel: (0480) 461778.

Printers For
Radio

When looking back through
Peter GOGSZ's 'Bits & Bytes'
columns earlier this year I
noted that he had promised
to provide some help with the
selection of printers for radio.
Do you still need help? If so,
please drop me a line or send
me a message and I'll do my
best to help.

Data

Communications
Data communications was
one of my main reasons for
coming back to amateur
radio back in the early 1970s.
At that time I was particularly
hooked on dial -up bulletin
boards using an old Post
Office Modem 2B connected
to my home -built UK101

computer (with 8in disk

drivesIll.
My early experiments
across town involved setting up a full duplex radio link (144
and 432MHz) and
connecting -up my Modem
2B. My friend used to run a
TRS-80 and we would take
turns to operate each other's
computer using the radio link
and modems. This generally
worked quite well, although it
did cause quite a stir
amongst the local amateurs!
Anyway, enough of my
history lesson the real point
here is that I recently joined
the Compuserve network.
Why you ask did I do this
when I can use Packet for
free? There are a number of
reasons, but my main one
was a need for access to the
latest video, printer, CD-ROM,
etc., drives for my PC.
By using Compuserve's
network you can quickly
access the support services
of all the major software
suppliers and download the
necessary device drivers.
Most of the support
services are provided
through the use of software
forums (see Fig. 1). Entering a
forum is rather like joining

another bulletin board as you
have access to a wide range
of files and messages.
There are many other
services on offer including a
very powerful mailing facility.
Not only can you send
messages to other
Compuserve users, but you
can send to other networks
including Telex and FAX.
So how do you get
started and what does it
cost? Well the first thing you
need is a modem.
A look through any
computer magazine will
show that there are plenty
about at quite reasonable
prices. As a general rule you
want the fastest modem you
can afford as this helps keep
'phone and system charges
to a minimum.
Although 14.4kb/s
modems are common place
there are not too many nodes
around that operate at this
speed, so 9600 is probably
the best bet. If you really
want a cheap start you can
do as I did and visit a local
computer sale or auction.
Once you have your
modem you need to register
with Compuserve. The
simplest way to do this is to
.contact the Compuserve
sales line on (08001289378
with your credit card handy.
You will be charged a one-off
fee of £24.95, which provides
registration and a copy of
their Compuserve
Information Manager.
If you can't wait to get
going, Compuserve have sent
me special sign-up details for
use by Practical Wireless
readers. Providing you have
a computer, modem and
basic comms software you
can log onto Compuserve's
London dial -up node. This
node accepts all speeds up
to 14400bps arid can be
accessed on 011-490 8881.
Simply dial the number and

follow these instructions:
Set your comms software to
use 7 bits, one stop bit and
even parity (7-1-E), dial the
London node number and
input the information shown
in bold below following each

prompt
HOST NAME:
CISICR]
USER ID.
177000,5606ICRI
PASSWORD:

EXPLORENVORLDICR)

AGREEMENT NUMBER.
???????????ICR]

SERIAL NUMBER:
930061CR]

If you encounter any
problems just call
Compuserve's Freephone
support line on 108001289458.

If you do decide to give
Compuserve a go please
send me a message on
Compuserve 100411,3444.

Finally Software
Offers
And finally if you'd like the
latest version of HAMCOMM
3 or JVFAX 7 (that was
released end of August) just
send a blank formatted 3.5in
disk for each program along
with 50p per program to
cover copying, post and
packing. PI cover full details
of the changes in JVFAX 7
next month.

Please send all your letters
to me Mike Richards
G4WNC, at 'Bits & Bytes,' PO
BOX 1863, Ringwood, Hants
BH24 3XD. Compuserve
100411,3444.

Apology
The screen -grab in last
month's column was from
the GOLOV and G4LUE

Callbook, and not the C &
E Computers Callbook as
stated in the caption. Our
apologies to all for the
mistake. I've just been
informed by C & E
Computers that their
program now includes
the names of those who
passed the RAE in
August.
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Ron Ham invites you once again into the warm glow
of the Practical Wireless vintage 'shop'. And,
although you can't actually buy anything, you can
almost feel the warmth from all those warm cabinets
while you sip your mug of Ovaltine!

In an ideal electrical world
there would be no joints
between the sources of energy

and its 'user'. This
relationship applies equally as
much to transmitters and their
antennas as it does to a torch and its
battery, or a radio chassis full of
components.

However, in reality it's
necessary to employ numerous
junctions in all circuits. And these.
in time, can give trouble!
Ideally a perfect connection with
zero resistance is needed everytime.
But in practice. wear and corrosion
gradually increases that resistance
until some joints are no longer good
conductors.
Instead, the connections become
partial or total insulators and either
stop the equipment working or cause
intermittent problems. This is often

called 'h r' (high resistance) in
workshop terms.

coupled to the antenna or the
transmitter.
I once had to find a fault on a
professional transmitter. The
problem was tracked down to a
single turn coupling coil between
the power amplifier tank -coil and
the antenna socket.
Although the winding assembly
looked perfect I found green corrosion, inside its insulator block.
The corrosion rendered this vital
component useless.

A similar coupling coil
(coupling the p.a. stage to the
antenna) can be seen around the tank
coil in the front centre of the

transmitter in Fig. I.
Incidentally, a number of the
Eddystone magazines. Fig. I. were
published just before and for a while
immediately after the Second World
War. They are a good source of
information about Eddystone
components and worth collecting.

High Resistance

Filament Voltage

Let's take a look at high resistance.
We'll imagine what would happen to
a wireless signal if the connections
were corroded at any point in the
system where the feeder was

Don't forget, a valve must have its
full filament, or heater, voltage. If
the voltage isn't correct, the valve
will lose efficiency and the
performance of the set will suffer.

Valve 3.
In particular, I'm thinking of a
portable set with 1.4 or 2V filament
valves. The former is fed by a dry
battery and the latter a 'wet'
accumulator.
Let's assume that the filament
sources of power on your set are in
order and you're satisfied that the

h.t. supply is working. Unfortunately
though, the set is still obviously
'weak'.
The next check is to see whether
the voltage across the filament pins
of each valve is correct. If the
answer is yes, then, providing the
glass envelopes are clear, make sure

all the filaments are illuminated.
Don't forget though, that the I .4V
valve filaments provide a very dim
glow and the visual check best done
in a darkened room.
Please remember to use
insulated probes while testing. And
don't forget that the voltage on valve

filaments, driven by battery supply
only, are measured with a d.c.
(direct current) volt meter.
Alternatively, a suspect filament
circuit can be tested by removing all
valves from their sockets and by
disconnecting all batteries. Then,
with a low resistance ohm -meter,
check for continuity between the

terminal ends (pins or spades) of the
battery leads and the valve -holder
filament legs.
The filament circuit is a simple
electrical arrangement but you may

find the following problems. Look
for corrosion on the battery pins or
accumulator spades and make sure
the wire connected to either of these
is complete and secure.
I have known flexible leads to be
'pulled' down to a single strand and
unable to carry the total current

required by the valves. On/Off
switch contacts, toggle or wafer,
may be 'gunged'. especially if the
set has spent years stored in an attic
or garage.
Toggle switches can also cause
problems. They often lose their
'snap' action which stops the blades
locking into their sockets.

Although faulty toggle switches
should be replaced, it may not be
possible. In the past I've cured this

fault by letting 'Three In One' oil
soak into the switch around the ball
of the toggle to free and lubricate
the internal spring.

Wireless Set 11
Earlier in the year I discussed the

Fig. 3: Close-up view of the
variometer used in the WS11's
aerial unit.

Fig. 1: In this month's column Ron
Ham discusses a fault he traced on a
similar antenna link coupling to that
pictured (Below). Ron also suggests
that the Eddystone Short Wave
Manual pictured is itself a collector's
item of great interest.

Fig. 2: The 'Aerial Coupling Equipment
'C' (For Wireless Set No.11). This unit
employs a variometer and is housed in
a wooden case (see text.
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Wireless Set I I. I also provided
some photographs of the set, which
was transmitter and receiver
combination used by the British
Army in tanks during the late 1930s,
prior to the introduction of WS19

the wire ends and the v.asiters
and polish the wipers
and sliders.

Mark I.

I was reminded about
the Vidor My Lady Anne
mains/battery portable
by Mr H. E.
Chamberlain from
Newark -On -Trent. He
uses one daily on the
mains, because the
special dry battery made
for it is unobtainable
nowadays.
"It gives very good
service, which says
something for the makers in
the 1950s. doesn't ii"?.
wrote Mr Chamberlain.
I think that the reliability
certainly does say something
Mr Chamberlain! In fact both
battery manufacturers, Ever Ready
and Vidor produced a fine range of
reliable sets.
From memory, I think the Anne
was in fact the last of the valve
portables that Vidor made. Then, in
the 1960s. came their first all
transistor portable called the Gent
which I believe was advertised by
'The Beverley Sisters'.

Since then. I had the rare
opportunity to take a close look at
the Aerial Coupling Equipment C
(For Wireless Set II ). This is as
seen in Fig. 2. with its lid open and
showing the tuning instructions
inside.
The case on the tuning unit is
made from wood, has a metal liner
for r.f. screening and a webbing
carrying handle. A meter marked

Ammeter HF and a large tuning
knob are the main features on the
front panel, Fig. 2.
Because there's a variometer
inside, Fig. 3. which has no end
stops. the tuning knob is calibrated
in two halves. These are marked 0 to
180 and 200 to 360.
Briefly, a variometer has a fixed
outer coil and an inner winding,
centre Figs. 3, 4 and 5, which is
rotated by the tuning control. This
unit gave me the opportunity to
show you all a typical variometer
which you may come up against in
domestic sets of the 1920s and 30s.
(I know of a Philips set that uses
one).
Obviously, any coil that turns a
full circle must be connected by
wipers onto a set of contacts, bottom
centre Fig. 4. These are sometimes
referred to as 'slip -rings', especially
if they were complete circles and not
split like those in Fig. 4.
In the example shown, eight
wood screws hold the chassis to the
case. The internal wiring, above the
coil in Fig. 4, is solid, sleeved and
terminated with nuts, bolts and
washers.

A push-button switch, top left of
the meter in Fig. 2, operates the set
of contacts on the upper right of Fig.
4 and is labelled 'Press For LP'. In
the lid instructions it says: "This
Switch Must Not be Pressed When
Using A High Power Set".
Another view of both coils and
the upper set of rotor contacts can be
seen in Fig. 5. This particular unit is
dated 1941 and although it's in very
good condition, the rubber
insulation on the connecting leads,
right Figs. 2 and 5. is breaking down
and crumbling.
To achieve good continuity of all
connections in a components of this
age, you may have to undo each nut
and bolt. Then you'll have to clean

My Lady Anne

Miniature Glass
Valves

Like similar sets at that time, the
Vidor Anne used the '96' series of
miniature glass valves. (DK96
heptode. DF96 r.f. pentode. DAF96
diode -pentode and DL96 output
pentode).

The Vidor receiver's overall
high tension requirement is 90V but
each valve has a different demand
for its anode. The 'DF' and 'DAF'
need 90V, the 'DL' 85V and the

'DK' 65V.
Battery only portables, like the
Ever Ready Sky Queen and Vidor's
My Lady Margaret, also use this
range of valves and are powered by
90V h.t. and I.5V I.t. batteries.
For power. a large combined

90/I.5V battery fits in the bottom of
the Sky Queen's cabinet. And there's
a 'baby 90V' and a 'little I .5V'
sitting just below the hinged top
panel in the Margaret.
The actual filament voltage for
the DK, DF. DAF and DL series of
valves in this mode, is I.4V. The
current for each is 25mA except for

the DL which is 50mA.
However, the DL96 has a tapped
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Fig. 5: The second set of
wiping contacts can be
seen in this photograph of
the variometer, with the
rotating coil (inside the
fixed coil) clearly visible.
when you examine mains/battery
sets, like the Anne. This is because
the full mains voltage is present
inside.

Fig. 4: As the variometer
unit rotates through 360°,
provision has to be made
for wiping contacts to
provide connections to the
coils. The contacts can
cause problems and former
service engineer Ron Ham
suggests a simple
maintenance tip (see text.
filament. This is especially designed
for mains/battery operation, which
can be wired for 2.3V at 25mA.
Because of this tap the filament pin
arrangement differs from the others.
For example, pins I and 7 are
used for the filaments on the DK,
DF and DAF valves and pins I, 5
and 7 on the DL. My advice is that
you never mix the 92 and 96 series
valves and always check the valve
manual for the pin connections
before making a replacement.
Finally, unless it's used in the
filament circuit, pin 5 on the DL96
base must be left blank and not used
as a convenient terminal post.

Special Type
From my memories of many years
workshop servicing, the Margaret's
lid -switch is a special type. It
screwed to the inside of the cabinet
under the chassis and was operated
by a lever attached to the lid.
Sometimes, when I serviced a
Margaret. I had to take these out and
scrape the two fixed contacts and the
face of the bar which went across
them. This brought many a 'dead'
set to life.
Safety warning: be very careful

The valve filament wiring is
different from that of a battery only
set. My advice is that you do not
modify the complex mains/battery
switching arrangement unless you
really know what you are doing and
you have access to the circuit
diagram.

Can You Help?
finally, can you help the following
readers? Two p.a. control knobs for
the transmitter section of a B2 (the
famous 'spy' transmitter -receiver)

by Ian Haggart. If you can help
please contact Ian at 22 Alnwick
Rd., Newton Hall, Durham DH1
5NL.
In Canterbury, Peter Sims has a
WSI8 MK I 11 in good condition.
Peter wonders if a battery is still
available for this set.
According to the manual Peter,
the 'battle' battery, which fits in the
case below the transmitter, is a
combined 16213V which is tapped
off at 12V for the bias supply. This
would give 150V for h.t.. 12V for
bias and 3V for I.t.
I don't think such a battery is
available now or any with a large
enough voltage to make one up. I
assume this is the same for the MKs
II and III. You could try one of our
advertisers for a manual but I've no
doubt readers will have some advice
to pass on.

It's time to shut the 'shop'
once again, but don't forget

that I'm always 'open' for
letters sent to me at 'Faraday',
Greyfriars, Storrington, West
Sussex RH2O -SHE.

Cheerio for now!
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This month Roger
Cooke G3LDI, looks at
an in -computer packet
radio station, the PC
Packet Station.
The item I'm reviewing this
month is the half-size plug-in
packet radio board for the
PC, available from PKT
Electronics of Dayton, Ohio.
This board is a complete
packet station, with a v.h.f.
radio incorporated on the
board. It comes complete
with software, handbook and
is easy to install.

an antenna, along with
indicators for transmit,
squelch and carrier detect.
There's easy access to
the squelch and receive level
controls and speaker output.
The transmitter has a 60
second timer. So that if it's
accidentally held in transmit
for 60 seconds, the
transmitter will switch off.

High Quality

Baycom Software

The PCB is a high -quality
card, featuring surface mount technology. The
1200baud modem features
the AMD7910 chip and the
serial chip is the 8250,
configured to be Baycom
compatible.
The on -board radio,
mounted under an r.f. shield,
is optimised for data, with

The standard Baycom
software is supplied on disk.
The PC Packet Station is only
compatible with the supplied
Baycom software.
The programs may be run
from the floppy, but it's
recommended that they're
copied onto a working disk
and the original stored.
Better still, copy them over to
the hard disk and use them
from there.
The software then has to
be configured and the
correct Corn port used. It will,
in fact, run from Com1, 2, 3 or

ferrite beads on all signal
lines. It's a two -channel, 5W
Motorola radio, switchable
for either 144.650 or
144.675MHz.

Channel selection is by
either a switch on the rear of
the card or software
selectable. The receiver
sensitivity is 0.25pV for 12db
SINAD. The transmiVreceive
switching time, given as
20ms, is quite respectable.
Built on a standard 8 -bit
ISA Bus interface, the unit
may be used with all IBM
compatible computers. To
reduce the overall current
drain CMOS ICs are used
throughout.
The maximum current is
given as 1500mA, presumably
on transmit. The rear of the
board has a BNC socket for

Fig. 1: Jim Bagley
G4BOIN, in the
process of trying
out the PC Packet
combined TNC and
radio board for an
IBM compatible.

4 and IRQ2, 3, 4 or 5,

selectable by onboard
switches.
A few parameter have to
be set (the obvious MYCALL)
and changes saved to the
SCC.INI file. This file may be
edited using a text editor.
Type the command BAY and
you're ready for packet
operation.

The Manual
The 76 -page manual that
accompanies this package is
a very well produced book. It
assumes nothing, describes
the board, the
software and
the features
The book tells
you how to
install the
board into the
computer,
even to what
tools are
needed. It

then instructs

THE PC PACKET STATION

Reviewed in this issue of PW will be made available for European Amateur.,;

LA RADIO AMATEUR. 20 Route De Burange
L-3429 Dudelance Luxembourg
We also carry the biggest choice of electronic Kits in Europe
foyer 600 different kits many amateur radio related kits)
Write for details to the above address Attn: Paul, LX100.
with your name. amateur radio call and your address. in BLOCK -letters please.
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the user on the complete setup, both physically with the
board, including audio levels,
antenna connection, setting
switches etc.
Installation of the
software is covered and
descriptions are given
regarding operation from a
floppy or hard drive and how
to copy the files over to the
hard drive. You're also told
what to do with them when
you've completed this
operation.
The Help System is quite
an important feature,
especially for the raw
beginner. Not only is there
help with specific commands
and system documentation,
but there is also a complete
range of packet information,
including timing parameter
settings, mailbox advice and
so on.

The function keys have
been programmed with
various tasks and the radio
frequency is software
selectable, All the
parameters and commands
are clearly discussed and
explained and in case you do
run into any problems, there
is quite an extensive troubleshooting section. The manual
concludes with a PCB layout
and circuit diagram.
I asked one of my BBS
users, Jim Bagley G4BDW
shown in Fig. 1, to take it as a
user and give me his
impressions. The following is
what he found, after being
asked for candid views!
Jim commented: "I found
the board very easy to install
and I like the compactness of
the equipment, especially the
fact that the radio and TNC
are both on a plug-in card
with only the antenna to
connect. I also liked the use
of the TAB key to put the TNC
into command mode.
The software radio
frequency switch is good, I
didn't like the physical
method, but an indication of
actual frequency on the

screen would be useful.
Similarly with the channel
selection, I could only tell
which channel it was
according to the traffic on
the screen. No problems
were encountered with r.f.i.
The in-built screen blanker is a good idea but I
didn't like the default video
set-up. This was set to auto detect, switching my SVGA
system into 60 -line mode that
was difficult to read. I found
setting good old 25 -line
standard, was best.
Transmit receive quality
was good, 5W is more than
adequate giving very few
retries. I found it was
necessary to remove the
card in order to change
IRQ/Com-port settings. It's
possible to hold mutli-

connect contacts, switching
channels with the Fl -F6
keys.

It would be interesting to
see if a 9600 baud 432MHz
version becomes available. If
I didn't already have a
system, I'd consider buying
one, although at present the

price is unknown"!
My thanks got to PKT
Electronics Inc., 2668
Haverstraw Ave. Dayton,
Ohio 45414-2239, USA who

can supply the unit for
IUSIS419 single channel or
S459 for dual channel 445
P&P. By telephone PKT may
be contacted on 1-513-4540242 FAX: 1-513-454-0029.

There is at present no UK
supplier.
For packet without the
clutter on the desk or the
need for another radio, this is
obviously the answer.
That's it for this time. As
usual, news and pics to
G3LDI, QTHR or Tel: (0508)

570278 - happy packeting.
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NEW! TU3 Antenna Tuner
Ideal for receivers with a long wire
Antenna on the H.F. bands, 1-30MHz.

Please mention
practical

Versatile! The touch of a switch gives
any one of 3 different arrangements.

ea

Quality case - black with printed
aluminium front & back facial.
Measuring only 170-140-50mm.

Kit complete with ALL components and hardware including pre -punched

when replying to
advertisements

case and panels

Price E.44

Ready made £54

14 00 P & P
Plus 1,4.00 P & P

Send SAE for details of our full range of kits or call 0602 382509

LAKE ELECTRONICS
7 MIDDLETON CLOSE, NUTHALL, NOTTINGHAM NG 1 6 I BX

VISA

IC oilers by appointment

AERIAL ROTOR FOR ONLY £49.95!
AR300XL Aerial Rotor. Control Unit and
Optional Alignment Bearing

LATEST
CATALOGUE

Rotor unit type AR300XL and control Send E1 tor our lateSI
consol. Continuous indication of beam glossy 34 page catalogue.
heading. Clamps to 2in (52mm) max. which you will receive back
by return of post
mast and takes Thin (38mm) max.
stub mast. 'Offest' type mounting.
Vertical
load
carrying
45kg.
Special offer 149.95 plus £4.95 p&p.

ewe.,

AR1201 alignment (Support) bearing. Allows
greater nigher head loads. Fitted above rotor
£18.95.

Plus hill range of Revco Discones, airmarine antennas.
Satellite

Multi -standard TVs & VCRs
Signal Strength Meters

rotators. *
Equipment

TV

I

----

AFFORDABLE PACKET
COMMODORE 64/128...MARI ST...IBM COMPATIBLE PC...SPECTRUM
cr.,11,4

Commodore, PC and Spectrum systems allow HF and VHF working while thr_
Atari system only otters VHF PMS facilities are available on the Commodore
and the Spectrum if a microdrive is fitted Digipeating facilities are offered on a'
versions The Spectrum modem can also be supplied with a centronics p"
port We supply a fully tested modem. with a free copy of suitable softwa'e
Commodore 64. Atari ST and PC Modems
£55.00
Baycom Agency
Spectrum Modem
£75.00
Spectrum Modem with printer port
£85.00
SAL
Post RIO,
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ELEETFirlillES LTD,.

Equipment Masthead Amplifiers Filters Accessories

=

11 Kent Road. Rarkstone. Poole.
Dorset BH12 2EH.
Tel 0202 738232
Fax: 0202 716951

AERIAL TECHNIQUES
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LANGREX SUPPLIES LTD
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SERVICE MANUALS
We have what is probably the largest range of
Service Information available anywhere.

From the Earliest Valve Wireless to the
Latest Video Recorders. Colour Televisions,
Test Gear, Audio, Computers, Amateur Radio
in fact practically anything.
Write, Fax or Phone for immediate Quote.
Originals or Photostats as available.
Also available. Our FREE catalogue
detailing Hundreds of Technical Books
and Repair Guides available.
Now Available. Our Service Manuals Index on P.C. Disc (3S') for use on
your Computer. Just £3.50 with FREE everlasting Updates. Order MP -285.

MAURITRON TECHNICAL SERVICES PW

1800
7.00
17.50
12.(4)
25.00
15.00
15.110

23.00
15.00
21.00
90n.0

47A High Street, Chinnor, Oxon, OX9 4DJ.
7t1- 0844-351694. Fax:- 0844 352554.
Please forward your latest catalogue for which I enclose 2 x lit Class Stamps.
OT £3.50 for the Technical Books Catalogue plus Manuals Index on PC Disc(s).

NAME

ADDRFSS

OPEN TO CALLERS MON-FRI 9AM -4PIA. CLOSED SATURDAY

ME%

QUOTATIONS FOR ANY TYPES NOT LISTED
OVER 6000 TYPES AVAILABLE FROM STOCK
OBSOLETE ITEMS A SPECIALITY.
TERMS C W 0 VISA . ACCESS

P&P 1-3 VALVES C1.00, 4-6 VALVES £2.00 ADD 17.5% VAT TO TOTAL INC PP
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BMK-MULTY

8 -module program for IBM PC £120

Amtor CW FAX Logger PacTor
RTTY SSTV Tuner
Any subset available, Individual modules from £15
GROSVENOR SOFTWARE
4 -module program for Atari ST - £50
(G4BMK) (PW)
Matching built BART G modem £59 + £2 UK p&p
2 Beacon Close, Seaford,
State callsign, disk size and 8 or 25 -way RS232 port
E Sussex. 8N25 2JZ.
Add £3 p&p (Europe) or £8 (elsewhere)
Tel: 0323 893378

Advanced HF Digital
Communications

ELECTRONICS
VALVES
& SEMICONDUCTORS

Adapt -A -Mast
Lifts to 25f1 Wall mounting
Complete with all brackets. cable and winch
Accepts 2in stub mast Adaptable to tilt -over
Available bare steel or hot dip galvanised BS729
Simple four bolt installation

Only £150
E194.50 (galvanised)

Phone for a

most courteous quotation

Call 0505 503824

081-743 0899
Fax: 081-749 3934

or write to

TENNAMAST SCOTLAND

We are one of the largest stockists of valves etc, in the U.K.

81 MAINS ROAD
BEITH, AYRSHIRE KA15 2HT

170 GOLDHAWK ROAD
LONDON W12 8HJ

COLOMOR (ELECTRONICS) LTD.

ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD METER

195

For more Information or to order write to:KIRKI \Till<

GIJ1seAM 666 1AX

E STAB,

LICENCE

I BUY AND SELL
TOP QUALITY AMATEUR RADIO EQUIPMENT
TELEPHONE 0708 374043 or 0850 320134
73's de Dave
Send S A E for used equipment list

TOP QUALITY AMATEUR RADIO EQUIPMENT BOUGHT & SOLD

4 Northern Avenue, Benfleet,
Essex SS7 5SN

data

9 TROOPERS DRIVE, HAROLD HILL, ROMFORD, ESSEX
Callers by appointment. Part exchange welcomed'

SUREDATA
AMSTRAD REPAIRS AND SECOND USER SALES

8pm

"Sure, we're only a family business but that means we keep our
overheads low and pass the savings on to our customers. And
we give a personal service - the sort you used to get from the
old corner shop. Give us a call and see for yourself." - Alan

,G3RCQ ELECTRONICS

"r

0268 752522

8am

ROLLO ELEC.TRONICS
,

Eurocardle

ESSEX AMATEUR
RADIO SERVICES

0.3 and 0-100mG; 0-100kV/m; 1 mW/cm. Made by AlphaLab, Salt Lake City,
U.S.A. DIGI-FIELD DIGITAL FIELD STRENGTH METER D.C. to 12GHz
Model A - SO nanowatts at 100MHz
£120
Model B - 2 nanowatts at 100MHz
£120
£1-0
Model C - A + B switched

25 litAt Tura Dark

1E3

Also

Tel/Fax: 081-902 5218
OFFICE & AFTER HOURS

Tel fax 081 905 7488

J. BIRKETT
SUPPLIERS OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

-s.

TELEPHONE EARPIECES Magnectx 03 for £1. CARBON AIRE INSERTS 0 F rur

AUTUMN UPGRADES
FROM BADGER

£1.

EX EgUWMENT VALVES 6F33 0 500. ECC82 0 fl, 6846 0 fl. 61L5 0 50p. 68E6

25 The Strait
Lincoln LliI2 1JF

Tel 520767

Partners J.H.Birkett

J.L.Birkett
I FF91 4 6 ft.., 11
SILVER PLATED DUAL BEARING 100pf AIR SPACED VARIABLE CAPACITOR . Spindle earn end 014.95
MULLARD OC 171 TRANSISTORS
4 for £3.40.
R F TRANSISTORS UL rtry4
115 watt 175MHz, 12 Volt 018.95, iwo for £16, 13LV97 013, E1864 0 £2.50
R F POWER FETS MRf 136 0 fl4 matched par , BLF244 17, VMP4
f4.95. \NINNY:I 3 to/ 11.WN21104fa 11.
12 TO 1 SLOW MOTION DRIVES a 12 95, 6 to 1 013.50
SURPLUS DIE CAST BOXES
.srs 92,i3&26 11.30. 11046027 011.95. 120492427 0 £1.95
SURPLUS 2GHr NBN STRIPLINE TRANSISTORS 0 8 for 11.
,,
, 0. 40p, 87G 4 300, B96 0 30p. Octal 0 60p, B9D Ceramic 0 50p.
VALVE HOLDERS

the memories of the hot summer and the sun tan
are both fading and it's time to think about
upgrading that tired old PC in your shack
SUREDATA can help you with advice on
recycling as much of your old system as
possible into a new 386/486iPenhum
BADGER PC starting from a 386SX40 base unit
with 2Mb of ram, keyboard no floppy drive, serial,
parallel ports and a 256K VGA card for
lust £233 including VAT and delivery to your door
Phone now or write for an information pack.
081 902 5218 or 081 905 7488

r

,

SILVER PLATED AIR SPACED VARIABLE CAPACITORS C sonde each end 50010 fa 95, 100.1000 0 15 95
MINIATURE AIR SPACED TRIMMERS op' 4 250. 7501 teramoc trimmers 0 20p
SCREW TERMINAL ELECTROLVTICS 10,000uf 25vo. 03 for £1, 15.0000 40v.w. 0 75p each.
VARIABLE VOLTAGE I C

'1 03 for fl

ADjuSs.-71IAB-..LE'
FET

AMSTRAD

SUB -MINIATURE CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS 12 8A/Fir or 91.9895MHz 0 3 for £1

for repairs. spares
and second user, phone for details

73 John G3TLU.

AUDIO HIGH POWER TRANSISTORS BD2070 5 fa £2.80990 0 5 for £2
UGRTIVElGHT STEREO HEADPHONES with 3.5mm plug 0 4 pars for L5.

ACCESS. SWITCH and BARCLAY CARDS accepted. P&P 60p under £5. Over Free. unless otherv4se stated

UNIT 5. STANLEY HOUSE. STANLEY AVENUE. WEMBLEY, MIDOX HAO 4JB

C.M. HOWES KITS. Available by post and for callers.

THE VINTAGE WIRELESS BOOK LISTING

WATTMETERS. CT433 low pwr absorbhon 0 to 1.5 watts in 3 ranges 50 ohm spec

Published regularly Containing 100s al out of pool old and collectable wireless and amateur radio books inaoannes etc
Send six lint class stamps for catalogue or C3 75 for next lour issues

NEW MILITARY WIRELESS BOOKS
p Large format
A New Edition of Janes. Military Communications Elesenlii nd,hon
wraps Corte ns descriptions photogaphs and Pam details DI 'he wor-d ,101.1ar, i.orr.r.,..,..noris equipment Brand new
-

Published at £80 Special otter £49 95 inclusive of UK postage. Overseas postage eery

kleas000r Gook of bah by They Ofvenlaux The story of electrancs in war and the neyelopmer. aryl
radio radar and sonar. particularly WWII applications. Contains drawings and photos or
equipment and radar installations. An intarmalive study al a little known subject 322 pages Oranr:
at £32. Our price fle 50 P&P E2 50
Rader by P. S. Nall (ft ALI An absorbing and informatrye study by authors from the Royal College of Science Corers the
origin and development and operation al mil tary radar from the chain home to patriot etc Numerous photos and illustration
01 equipment and its principles of operation 179 page$ Published by Brasseys Technology senes. anginal pnce £25. Our
Once £12 50 P&P £2 50
Wheeling Oa Radar War - by Jack Nissan. A new hook on WW2 'ado, The suspense filled story. of the expenrnents
breakthroughs and electronic eavesdropong includes details a' German radar ;Willa was are of leading technicians 224
pages Hardback Illustrated £995 £2 p&P
The Aothonsoll liogrople of Sir Samara Lovell. Includes detaied chapters on the development of wartime radars NS and
venous centernetric equipment etc 320 large format pages Mary illuStretions E8 75 p&p £2.25.

to

I Gz £24.50 also CT214 0 to 200 watts in 2 ranges 75 ohm with 50/75 ohm

matching unit freq 30400 Megs. £65. POWER UNIT bench DC stab 0 to 40v 8 0 to
5 amps constant volts or current with info. £65 also HILT modules 200/300v 100
Ma stab 8 3 x 6.3v £29.50 TRANSIS TESTER small general purpose bench tester
by Advance meter indication reqs battery with info. £14.50. RADIO SONDES. Tx on
4045 Megs mesurure Air temps uses tone modulation req 15v bait new. £12.50.
R216 R X 30/150 Megs reqs P.0 with info last few stors soiled £65 MARCONI

TF2600. Sensitive VTMs 1 MON to 300 volts in 12 ranges bandwidth 5 Megs
response to 10 checked with book. £34.50 TF1106 NOISE GEN freq I to 200 Megs
75 ohm twill mod for 501 meter indication for 240v with info. £25.50 MIRRORS new
spares for Army searchlights 19' dia 33iiii" deep £28.50. TAPE RECORDING
AUDIO. 1800ft .4" 7" spools new 4 tapes for £12.50. AUDIO OSCCT43 small

Sant Warier.. Tlia Male of DAN awl ciphers One of the few books on cryptography Details the development of

general purpose sine wave osc rocs to lOOKc OiP variable & metered into 600
ohm 1 Mill.V to 3v RMS as high resolution scale mains or battery operated tested
£38. MORSE LAMPS Aldis type 5' reqs bulb 12/24v new cond. £12.50 COUNTER
PRE SCALERS divide by 10 or 100 max 1."P 600 Megs for 240v for use with treq

modem intelligence using codes and crpheis illuminates top secret grategies of deophering including a history of Mee
use and Woad War 2 employment. Weil di xsirated with previousty unpublished material £5 25 induding asp

Above paces are rnctusnre. goods en equipment unless stated new 2 x 25p stamps Ion list 5.1

(Dept PW) CHEVET SUPPLIES LTD. 157 Diction Road, BLACKPOOL FY1 2EU

/01
70

Tel: (0253) 751858. Fat 10253)342979. Telephone orders accepted.

counters. tested with info £34.50.

A. H. SUPPLIES

Unit 12 Bankside Works,
Darnall Road, Sheffield S9 5HA
Phone: (0742) 444278
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In keeping with the DX theme this month. Paul Essery GW3KFE
has some important operating tips to help you winkle out that
elusive 'rare' station.

With amateur radio
operation every fraction of a
decibel counts! This in
simple terms, is because a
distant operator faced with a
pile-up, tends to take the
strongest, if only to get them
out of the way.
If you can improve the
signal you lay down at a
distance, you rise a little way
in the 'pecking order'. And, if
that improvement is common
to send and receive so much
the better!
Have a linear amplifier by
all means. But only use it
when all else fails.

The Bands
The bottom has dropped out
of the bands. However, as I
write there seem to be signs
of stabilisation.
The actual 'bottom' is
predicted for late 1996, so for
the moment it's a case of
grinning and bearing it!

Bhutan Activity
I've seen that Jim Smith,
VK9NS has an eye on
Bhutan, A5 activity. Jim says
the problems here are
several times tougher than
were encountered with
Bangladesh and Nepal.
However, Jim is ready
to go to Bhutan
immediately he has the
formal permission. As he
hoped this was 'near' at the
time of writing (mid -August)
Bhutan may well have come
and gone again by the time
you read this.
Another one to look out
for is VP9BP/KH2 who is in
Guam for 18 months. Cards
for this one go either to the
VP9 bureau, or direct to: 321
Johnson Road, Naval
Hospital, Agana Heights,

for which the electricity
company deny responsibility.
On 'Top Band', Leighton's
noise is S9 plus some, so no
contacts there. But on

Down to 14MHz and here
the best time was 15001900UTC for short path
signals out of Asia, Africa
and occasionally VK. Don's

wave counterpoise. The top
has been pushed up another
several metres thanks to
some bamboo canes.
So, with the 1W at 7MHz,

3.5MHz GOFVS and GOPMY

best contacts were on

GOKRT has 15 countries

were worked, both ends
being at low power. On
7MHz, c.w., 5W was enough

14MHz DUISAN, HL9DG,

booked in since coming back
on air. The best one was

HLOK, HSOZAZ, VR2KF,

to hook K4LTA, while on
14MHz the key handled
DL1ROG and the microphone
ED6IEC.

I recall a similar power line problem to that of
GWOLBI's years ago. My
solution was to use a
directional receiver and
attenuator.
With the set-up
described above I was then
able to define precisely
which pole, that it carried an
electricity board sign, and
send a copy of the letter to
the Area engineer, to the
local MP and to 10 Downing
Street. The result was quite
entertaining and the problem
was solved!
The maximum useable
frequency (m.u.f.) has only
just managed to struggle
above 14MHz says Don

South Georgia VP8

Your Letters
Time for you letters now and
let's look at GWOLBI in
Trelewis first. Leighton is for
all practical purposes) off
the air. The problem is what
sounds like power -line noise
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UA4STG for a 3000km hop.

18MHz the trawl showed

and EC3DDP was a first with
Spain in which both ends
were at the low power

N4MU/HH2, 3XYOA (yes,
that's right) and 4U/F6FNL in
Zaire.
Over to Kent now, and

there's not been too much
activity from Ted G2HKU in
Sheppey, partly due to
another visit to hospital and
partly the hot weather and
associated static. Everything
Ted worked was on c.w.;
X5EGL giving location as
Glamoc, which puts him in
Yugoslavia and, for best,
YWORCV on Ayes Island at

(4).11

frkututeur

I ARC
e;t;ts

CLOS

HBO/PA3EVC/P at 0445UTC

game.

Fun Award
The Yeovil club have a fun
award and they invite you to
'have a go'. Since July 1
1983, find 22 British contacts

in which the last letter of the
call goes towards making up
the words 'Yeovil Amateur
Radio Club.' Three contacts
ending in 'A', one in 'B', one
in 'C' and so on.
Send the list, certified by

18MHz

Cost is £2, S4 or 6 IRCs.

Radio

(lob

26-

PAAADI

a radio club official or two
active amateurs, plus £2 to:
Adrian Dening G4JBH, 19
The Park, Yeovil BA20 1DN.

Cheques made payable to
Yeovil ARC. The award is
open to amateurs and
listeners anywhere in the
world.
That's it again. Letters to
me as usual by mid -month
at. PO Box 4, Newtown
Powys SY16 1ZZ

ettitit4 Vat

STATIONS

f4i

Another one was

10MHz, a contact with
VK3MR who was first
worked 47 years earlier!
On 14MHz Ted worked
the Ayes station again, plus
3V8AS and 4L8A and on

G3NOF in Yeovil. Thus, only
Europeans

GSCIVII4

WV SO

IASKI,044141:\

-ltItVenTWAV

Guam 96919

activity is on the cards for
January 1995. Further details
on this one later.

WOWWB/KHO, OSIA and
OS1B. 21MHz gave 9K2US
and 4U/F6FNL, while on

were noted on 24 and

G3MRC/9Q5 and
VQ9TF(Chagos). Finally
21MHz and ET3JR, A7IAN
and LU5FDQ.

Welcome back to Eric

28MHz.

On 21MHz the signals at
G3NOF's were mainly from
Africa and S. America at the
peak time in the early
evening. On 18MHz the odd
opening to East Coast USA,
around 1300, 1800 and 2200
were noted, and just one late
evening long path event to
VK and ZL among the S.
Americans.

Masters GOKRT from

Worcester Park in Surrey.
Eric has been studying hard
towards a B.Eng, but during
the vacation has put the
Lake DTR7 rig back on the
air.

Eric uses the DTR7 with
an antenna comprising the
upper half of a W3EDP
operated against a quarter -

Fig. 1: The Yeovil

Club, well known for
their famous QRP
Convention, are also

in the 'fun' award
business. You can

join in and get this
award just by
spelling their name
correctly....but
there's a catch (see

text for
instructions!).

END
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This month David Butler G4ASR concentrates on long distance DX
communications. Working world-wide DX may seem to he the domain of the hf
operator but in practice David says the v.h.f or u.hf operator can also
participate.

made this year with CN8, EA9 and

Guantanamo Bay, Cuba

7X via Sp -E.

Even on the 10GHz band

Fhl Neg. 1;4.. 'X

`L

Meteor Scatter

Of course, the term DX is relative to
the actual band in use Working SM
on the 144MHz band is no big deal.
But do it on the 10GHz band and
you've really achieved something!
Similarly, working EA9A1 on the
1.8MHz band doesn't quite give the
same buzz as accomplishing it on
the 144MHz band.
For the keen v.h.f. operator the
use of e.m.e. or satellite
communications enables contacts
to be made with all parts of the
world.
A number of operators have
now obtained DXCC on the 144MHz
band. And of course, when the
50MHz band is in good shape it's
relatively easy to obtain the Worked
All Continents (WACI award. Some
operators have now contacted over
130 countries on the 50MHz band.

Common Modes
Even the more common
propagation modes allow v.h.f.
operators to work some excellent
distances. In recent months I've
reported some really good tropo
contacts.
The tropo contacts reported
were over 3000km on the 144MHz
band and of 2000km on the 430MHz
band. Many operators have made
QSOs via aurora with stations
located in the former Russian
Republics.
The former Russian Republic
stations are up to 2000km away
from the UK. Also on the 144MHz
band numerous contacts were

72

To use meteor scatter (m.s.) as a DX
mode of communication the m.s.
operator employs 'scattering' of the
v.h.f. signals from the ionised trails
of meteors. Although generally
short lived the reflections, at a
height of 90km or so, allow contacts
to be made with stations up to
2200km away.
The best time for meteor scatter
(m.s.) is during a major shower. One
of these showers, the Perseids,
occurred recently during August.
This year the maximum activity
was on Friday August 12 between
0900-1200UTC. There was a
secondary peak later that night
between 2200-0400UTC
Collin Morris GOCUZ 11082)
made a total of 17 successful
contacts on the 144MHz band. He
uses an FT -726R transceiver with an
MGF1302 GaAs f.e.t. low noise
amplifier.
Colin's transmitting amplifier
uses a pair of 8874 triodes into a
choice of two antennas. One is a 12 element Yagi fixed at 115° and the
other is a 5 -element Yagi.
The best contact by GOCUZ was
with JX7DFA on Jan Mayen (1050)
at a distance of 2080km. This c.w.
QSO incidentally, was made using
the 5 -element Yagi. Other DX
contacts of note included HA3UU,
HA8P0, HG7B/0, OY/G4PIQ, S51AT,
YZ7UN, 9A1CCY and 9A4FW.

At my 0TH I tried to make some
really long distance QSOs on the
144MHz band. Unfortunately most of
them were not successful because
of the distances involved but at
least it was interesting to try!
Schedules with UA3XFA at
2485km, RX1AS at 2236km and
JX7DFA at 2125km produced no

reflections at all. (In a subsequent
packet radio message JX70FA
informed he had a hurricane!).
I did however, hear readable
signals from OH7MA at 2278km and
OH6AA0 at 2035km. In total I made
15 QSOs, the notables being
IK5UBM, LA8KV, OESKE, S5OC,
S50M, YU1EV, YU7BT and 9A1CCY.

My best DX was with HG7B/0 at
1860km. The expedition to the Faroe
Islands 11P61) by the Five Bells

Contest Group was heard very

KG4SM

Op 5,1106. hirflaniel

Cuba

contacts have been made from the
UK via the moon to North America.
Hardly local traffic!
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Fig. 1: The DX worked by G4ASR on the 50MHz band.

strongly virtually all the time,
The Five Bells Group were
active on both the 50 and 144MHz
bands with the call signs OY/G4DHF,
G40DA, G4PIQ or G4WKN. I was

fortunate to work them on the
50MHz band via Sp -E and on the
144MHz band via tropo.
Brian Underdown G7LIJ (J001)

thought that conditions on August
12 were not very good. He reports
that they were much better with him
during the early hours of August 13.
Brian uses an FT -736R and an
MGF1302 low noise amplifier. The
power amplifier runs 350W from a
pair of 4CX-250Bs into a 9 -element
OZ5HS Yagi.

Contacts made by G7LIJ on the
144MHz band were HA3UU,
IK1MTZ, I4YNO, TK5EP and 9A1CCY.
All these QSOs were made on s.s.b.

without any schedules.
Mike Pugh G4VPD 11082) spent
most of his time on the 50MHz band.
He uses a TS -711e driving an RN
Electronics transverter. This gives
25W output into a 2 -element beam.
Mike made 15 random s.s.b
contacts with stations dotted
around Europe. His best QSOs
included I4FJZ, OK1IBL, OY/G4WKN,

every chance that you might hear
some DX with your tropo system.
One of the stations you should
hear this year is VE3ONT, the
Toronto v.h.f. Society's station. As I

mentioned last month they will be
using a 46m diameter parabolic
antenna on the 144, 430MHz and
1.3GHz bands.

As a result of discussions at the
Central States v.h.f. Society
Convention they have now added
50MHz to the list of bands to be
activated. This band will be used on
a non-interference basis
simultaneously with the 1.3GHz
band on Sunday October 30
between 0754-1844UTC. (See the
schedule shown last month).
The station of VE3ONT
(FNO5XW) will transmit on
50.100MHz. They will listen for
replies between 50.100-50.105MHz.
The 50MHz equipment will run 1kW
output power into a linearly
polarised feed.
Link budget calculations
indicate that 50MHz stations with an
antenna gain of 10dBd and 1kW
should be able to work VE3ONT.
Smaller stations however are urged
to try if signals can be heard.

SP6BTI, SP6GZZ, S59A and S59F.

Circular Polarisation

Via Moonbounce
The ultimate in long distance
communication on the v.h.f. and
ush.f. bands must surely be that
achieved via moonbounce. Provided
the moon can be seen by both
participating stations, then contacts
can be made world-wide. Yes, even
as far as Australia or New Zealand!
The ARRL e.m.e. contest this
year is being held on October 29-30
and November 26-27. Although you
probably won't hear VK or ZL there's

On the 144 and 430MHz bands the
VE3ONT dish has been configured
to transmit and receive left-hand
circular polarisation (LHCP). This
means that after reflection from the
surface of the moon the signals will
be right-hand circular polarised
(RHCP).

Therefore to work VE3ONT you
need either to run RHCP or vertical
or horizontal linear polarisation. The
latter two polarisations will only be 3dB down on the circularly
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polarised signal.
Attempts with LHCP will be
totally useless! This is because the
cross -polar discrimination (XPD)
will be in excess of 36dB (at least
6S -points).
On the 1.3GHz band VE3ONT will

use switchable polarisation. It
therefore doesn't matter what
polarisation you use. They will
select whichever is the strongest.
Whilst on the subject of
antennas there's one point I didn't
emphasise enough last month. It
was regarding the type of antenna
needed for e.m.e. work.
A 9 -element Yagi may allow you
to hear 2 or 3 of the mega -stations
on the 144MHz band. However,
better results will obviously be
obtained with something bigger.
And as a minimum I would
recommend a Yagi of approximately
17 elements.
The antenna boom should be
around 8 to 10m in length. There are
a number of good Yagi designs
being manufactured nowadays.
Unfortunately there's an even larger
number of poor designs giving

inferior results!

Clean Pattern
Apart from a good forward gain
It1Bd) the other most important
feature that a Yagi used for e.m.e.
must possess is a clean pattern.
The Yagi should also have an
excellent front -to -back (f.b.) ratio
and few side -lobes.
After all, you only want to pick

up signals coming via the moon.
Why have an antenna that picks up
signals from the back or from the
side?

Of course when I say signals, I
mean noise from the earth or even
from the sun. So steer clear of
antennas with gimmicky driven
elements and low power matching
systems. Instead go for a well
optimised Yagi design.
What antenna you buy is your
choice, but remember you only get
what you pay for! The following
designs: including the NBS, DL6WU,
DJ9BV, F9FT, OZ5HS or derivatives

will certainly put you a step in the
right direction.
And (before the 'ZL Special'
brigade start jumping up and down)
remember I'm purely talking about
e.m.e. communications. This
exacting mode really does need
state-of-the-art designs. For other
propagation modes any old bit of
wet -string will suffice!
Meanwhile back to VE3ONT and
the Toronto VHF Society. The 46m
diameter dish will of course have
lots of gain on all bands being used.
Because of the high gain low
power tropo and satellite stations
are encouraged to make contact
with VE3ONT. Approximately 100W
into a single long Yagi should be
sufficient on the 144 and 430MHz
bands. On the 1.3GHz band a

number of stations running only
10W and a 2m diameter dish were
worked last year.

Table 1:

Moon rise and set data for ARRL e.m.e. contest.
Saturday 26 November 1994

Split Frequency
As in 1993, VE3ONT will work split
frequency. So do not transmit on
their frequency. Pick any clear
frequency in their listening range.
If conditions are good then
VE3ONT will start each operating
period on s.s.b. This will allow the
stronger stations to be worked
quickly.

All contacts will be 'random'
with no schedules or proper e.m.e.
sequencing. Last year the group
made a total of 560 e.m.e. contacts
on the 144, 430MHz and 1.3GHz
bands. This year you could be one
of them!

The moonset data I provided
last month shows that the best
times to hear VE3ONT and the other
North American stations which will
be on between 1200-1400UTC on
October 29-30.
This month's data, shown in
Table 1, gives the moonrise and

moonset times for the second leg of
the contest on November 26-27. It
shows the best times for horizon
e.m.e. to North America to be
between 1030-123OUTC.

The 50MHz Band
The Sp -E season which contributes
so much to propagation on the
50MHz band during the summer,
didn't quite come up to
expectations this year. However,
despite the lack of many intensive
openings some 70 DXCC countries
were worked from the UK during
the period June -July 1994.
Although conditions weren't
brilliant in August a variety of
propagation modes enabled some
useful contacts to be made.
Stations in eastern Europe, 11 and
YO, and ex -Russian Republics such
as ES and LY could be worked via

UTC
Rise

Az

El

0000
0030
0100
0130
0200
Set
1030
1100
1130
1200
1230

087
093
099
105

05

111

23

252

19

openings were made with stations

258
264
270
275

14

in OK, OM, SP, S5 and YU. In the

10

period August 17-18 there were
openings to Scandinavia with LA,
OH, OZ and SM being logged.
Meteor Scatter, especially
during the period August 11-13,
allowed QSOs to be made around
central Europe. The station of
Pierre Pasteur HBO/HB9(10 was
heard providing many operators
with Liechtenstein for a new
country. The expedition to the Faroe
Islands also stirred up much
activity.

Sp -E.

10

14
18

CT, EH, I, ISO, IT9, TK and ZB.

On other occasions brief Sp -E

Sunday 27 November 1994
Az
UTC

05
01

El

Rise

0100
0130
0200
0230
0300
Set
1030
1100
1130
1200
1230

The DXpedition station ES5WE/0
(K007) operated by ES5RY was very
active. On many days the
propagation path was to the south
of the UK. Contacts were made into

092
098
104
110

04

116

20

239
245

21

08
12
16

Microwave Bands
17

251

13

257
263

09
04
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What is believed to be the first
contact on the 120GHz band was
recently made on July 11. Tom
Williams WA1MBA and Jim Mead
WB2BYW initially made a c.w. QSO
over a distance of two metres!
The stations then moved 200
metres apart, then 950 metres,
before increasing the path length to

1.15km. The equipment consisted of
an 11GHz TX/RX driving into a
harmonic mixer. The 11th harmonic
produced 10pW (microwatts!) of
120GHz output into a 30mm dish.
The mixers used for the 120GHz
rigs were commercial units built by
Pacific Millimeter Products. The
dishes were borrowed from the
University of Massachusetts.
Both WA1MBA and WB2BYW
had also made a contact on the
145GHz band back in 1993. They
report that making a QS0 on the
120GHz band is much more difficult
because of oxygen absorption at
that frequency.
Apparently, Tom and Jim are
talking about the possibility of
making a QS0 on the 245GHz band
in 1995. In the UK we don't have
these allocations but we do have
the 142 and 248GHz bands. I wonder
who will be the first to make a DX
contact on these frequencies!

From Cyprus
I've received details from Dave
Court OZ3SDL about his recent
expedition from Cyprus. He
operated on the 50 and 70MHz
bands using the call sign
5B4/G3SDL between June 30 and
July 12.
Unfortunately Sp -E conditions
during this period were poor and
few double -hop openings occurred.
On the 50MHz band only seven
contacts were made with the UK. It
was therefore not surprising that no
QSOs were made on the 70MHz
band.
Some cross -band 50/70MHz

contacts were attempted with
stations in I, PA, SV and 9H. But
even these failed to produce any
signals.
The equipment used on the
70MHz band consisted of a Galaxy
28MHz transceiver driving a

Microwave Modules transverter.
The 10W output then fed a BNOS
100W amplifier into a 4 -element J Beam Yagi.
Dave mentions that thanks are
due to BNOS for the loan of the
100W 70MHz amplifier. He reported
that on the 50MHz band 5B4/G3SDL
made a total of 394 QSOs with
stations in 28 DXCC countries.

Deadline Time
That's all I have for you this month
and it's deadline time again. But I
hope that you now realise that v.h.f.
signals do extend beyond the
horizon!
So, if you've worked any DX
recently then please send your
reports to me at Yew Tree Cottage.
Lower Maescoed, Herefordshire
HR2 OHP or via packet radio
GB7MAD or the DX Cluster system.
Alternatively you can telephone me
on (0873187679.
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PE TER SHOR
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In this month's look at the broadcast bands Peter Shore has
news of schedule changes, radio broadcasts using Internet and
a convention in Atlanta.

0

If you are heading off on
your travels, either in the UK
or overseas, and want a
small radio to pop in your
luggage, how about trying
the Sony ICF-SW33? The
ICF-SW33's digital frequency
read-out and a world time
clock offer ease of use, arid
it works well across the
short wave bands too.
The SW33 measures
165mm wide by 90mm high
and 30mm deep, and weighs
in at 420g including the 3 AA
size cells. You can step
through each of the short
wave broadcast bands, and
the last frequency received
in each band is tuned.
Then you can tune using
either the + or the - key. Five
memory positions are
available on each of medium
wave, short wave and f.m.
but this set does not,
unusually for a Sony, have
long wave.
There's also a clever
world time clock with five
cities preset in the factory,
these are: London, New
York, Los Angeles, Singapore
and Tokyo. Sony also provide
a 'summertime button' which
alters each zone by an hour
to allow for time changes in
the Spring and Autumn.
Performance on short
wave is good for a set of its
size. It's not a DXer's dream,
but it pulls in all the major
stations and is a good
travelling set. The retail
price in Britain is around
£140.

Extra
Frequencies
There are a couple of extra
frequencies for Radio
Netherlands English service
at 1530 and 1730 following

the ending of the station's
Arabic language
programmes. At 1530, 13.77
and 15.56MHz carry English

to the Middle East and North
Africa, and between 1730
and 1925, 9.86 and
11.655MHz have been

assigned to English to Africa.
The Voice of Ethiopia
(VoEI has retimed its 60
minute English language
broadcast from 1500 to
1600UTC. It can be heard on
9.56 and 7.165MHz.
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September. The station can
be heard beaming to Europe
at 0700 to 0830 on 11.835 and
9.60MHz, and in the evening
from 1700 to 2000 on
15.35MHz. In addition, the

Comprehensive
Listing
Dave Keely GWOOGZ sent

me a comprehensive listing
of DX and s.w.l. programmes
and World Band DX info that
he found on the Packet
Network. The data is
compiled by Dave G7HRC1

and it's a useful round -up of
what can be heard on the
broadcast bands.
Frequencies and satellite
details are included, and
Dave says he updates the
information every four to six
weeks.
The long wave
transmitter in eastern
Germany on 261kHz that
used to carry Russian
language programmes for
Soviet troops based in the
former DDR under the name
Radio Volga now carries
only the German station
RadioRopa Info. RadioRopa
is on the air from 0400 to
2100UTC daily.
The Voice of America

(VoA), which recently
inaugurated a new short
wave relay station in
Botswana, is now hiring time
on Channel Africa's
transmitters at Meyerton.
English is carried on
4.985MHz at 1800 for an hour,
Monday to Friday, and at
weekends there is an hourlong English transmission on
3.97MHz at 1600UTC. This

strikes me as confusing for
the listener, but there must
be method in there
somewhere!
Meanwhile back in the
USA, a report on the weekly
World of Radio programme
carried on WWCR Nashville
(Tuesday at 1230 and Friday
at 2115 both on 15.685MHz;
Saturday at 0600 and Sunday
at 0030 on 7.435MHz

according to the Packet
information!) says that VoA

is planning to reduce the
output of its Bethany
transmitting station in Ohio
by half. The VoA station also
has a mainland US
transmitting station at
Greenville in North Carolina.
While all this is going
on, the station is looking at
new ways of getting its
programmes to world
audiences. In mid -August
VoA started to use the
Internet to distribute
electronically digitised audio
news bulletins in English and
up to 14 other languages.
The English service is
updated hourly and anyone
who can access the Internet
with a computer that
supports sound can
download the newscasts
The weekly media
programme Communications
World is also digitally stored
on the Internet.
I would be very
interested to hear from any
reader of PWwho tunes in
to VoA this way. Drop me a
line at the Editorial Office in
Broadstone.

Hiring Time
Deutsche Welle iDW) is
hiring time from Channel
Africa, becoming the third
station to do so in addition to
VoA mentioned earlier and
the BBC World Service. DW
can be heard at: 0300-0700
on 6.015 with English at 0400;
0900-0950 on 9.565 in English;
1000-1050 on 15.41; 11001150 on 17.80 in English;
1200-1400 on 21.695; 14001450 on 15.41; 1500-2200 on
7.185 and 1800-2200 on
3.995MHz

upper sideband frequency of
21.455MHz continues
throughout the day.
If Latin American
cooking takes your fancy,
then tune in to Karen
Schmidt's tour of the
culinary delights of the
continent on Thursdays.
Ecuadorean music features
each Friday, while the
program Ham Radio Today's
on Wednesday.
Features during October
include station logs, medium
wave characteristics and a
backwards look at radar on
Wednesday 5th,
transequatorial propagation
and maritime distress on the
19th and 0. -codes, scatter -

type propagation and
longwire antennas on the
26th. DX Partyline can be
heard on Saturdays at 0730
and 1700UTC.

Atlanta
Convention
Finally, if you are at a loose
end between October 20
and 24th and have a little
loose change to spend, how
about making a date with the
Monitoring Times
convention in Atlanta,
Georgia? This annual
meeting brings together
short wave listeners from
across the US and further
afield, with several
international radio stations
represented. Full details are
available from convention
organiser Ian McFarland at 6
Coolbreeze Avenue, Pt
Claire, Quebec, Canada H9S
5G4 FAX: 0101-514 697 2615

That's all for this
month's look at the
broadcast bands. Keep
listening and don't forget if
you hear anything
interesting or unusual drop
me line at the PWEditorial
Offices in Broadstone.

Schedule
Changes
The Ecuador station, HCJB
made some changes to its
schedule at the beginning of
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ARCADE
The PW Shopping Arcade
Welcome to the Practical Wireless 'Arcade'. In this section of the magazine, you'll be able to find all those
important services 'under one roof' - just like the shopping arcades you see in the High Street.

Let your eyes 'stroll through' the Arcade every month and you'll find all departments open for business
including: The Book Service, PCB Service, Binders and details of other PW Services. Make a regular habit of
'visiting' the Arcade, because in future, you'll have the chance of seeing special book offers and other
bargains. And don't forget, this Arcade is open wherever you're reading PW1

Services
Queries:
Practical Wireless,
PW Publishing Ltd., Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach,
Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW.
We will always try to help readers having difficulties with Practical Wireless
projects, but please note the following simple rules:
1: We cannot deal with technical queries over the telephone.
2: We cannot give advice on modifications either to our designs, to
commercial radio, TV or electronic equipment.
3: All letters asking for advice must be accompanied by a stamped selfaddressed envelope (or envelope plus IRCs for overseas readers).
4: Make sure you describe the problem adequately, with as much detail as
you can possibly supply.
5: Only one problem per letter please.

Back Numbers
Limited stocks of many issues of PW for past years are available at £2.00
each including post and packing. If the issue you want is not available, we
can photocopy a specific article at a cost of £1.50 per article or part of article.
Over the years, PW has reviewed many items of radio related equipment. A
list of all the available reviews and their cost can be obtained from the
Editorial Offices at Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset
BH18 8PW for a large stamped self-addressed envelope.

Binders
PW can provide a choice of binders for readers' use. Plain blue binders are
available, each holding 12 issues of any similar A4 format magazine.
Alternatively, blue binders embossed with the PW logo in silver can be
supplied. The price for either type of binder is £5.50 each (£1 P&P for one, £2
for two or morel.
Send all orders to PW Publishing Ltd., FREEPOST, Arrowsmith Court, Station
Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW.

Constructional Projects
Components for PW projects are usually readily available from component
suppliers. For unusual or specialised components, a source or sources will
be quoted.
Each constructional project is given a rating to guide readers as to the
complexity.
Beginner: A project that can be tackled by a beginner who is able to identify
components and handle a soldering iron.
Intermediate: A fair degree of experience of building radio or electronic
projects is assumed, but only basic test equipment will be needed to
complete any tests and adjustments.
Advanced: A project likely to appeal to the experienced constructor. Access
to workshop facilities and test equipment will often be required. Definitely
not for the beginner to attempt without assistance.

Mail Order
All items from PW are available Mail Order, either by post or using the 24hr
Mail Order Hotline (0202) 659930. Payment should be by cheque, postal
order, money order or credit card (Mastercard and Visa only). All payments
must be in sterling and overseas orders must be drawn on a London
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Come Fly With me to

DAYTON

HamVention '95
PRACTICAL WIRELESS EDITOR ROB MANNION
G3XFD EXTENDS A PERSONAL INVITATION
FOR YOU TO JOIN HIM AT THE BIGGEST
AMATEUR RADIO SHOW IN THE WORLD
The annual PW trip to the Dayton HamVention has established itself as
the highlight of the year for me. I look forward to flying to the USA
every year, meeting all our old friends and making new ones every time.
So, why don't you join us on the 1995 HamVention holiday it's a
marvellous experience and I'll enjoy your company.
As this is our 'Leicester Show' issue of PW I thought it would be a
good idea to invite readers to come and chat to me about the Dayton
HamVention Holiday during the show on Stand 3 in the Exhibition Hall.
So, if you're attending the show I'd be delighted to talk to you about
the tnp. Alternatively, if ycu prefer I would be pleased to talk to you on

the telephone between 1 and 2pm on (0202) 659910.
The 1995 HamVention Holiday departs from Gatwick on Tuesday
April 25 and we'll fly direct to Cincinnati in the USA for £650 per
person (based on two people sharing a room). We'll be staying at the
Holiday Inn in Englewood, Dayton for six nights and return home from
Cincinnati on Monday 1st, arriving home on Tuesday May 2. The price
includes entrance tickets to the three day HamVention and an excursion
to the world famous Air Force Museum (other optional excursions
available).

Singles Save
And, don't forget...if you're travelling alone on the PWtrip 'singles can
save'. We'll be pleased to arrange for you to share accommodation.
Although I'm leading the PW party again and look forward to
chatting to you, as with the successful 1994 holiday, the 1995 trip is
being organised by the professional tour operators Gulliver's Groups &
Incentives. Andy Garside Is looking after our arrangements and he's
looking forward to your enquiry for the full itinerary and booking form.
.-,'t
So, for full details on the 1995 PW Dayton HamVention trip

delay send the coupon today to: Andy Garside, Gullivers Groups &
Incentives, Fiddington Manor, Tewksbury, Gloucestershire GL20
7BJ, Tel: (0684) 293175, FAX: (0684) 290093

Clearing Bank.
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Whilst

of goods

prices

shown

in

Classified Ads

advertisements are correct at the time of

To advertise on this page see booking limn below.

from non -current issues of the magazine.

going to press, readers are advised to
check

goods with the advertiser before ordering

DISCLAIMER

Educational

Receivers
B.F.O. KITS Resolves single side band on almost
any radio, £16.49. H. CORRIGAN, 7 York Street,

COURSE FOR CITY AND GUILDS Radio

Ayr KA8 8AR.

examination and obtain your licence, with an

Amateurs

Examination.

Pass

this

important

RRC Home Study Course. For details of this and

other courses (GCSE, career and professional
examinations, etcl write or phone - THE RAPID

For Sale
JVFAX, HAMCOMM, GEOCLOCK, PACKET
RADIO and many more can be downloaded on the

RESULTS COLLEGE, DEPT JX116, Tuition House,
London SW19 4DS. Tel: 081-947 7272 (9am-5pm)
or use our 24hr Recordacall service 081-946 1102
quoting JX116.

Amstrutt Bulletin Board. Tel: 0822 611161.

NICKEL CADNIUM BATTERY PACK. 24V 1.2
AH Clansman range 20VR1-2 unused. £15.50
each. Plus £3 p&p. Mayflower Electronics, 48
Brendon Road, Watchet, Somerset. TA23 OHT.
Telephone: 0984 631825.

both prices and availability of

HEATHKIT EDUCATIONAL PRODUCTS/UK
DISTRIBUTOR Spares and Service Centre.

Some of the products offered for sale in

advertisements in this magazine may
have been obtained from abroad or
from unauthorised sources. Practical
Wireless advises readers contemplating
mail order to enquire whether the
products are suitable for use in the UK
and have full after -sales back-up
available.
The publishers of Practical Wireless
wish to point out that it is the

responsibility of readers to ascertain
legality

Cedar Electronics. 12 Isbourne Way, Broadway
Road, Winchcombe, Cheltenham. Glos. GL54

the

5N S. Tel: 10242) 602402.

magazine.

otherwise of items

or

offered for sale by advertisers in this

SHAREWARE REFERENCE GUIDE

Valves
VALVES GALORE Most valves available from
stock. Otherwise obtained quickly. Please send
SAE stating requirements or telephone. VALVE

& ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES Chevet Books,
Blackpool FY1
157
Dickson Road,
Tel: 102531 751858 or 10253) 302979.

r PO & Shareware

11.1:

Wanted

'.am radio,

graphics, business, scienotic, electronics, maths, education, etc.

2EU.

You'll find them all here, everything you need in one book. Thousands
of the best PD & shareware programs for DOS & Windows,

described in detail with the hardware requirements for each.
This is probably the most complete and up-to-date shareware
reference book available today. For you copy, send f2.50 by cheque,
PO, cash or pay by Access/Visa to.

PDSL, Winscombe Hse, Beacon Rd,
Crowborough, Sussex TN6 1UL.

WANTED, VALVES

GZ34, KT66, K688, PX4,
PX25 and all West European/USA manufactured
audio valves. Please post list of what you have

Tel 0892 663298 Fax. 0892 667473

Service Sheets

Billingshurst RH14 9EZ. Phone: 0403 784961 Fax:
0403 783519. Callers strictly by appointment only
please.

TECHNICAL MANUALS, AR88, CR100, R210,

for all your valves, tubes,
semi -conductors and ICs.

Langrex Supplies Ltd.,
1 Mayo Road, Croydon,
Surrey CRO 2RP.
081-684 1166. FAX: 081-684 3056.

receivers and domestic valve radios (working or
not).

Items

equipment

of Government surplus wireless
and

obsolete

test

equipment.

Pre -1965 wireless and audio components and
accessories. Pre -1975 wireless and TV books and

magazines. Also, most valves wanted for cash.
Must be unused and boxed. CBS, 157 Dickson
Road, Blackpool, FY1 2EU. Tel: (0253) 751858 or
(0253) 302979.

available for prompt reply. We also wholesale
audio tubes, valves and CRTs. Mimimum order
£100. Billington Export, 1E Gillmans Ind Est,

TOP PRICES PAID

WANTED FOR CASH Valve communication

Computer
Software & Hardware

HRO, £5 each. Cirkits only. 150 pence, plus S.A.E.,

lists thousands. Bentley, 27 De Vere Gardens,
Ilford Essex IG1 3EB. Phone: 081 554 6631

ULTIMATE MORSE TUTOR for PC's and
ATARI £30 from BOSCAD Ltd, 16 Aytoun Grove,

r

Tel:

Baldridgeburn, Dunfermline, Fife KY12 9TA or

Miscellaneous

DIY Inexpensive radio projects. Easy to
make, SAE, RYLANDS, 39 Parkside Avenue,
Southampton SO1 9AF.

0383

evenings

729584,

for

detailed

information.

JVFAX/SSTV, HAMCOMM, PKTMON. 9F D
or 25F D PC Transceive Interface, Programs,
Manuals, Pictures.
Tel: 081-595 0823.

£22.50

G8SLB

(CITHR).

.

ORDER FORM FOR CLASSIFIED ADS PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALS
The prepaid rate for classified advertisements is 42 pence per word (minimum 12 words), box number 70p extra. Semi -display setting £13.90 per
single column centimetre (minimum 2.5cm). Please add 17.5% VAT to the total. All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to the PW
Publishing. Treasury notes should always be sent by registered post. Advertisements, together with remittance should be sent to the Classified
Advertisement Dept., Practical Wireless, Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW. Tel: (0202) 659920, Fax: (0202) 659950

Please insert this advertisement in the
will insert it in the next available issue of PW) for

issue of Practical Wireless (if you do not specify an issue we
insertion/s. I enclose Cheque/P.O. for

(42p per word,

12 minimum, please add 17.5% VAT to total).
Name:

Addrcss

Telephone No.:

Box Number @ 70p: Tick if appropriate
Category heading:
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KENWOOD
RF BENCH ENGINEER
As both the established leader in the UK Amateur
Market

Radio

manufacturer

and

as

the

fastest

growing

in the PMR market, Kenwood are

Coker joins the Somerset range!

becoming a major force in the Communications

Its a simple CI DC transceiver for those starting on home construction.

field.

Sofia!)le as Club project. The RX uses .1 FEN in a novel high gain

arrangement. Dined by varacfor diode with stabilised supply.
The TX has semi break-in operation, sidetone and tuned FET output stage

No ICs! eJsJo, r N) and Ifihm Complete with all hardware.

costs £30,
11,illarl Um Ironies. I pion Bridge lane. ImiR stilton.
I anfiporl

Tel: 04511241224

1%10

Loca

i1

10

1

hij4 STP
23 Bou.sfiew Crosq,,London
ISIME 071 6W96
19

With this rapid growth comes an opportunity for an
RF bench engineer.

The ideal applicant will have experience in Amateur
Radio service and be familiar with the latest product
technology.

Based at Watford, duties will include service of
Amateur and PMR products and customer technical

FTe

Trying to "Locate" a radio repair service?
Stop!! Come directly to us. Our London based workshop is
equipped with modern test equipment, maintained to
BS5781/AQAP6 Edition 2 standard.

support.

To apply. in the first instance send your C.V. to:

Mr. D Trice
Personnel Manager
Trio-Kenwood UK Limited
Kenwood House
Dwight Road
Watford
Herts.
WD1 8EB

We can maintain any of the following systems: -

k mateur Radio equipment, Mobile Radio systems,

and IBM PC/Clone computers.
Contact Clive Jenner on the above numbers, for advise on the
range of services that we offer. Office hours 0830 to 1830
Monday through Saturday

Repair Technicians
Motorola Cellular Subscriber Division are the world leaders in
cellular technology, a position they have achieved through
their commitment to Total Customer Satisfaction and
technical innovation. This major success story has resulted in
continuing growth at their state of the art manufacturing
facility near Edinburgh.
They now require Repair Technicians for their Customer
Service Centre to fault -find and repair on their full range of
Analogue and Digital products to component level, and to
identify reliability trends.

Educated to at least ONC level in Electrical and Electronic
Engineering, you should have at least 2 years experience in
an electronics environment. Cellular knowledge and
experience within a service environment would also be an
advantage.
As an equal status company everyone is encouraged to
develop to their full potential, and take on ever increasing
responsibility. For committed and ambitious men and women,
there is no limit to both personal and technical career
development.
Working shifts you can expect an attractive salary and
benefits package including relocation where appropriate.

For further details please contact Carolyn McGinlay,
Melville Craig Selection, 26 York Place, Edinburgh
EH I 3EP. Telephone: 031 557 8522 Ref: CM334

SENIOR SALES
PERSON
New Opportunity to join the highly successful

MARTIN LYNCH TEAM
Martin Lynch and his team

at

The Amateur Radio

Exchange Centre in Ealing are increasingly successful in
the hobby radio market, in spite of the lingering effects of
the economic recession and the intense competition from
other retailers

Our substantial marketing activities, positive customer
relations policy, massive purchasing power, and dependable
services are seen to be in marked contrast to the old style of

'take it or leave it' attitude that so retarded the amateur
radio market for a generation! Here in London, we expect a
new colleague to understand this philosophy and to have
the proven experience and personal capability to reflect it
in his or her daily business activities!

The appointment is open to anyone who can convince us
all that they will prove to be a major asset to the team on
both amateur radio AND commercial sales. Thus, you will
be from a similar environment, perhaps even known to one

of us, and will need to 'prove your case' in order to be
short listed.

Please write or call Martin Lynch personally and in total
confidence

MARTIN LYNCH

MOTOROLA

140-142 Northfield Avenue, Ealing,
MELVILLE CRAIG
GROUP
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London W13 9SB
Telephone: 081 566 1120
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BARGAIN BASEMENT
Write your advertisement clearly in BLOCK CAPITALS up to a maximum of 30 words plus 12 words
for your address - and send &together with your payment of £3.00 Ichoeues payable to PW
Publishing Leal, or subscriber despatch label and corner flash to. Zoe Shorthand. PW Bargain
Basement Arrowsmith Court Station Approach, Broads -tone, Dorset 8H18 8PW.
Subscribers must include the despatch label bearing their address and subscription number to
qualify for their free advert.

CD1400 0 a scope. f50 TF144H sig. gee . £50
TF2370 110MHz spectrum analyser, £600 Racal RA17
HRO. etc. Alan, Berks Tel 10344127869

SS9 5XF Tel:107021522899

Microwave bits. Waveguide, flexible sections.

FR17700 artenna tuner and F1F232C CAT interface
with all leads and manuals. £403. all good working
order Martin, Oxon Tel (08651374871 evenings or

Yea= RM-111100 with fitted FRV8800 vhf unit plus

susights. bends. miconneters. matching sections,
circulators, louplers. etc . sae please for list Dick,
inverness Tel I04E31731666

(08501409882 days

Old tech Philips N1700 video recorder with tapes,

Tees= FT -293R Mkl, mint condition, boxed with
MuTek front end. NiCads and 18W amp, £250 Tel.
Hereford daytime (04321352222 (ask for Julie), or

spare head, service sheet, will exchange for aything
with valves, home-brew, 60s transmitter kits or w h y7
Tel. Bury 061-766 3546

104321341602 evenings

Olivetti M24 computer 8086 c p.0 10Meg hard

Adverts published on a first come, first -served basis, all queries to Zoe Shortland on (0202) 659910

Advertisements from traders, or for equipment that is illegal to possess, use or which cannot be
licensed in the UK, will not be accepted.
No responsibility will be taken for errors.

Yam FT-69011mM I OW amp, good condition. £375
ono New 50MHz HB9CV, £15 Also 50MHz vertical
home base antenna, £40 o n o Mike. Middlesex Tel

drive, Dos 3 3, Norton Commander, EGA monitor,
£100 New Epson L0100 palter, f 100 New WS2000
external modem, £35 The lot for £200 Tel Kettering

(09561506101 evenings

1053E1522007

Yeses FT -690R Mkl tested when bought but not used
since, £250 Also FT -208 plus car supply/charger,
headset and mic . £85 Good condition. 144/430
duplexer Offers Mervyn 681NHG, no longer active.
Tel Congleton 102601272916 anytime

Philips Dictation machine LFH 0910. unused in
original boxes, complete with foot contra,
microphone, headphones, mains p s u £75 on o

For Sale

Hallicrafters SX16 Super Skyrider receiver. 1937

Automat battery charger 220-250V 24 cells AT
24amp. weight appro. 7 5cwt Offers Buyer collects
Yaesu FRG) 500kHz to 29 9MHz with instruction
manual, sensible offer. Buyer collects Tel. Rhondda
10-143' 77f:53F

Avanti Moonraker lour beam antenna .Iodel
number AVI40 as new. £80. also 70MHz ex-PMR
radio. £10 each For more details Tel Walsall 109221
30668 after Spin

Collins 393 hi. receiver and p s u

speaker,

phones, f250 ERA Microreader. £50 Yaesu FT -207
h f and 28MHz transceiver. £200 High power a t u
150 Trap dipole. £20 Nick Murray, Newcastle Upon Tyne Tel 091-274 5844 after Spin

vintage, working order with service data and spares
Marconi TF144G signal generator. Cossor 339
oscillograph, unused, boxed valves, some ex. WD,
offers invited Wood. Compton. Agates Lane
Ashread. Surrey KT21 2NG Tel (0372)277068
IC -11701:0 with Lowe h t conversion v.h.f./u h.f. OMHz
to 2GHz with manuals, £700. Kenwood TS -690S. six

months old, 0 to 6MHz, 100W, filters fitted, looks and
works perfectly, f 1100 Bob Palmer, Beford Tel
(0234)855028

Isom IC -735 h.f. transceiver, brand new condition,
£650incl power supply G4DRH, OTHR Tel Lance
(02531730033

kom R9000 purchased from loom March '94, will sell
for, £2500 thats f2450 off new price Box, manual

Peter. Clwyd Tel 10492)531760

Portable/contest operation 2 camper vans for sale,

Pye A100 linear amplifiers M band, convert

(04921580755

144/70750MHz. £12, plus postage Tel Cheshire
167601752287

with manual. £45 Citizen pocket colour TV, boxed, as
new, £65 Vale° enhancer, new and boxed, £25 All
includes post and packing Barry GORZ1, Cumbria Tel

resistance Thomas, 13 Maesy Parc. Kidwelly, Dyfed

10946!812092

Early home computers such as Acom. Atom, Lynx,
Jupiter Ace, Elan Enterprise, Apple III, Apple Lisa.
seediaxxleo SV-328, Ono Atmos, Sara 15-11. Psion
organiser one, Commodore 64 executive IBM Junior
Enrico Tedeschi, 54 Easthill Drive, Portslade, Brighton
BN41 2FD Tel/FAX (02731410749 anytime.

Television bits and pieces from the 1950x

Drake TR7 complete h.f. station. PS7 p s.0 MS7

ma . £20 PSLI 121i 7A. EIO Sealed lead acid charger

speaker, 7077 Inc . service manuals, 300/1,8 filters.

with two 12V 6Ah batteries, £35 low pass filter, E5
14MHz whip, £10 Postage extra Tel Dorset (0258)

comprising homemade chassis, a oozen valves. ITV
converter etc £10 o n o Peter, Clwyd Tel (04921
1; '7.71

p w o , £95 and Pye valve radio, model VHF2D vhf .

Ims.pwo, £75 Carriage extra Hugh McCallion,

880895.

TRV14 v h t . iong. medium and short. 12 to 192m.

No 8 Strathard Close. Coleraine, Co Londondeny. N
Ireland 13T51 3ES Tel 10265143793

Experimenter's 4CX 150= based power
amplifiers/linears 430MHz cavity. 144MHz and h f
19in rack -mounting with common p s u all are used
suitable high voltage experience only Will separate
J Carter, Cambridge Tel (0223)358601
,

FT-101ZD hi. transceiver, fan. WARC, Im.cw
filter. uric , manual, v g c £375 FV901DM v f 0.40
memories with manual. £165 FT -720R 430MHz f m
transceiver, £125 all can be seen working John
GOGUL. Coventry Tel (0203)450476

GEC hi. receiver, 150kHz to 30MHz. circa 1965,
very good condition, crystal i f filters. El 20 o n o
Also Heathkit 14MHz transceiver, 200 pep,ssb.
old but good, 180 o n o Tel Kent (063414001396

Eddystone 960 . dlayette. all models Clarke and
calve receiver for cash Collection
doubles for sale teem. Surrey Tel
10374)128170 or FAX 103721454381 anytime.

Kenwood 130v. Ten Tee Argonaut or Scout or

453930

Kenwood TM -742E 50W to -band (with 50MH11,
Kenwood TM-25SE 40W 144MHz multimode, BNOS.
15 amp ps u., all boxed. exchange for Kenwood TS 790, fitted with 1296MHz, must be perfect, can travel
(swap only) Barry G70FR, W Yorksnae Tel (0274)

Dynatron Pathfinder salve table radio, model

SA17 411E

Realistic PR02006 programable scanner in box with

Kenwood DM81 dipmeter £35 Yaesu YM38 desk

internal frequency counter. KWI 07 ant/tun dummy
load, s w r /p w r E650 o n o lkW Hugh GMOSI3J,
Near Glasgow Tel (0355)248606

Bono conductor head phone for hearing aid, state

cower tt Wtand mod.pat,or, boxed

manual, hardly used. covers 25-520 and 7601300MHz, full scan and search, also Scanners Third
Edition VHF UHF Guide, £1613 o n o Colin GM7TFN,
Scotland Tel (0475) 786831

ssb,am,cw, WARC. 1/2 size G5RV, 0-150MHz

Wanted

Reece transceiver monitoring system tn'ee
meters s w r

and accessories, under guarantee I don't need or
understand most of the functions Tel Leamington
Spa (09761334974

DJX1 plus Wads. £200 Optoerectronics 2300, £80
Pair telephone scramblers. £80 Tel 103261574701

Yee= FT -690R11 50MHz multimode transceiver with
case, mint condition, six months old, still under
guarantee. boxed with manual. suit Novice, £375
Buyer collects Richard GW7RYB, North Wales. Tel

:me with mains Tel

Kellwood 15-115115 with PS32 power supply and
AT230 a t u also Adonis AM308 desk top
microphone, all in excellent working order, please call
and make an offer, must sell this week Adam,
Leicestershire Tel 10973) 258493 anytime.

Transformer and choke 1,000-750-0-750-1000V
2bOrnA, v45, boo collects Tel Bucks (0296127668

Yaesu TS50S, also Yaesu or Kenwood g c h f receiver,
eg Trio 2000 Tel London 071-935 7119 weekdays

Trio TR-9130 144MHz multemode, good conchtor,
boxed with manual, f250 Kenwood remote v1 o for
TS -830S, boxed, excellent, £50 0 n o Matching
speaker, E45 Kenwood TR-9500 430MHz multi -mode,
f250 o n o Tel Dumbarton (0389)84182B

Old Ni F equipment Quad, Leak etc any condition,

Lattice telescopic towers suitable for aerials from

TS -130S. £450 Clarke W15 pneumatic mast plus
Landrover tilt mount, 55ft extended. heavy duty, £475
COE Ham 2 rotator, f 160 SM220 scope, £160 AT230,
£100 THB Mklll trebander, £175 KWM2A cased
offers, all mint John G4TEN, Dorset Tel 102581
830688

25ft to 5611 c/w hinged base section, buyer to collect.
£200 each Tel 109811250358, FAX 10981)251483

Various components. Denco coils. mains

Wooziness Practical W1[065%51972 to date,
complete Short Wave Magazine. 1976 to date,
complete Radio Communication 1980 to date, some
older issues also available. Best offer secures Peter,
Clwyd Tel 10497)53'760

also valves. year books, cash paid Equipment
collected Any other equipment wanted Tel
Birmingham 021-764 8765
R1155, any considered Roger Bebbington G7MXP,
Merseyside Tel (07441731452,

Racal MA197B preselectar. g.w o. John, London
Tel 081 579 8929
Receiver 111224A Isee Valve & Vintage article in
September P141, sentimental reasons, will pay cash
(Or swap for other vintage radio( and collect. Chris
Moreton, South Wales Tel m2911673849/650231

transformers, resistors, connectors, etc . also Denco
IFTS 465kHz, valves. 150 the lot Mr 0 Hardy Thompson, 267 Hal lydown Way, Leytonstone. tendon

Sinclair Mk14 computer, 1979 and other Sinclair
products such as wrist calculator. Micro 6 radio, mini
IV frequency meter, oscilloscope. etc Enrico
Tedeschi. 54 Easthill Drive, Portslade, Brighton BN41
2FD Tel/FAX 102731410749

Ell 4NG

Marconi submarine receiver. 916-4903 rare.

h.1 50MHz 1m I 5, 15, 4 5. 7 6. 9.5.
Yaesu
115, 14 0, 15.0, 17 5, 21 0, 21 5, 25.5.27 0.28 0.28 5,
29 0, 29 5MHz bands and Mizuho a t u £190 ono A

Digital Wane, se, s u L super set, E150 with data

Lancaster. 150 Rayleigh Road, Leigh -On -Sea, Essex

VCR97 base, all exps paid A G Moorhouse Tel
Surrey 081-647 5184

Closing date for December issue: October 17

BARGAIN BASEMENT ORDER FORM

PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALS

Please insert this advertisement in the next available issue of
Practical Wireless.
I enclose Cheque/P.O. for £
(£3.00)
made payable to PW Publishing Ltd.

FOR SALE/
WANTED/
EXCHANGE

Name

Address

Access. Visa and Mastercard accepted
Card number
Expiry date of card
Signature
Subscription Number (free ad for subscribers)
A Photocopy of this tom is accesslade DUI rou .s.S1 salt send in non Ilasb as proof of purchase.
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"EVERYONE
WILL
BE OFFERING
SPECIAL DEALS
THE LEICESTERAT
SHOW, SO SHOP
AROUND AND
CALL AT OUR
STAND LAST IF
IT'S A REALISTIC
OFFER YOU'VE
HAD - WE WILL
MATCH ID"

Amateur Radio
Communications Ltd

.c7)

cn

Amateur Radio
Communications,
38 Bridge Street,
Earlstown,
Newton -le -Willows,
Merseyside WA12 9BA

ORDER FORM FOR ALL MAIL ORDER PURCHASES
IN PRACTICAL WIRELESS
CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON (0202) 659930
FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (0202) 659950
Or please fill in the details ticking the relevant boxes, a photocopy will be
acceptable to save you cutting your beloved copy!

To: PW Publishing Ltd., FREEPOST, Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW.
SUBSCRIPTIONS

Fax: 0925 229882

E22.00 (UKI
$45" (USA)

PRACTICAL WIRELESS 1 YEAR

MEET US ALL AT THE
LEICESTER SHOW
ON STAND S53

Please start my subscription with
the

1 0 £25.00 (Europe)

issue.

£27.00 (Rest of World)

SPECIAL JOINT SUBSCRIPTION WITH SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE 1 YEAR.

J £39.00 (UK) 0 £42.00 (Europe) O £45.00 (Rest of World) D 575* (USA)
$ cheques only please.

BINDERS
I Please send me
PWBinder(s) @ £5.50 each.
Postal charges.
£1 for one, £2 for two or more
(UK & overseas surface).

£

BOOKS
Just working out special deals for the
show
Peter

J Please send me the following book/s,

Postal charges.
UK:
for one, £2 for two or more.
Overseas: £1.75 for one, £3.50 for two or more.

£

NEW FASTER NEXT DAY SERVICE (UK)
(For orders received am) £3.75

am always ready to speak to customers
Elaine
both before and after sale

GRAND TOTAL

PAYMENT DETAILS
Name

Address
As an independent retailer we can give
you an unbiased opinion on the
equipment most suited to you .
. Richard
.

Postcode

Telephone No.

.

I enclose cheque/PO (Payable to PW Publishing Ltd) £

Open:
Tues-Sat
10-5pm

Or

WE ARE
1 MILE
FROM

Card No.

Charge to my AccessNisa Card the amount of

J23, M6

All our servicing is done in-house at very
competitive rates. Often turn round in 5
. Frank
days
.

and
4'4 MILES
OFF J9,
M62

Valid from
Signature

We will have all the latest equipment on
display and part of the stand will be
reserved for secondhand/commission
sales. all thoroughly checked out!

cn
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Tel

are normally despatched by return of post but please allow 28 days for del.yery. Prices correct at

0

VI: NOW DEAL WITH THREE FINANCE HOUSES
THUS OFFERING VERY COMPETITIVE APR
RATES PLUS INTEREST FREE A PUY NOW PAY
LATER' SCHEMES. PHONE FOR DETAILS

to

time of going to press. Please note: all payments must be made in Sterling.

cil OUR AIM IS 100% SATISFACTION g
),.

11111 -
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(0202) 659930
FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON
(0202) 659950
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Fifty Nand;
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TO ORDER:
PLEASE USE THE ORDER FORM ON PAGE 79 OR TELEPHONE THE CREDIT
CARD HOTLINE ON (0202) 659930.

GUIDES

AIR BAND RADIO HANDBOOK
4th Edition
David J. Smith

Extensively revised & updated lOctober
19921. Air band radio listening enables you
to listen -in on the conversations between
aircraft and those on the ground who
control them, and is an increasingly popular
and fascinating hobby. A new chapter on
military air band has been added. The
author, an air traffic controller, explains
more about this listening hobby.
190

pages.

E7.99

THE COMPLETE SHORT WAVE LISTENER'S
HANDBOOK 4th EDITION

Hank Bennett, Harry Helms
& David Hardy
This book is a comprehensive guide to the
basics of short wave listening. Everything
you need to get started as an s w.l. is
explained in a clear and easily understood
manner. Receivers, antennas, frequencies,
propagation, 0 -codes, etc are all covered.
321

pages

£17.95

DIAL SEARCH 1992/94

George Wilcox
The listener's check list and guide to
European radio broadcasting. Covers MA.,
I.w., v.h.f. & sw., including two special foldout maps. Also includes a full list of British
stations, a select list of European stations,
broadcasts in English and Making the Most
of Your Portable'.
46 pages £4.25

FLIGHT ROUTINGS 1994

Compiled by TT & S.J. Williams
This guide was produced with the sole aim
of assisting airband listeners to quickly find
details of a flight, once they have identified
an aircraft's callsign. Identifies the flights of
airlines, schedule, charter, cargo and mail,
to and from the UK and Eire and overflights
between Europe and America.
122

pages. £6.00

FERRELL'S CONFIDENTIAL FREQUENCY

LIST 9th Edition

Compiled by Geoff Halligey
Spirally bound, this easy -to -use reference
book covers 1 6 - 28MHz in great depth, all
modes and
utility services,
with new
reverse
frequency
listing showing
every known
frequency
against each
callsign, who's
using what
frequency and
mode. what's
that callsign?
These are

80

some of the answers this book will help you
find.
544

pages

£17.95

transmissions of the UN, aircraft and
shipping engaged in the civil war in the
former Yugoslavia
28 pages E4.95

GUIDE TO FAX RADIO STATIONS

14th Edition

NEWNES SHORT WAVE LISTENING HAND

Joerg Klingenfuss
The new edition of this super reference
book covers the world's facsimile stations,
their frequencies and methods of working.
There is a section covering the equipment
needed to receive FAX over the radio. To
give you an idea of what is available there
are many pages of off -air received FAX
pictures. 392 pages. E18.00

BOOK

OM* TO MUTT OTTfONI

'hero
Klingenfuss
This book covers
the complete
short wave
range from 3 to
30MHz together
with the
adjacent
frequency bands

Joe Pritchard G1UQW
A technical guide for all short wave
listeners. Covers construction and use of
sets for the s.w.l. who wants to explore the
bands up to 30MHz. Also covers the
technical side of the hobby from simple
electrical principles all the way to simple
receivers. 276 pages. E15.95
POCKET GUIDE TO RTTY AND FAX
STATIONS

GUIDE TO
UTILITY
STATIONS

Bill Laver
A handy reference book listing RTTY and
FAX stations, together with modes and other
essential information The listing is in
ascending frequency order, from 1.6 to
26.8MHz. 57 pages £3.95

NT

0

from 0 to 150kHz
and from 1.6 to

3MHz. It includes details on all types of
utility stations including FAX and RTTY.
There are 19549 entries in the frequency list
and 3590 in the alphabetical callsign list plus
press services and meteorological stations.
Included are RTTY & FAX press and meteor
schedules. There are 11800 changes since
the 10th edition. 534 pages E24.00
HF OCEANIC AIRBAND COMMUNICATIONS
4th Edition
Bill Laver
HF aircraft channels by frequency and band,
main ground radio stations, European R/T
networks and North Atlantic control
frequencies. 31 pages £3.95
INTERNATIONAL RADIO STATIONS GUIDE
8P255

Peter Shore
As in 'Broadcast Round -up', his column in
PW, Peter Shore has laid this book out in
world areas, providing the listener with a
reference work designed to guide around
the ever -more complex radio bands. There
are sections covering English language

RADIO LISTENERS GUIDE 1994

Clive Woodyear
This is the third edition of this radio
listener's guide. Simple -to -use maps and
charts show the frequencies for radio
stations in the UK. Organised so that the
various station types are listed separately.
the maps are useful for the travelling
listener. Articles included in the guide
discuss v.h.f aerials, RDS, the Radio
Authority and developments from
Blaupunkt 68 pages. E3.45
UK SCANNING DIRECTORY

4th Edition
This spiral bound book lists over 12000 UK
spot frequencies from 25MHz to 1.2136Hz.
Articles on scanning in the UK.

250 pages. £11.50
VHFAINF SCANNING FREQUENCY GUIDE

This book gives details of frequencies from
26MHz to 12GHz with no gaps and who uses
what. Completely revised and enlarged
(February 19931, there are chapters on
equipment requirements as well as
antennas, the aeronautical bands, as well
as the legal aspect of listening using a
scanner.
156

pages

E9.95

WORLD RADIO TV HANDBOOK 1994
Country -by -country fisting of i. w., m. w. &

transmissions, programmes for Mars and
s.w.l.s. Along with sections on European

s.w. broadcast and TV stations. Receiver
test reports, English language broadcasts.
The s.w.l.'s

medium wave and UK f.m. stations.

E15.95.

266

pages. £5.95

INTERNATIONAL VHF FM GUIDE
7th Edition.

Julian Baldwin G3UHK & Kris Partridge
G8AUU
70 pages E2.85

MONITORING THE YUGOSLAV CONFLICT

Langley Pierce 'third editionl
A guide to movitoring the Yugoslav radio

2j-i

\

For every book
order received
October 13 and November between
the name and address
10 1994
of the customer
will be entered into
our prize draw. On
November
11 one
sack. The lucky name will be pulled from the
person will win
a f50 note (a
real one!)
So wh y not place
an order for that
you've being
book that
thinking about
buying and you
may be the lucky
recipient of f50.

The books listed have been selected as being of special interest to our readers.
They are supplied direct to your door. Some titles are overseas in origin.
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SATELLITES
NEWNES GUIDE TO SATELLITE TV

Derek Stephenson
This book, the 3rd edition, is a hard bound
volume, printed on high quality paper. The
author is a satellite repair and installation
engineer and the book covers all information
needed by the installation engineer, the
hobbyist and the service engineer to
understand the theoretical and practical
aspects of satellite reception with dish
installation and to how to trouble -shoot when
picture quality is not up to anticipated
reception. Mathematics has been kept to a
minimum.

321 pages. E18.95
SATELLITE BOOK - A Complete Guide to

Satellite TV Theory and Practice
John Breeds
This book deals almost exclusively with
television broadcast satellites and is a
comprehensive collection of chapters on
topics, each written by a expert in that field.
It appears to be aimed at the professional
satellite system installer, for whom it is
invaluable, but it will be appreciated by a
much wider audience - anyone interested in
satellite technology.

280 pages. £30.00
SATELLITE EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK
2nd Edition

Martin Davidoff K2UBC
The book .s divided into four main Sections History, Getting Started, Technical Topics and
Appendices. It provides information on
spacecraft built by, and for, radio amateurs In
addition, it discusses weather, TV -broadcast
and other satellites of interest to amateurs.

313 pages.

E14.50

SATELLITE TELEVISION

A layman's guide
Peter Pearson
Pictures from space, that's what satellite
television is all about. Orbiting satellites,
35000km high, receive TV signals from
stations on the earth and re -transmit them
back again. This book explains all you need
to know to set up your own satellite TV
terminal at home, dish and accessories,
cable and tuner,
73

pages

£1.00

SATELLITE TELEVISION INSTALLATION
GUIDE

2nd Edition
John Breeds

A practcai guide to satellite television.
Detailed guide -lines on installing and aligning
dishes based on practical experience

56 pages £13.00
WEATHER SATELLITE HANDBOOK

5th edition
Dr Ralph E. Taggart WB8DQT
This book explains all about weather
satellites, how they work and how you can
receive and decode their signals to provide
the fascinating pictures of the world's
weather. Plenty of circuit diagrams and
satellite predicting programs
192

pages. £14.50

WRTH SATELLITE BROADCASTING GUIDE
1994 edition

Bart Kuperus
This brand new publication, written by one of
the experts from the respected World Radio
TV Handbook, will be a great help to
everyone interested in the world of satellite
radio and television. Featuring over 300
pictures and graphics. All the information you
need to know about installing your own
satellite system. 366 pages CI5.95
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AMATEUR
RADIO
ALL ABOUT VHF AMATEUR RADIO
W. I. Orr W6SAI

Written in non -technical language. this book
provides information covering important aspects
of v.ht radio and tells you where you can find
additional data. If you have a scanner. you'll find a
lot of interesting signals in the huge span of
frequencies covered, 100-300MHz & 50, 420, 902 &
1250MHz bands 163 pages 0360.
AMATEUR RADIO CALL BOOK (RSGB)

Latest Edition
Over 60000 consigns are listed including El
stations Now incorporates a 122 -page section of
useful information for amateur radio enthusiasts
and a new novice callsign section 444 oages
19.50

AMATEUR RADIO FOR BEGINNERS RSGB

Victor Brand G3JNB
An ideal book for the absolute beginner to the
amateur radio hobby Well illustrated and an
interesting read 65 Pages 13.50
THE NOVICE LICENCE
STUDENT'S
NOTEBOOK
THE I
NOVICE

LICENCE;
MDKrimOITSI

RSGB

John Case GW4HWR
This student's notebook
is intended to be used
in conjunction with the
Novice Licence

training scheme It
covers making a simple
radio receiver, the
examination, the Morse
test, applying for your
licence, how to use the worksheets 88 pages.
E5.10.

THE STUDENT LICENCE STUDENT'S
NOTEBOOK

John Case GW4HWR
This is the recommended course book for
anyone taking the Novice Licence. Covering

all aspects of amateur radio and electronics
it would be useful to anyone starting out in
amateur radio. Every left hand page is for
your own notes of explanation 124 pages
£5.99.
AMATEUR RADIO LOGBOOK
Published by RSGB

This standard spirally Sound amateur radio log
book has 100 pages and is marked out with the
format required in the UK. There are columns for
date, time (UTC), frequency, power lin dOW).
station workedicalled. reports, QSL information
and remarks E299

a good look at the personalities behind the early
days of amateur radio and the equipment they
used A good read

Some GRP Field Day stations operate a full 27
hours on a car battery W it's the perfect equipment

90 pages £12.50

fails. Extracts from QST and the ARRL Handbook.
274 pages E9.95

COMPLETE DOER

Bob Locher
This book covers equipment and operating
techniques for the DX chaser, from beginner to
advanced. Every significant aspect of ()Xing is
covered, from learning how to really listen, how
to snatch the rare ones out of the pile-ups and
how to secure that elusive QSL card 204 pages.

368 pages. E9.50

ARRL HANDBOOK FOR RADIO AMATEURS 1994

This is the 70th edition of this handbook and
contains the best information from previous
issues New for this edition is some information
on feedback -loop design for power supplies, a
new gel -cell charger project, updates on antenna
systems and new coverage of baluns,
propagation programs are compared and colour
SSTV and telephone FAX machines are also
covered. Finally there's a new section on 'for the
workbench' with new projects for the reader to
build. 1214 pages. E18.95

HINTS AND KINKS FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR

Edited by Charles L Hutchinson and David

Newkirk
A collection of practical ideas gleaned from the
pages of OSTmagazine. Plenty of projects to
build, hints and tips on interference, c w and
operating and snippets of information from
amateurs who've tried and tested the idea.
129 pages. E4.95

HOW TO PASS THE RADIO AMATEURS'
EXAMINATION (RSGBI
Clive Smith G4FZH and George Benbow G3HB

The background to multiple choice exams arid
how to study for them with sample RAE paper for
practice plus maths revision and how to study for
the exam. The majority of this book is given to
sample examination papers so that candidates
can familiarise themselves with the examination
and assess their ability
88 pages 17.99
INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR
COMMUNICATIONS SATEWTES

BP290. A. Pickard
This book describes several currently available
systems. their connection to an appropriate
computer and how they can be operated with
suitable software. The results of decoding signals
containing such information as telemetry data and
weather pictures are demonstrated. 102 pages.
£3.95

INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR RADIO BP257
I. 0. Poole

This book gives the newcomer a comprehensive
and easy to understand guide through amateur
radio. Topics include operating procedures,
!argon, propagation and setting up a station 150
pages E3.50
INTRODUCTION TO RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION
BP293
J.G. Lee

How does the sun and sunspots affect the
propagation of the radio waves which are the
basis of our hobby, They affect the ionosphere,
but differing frequencies are treated differently.
Find out how to use charts to predict frequencies
that will be the most profitable What effect will
noise have on the signal' Find out with this book.

Another very useful ARRL book Although written
for the American amateur, this book will also be of
use and interest to the UK amateur. Topics
covered range from short wave listening through
operating awards to repeaters, operating and
satellites 684 pages. E12.95
ARRL SATEWTE ANTHOLOGY

The best from the Amateur Satellite News column
and articles out of 31 issues of OSThave been
gathered together in this book. The latest
information on OSCARs 9 through 13 as well as
the RS satellites s included. Operation on Phase 3
satellites (OSCAR 10 and 131 is covered in detail
97 pages £5.95
ARRL UHF/
MICROWAVE EXPERIMENTER'S MANUAL

Various Authors
A truly excellent manual for the keen microwave
enthusiast and for the budding 'microwave(
With contributions from over 20 specialist
authors. Chapters covering techniques, theory,
protects, methods and mathematics 446 pages.
E14.50

THE BRIGHT SPARKS OF WIRELESS RSGB
G. R. Jessop G6JP

This hardback book is well illustrated with some
excellent photographs It pays tribute to and takes

The only publication listing licensed radio
amateurs throughout the world Also includes
DXCC Countries list, standard time chart, deacon
lists and much more. Over 1400 pages E19.50
RADIO AMATEUR CALLBOOK NORTH AMERICAN
USTINGS 1994
72nd Edition
Listings of US amateurs 'including HaW81,). Also

This paperback book provides essential
information and reading for anyone who has an
EMC Interference) problem. With the held of the
well -illustrated text and techniques, much of the
mystery from the troublesome world of
electromagnetic compatibility is removed

Approximately 350 pages leach volume). Vol.1
costs E9.99, Vol 2 and 3 cost f14.99 each.
PASSPORT TO AMATEUR RADIO

Reprinted from PW1961-1982
The famous series by GW3JGA, used by
thousands of successful RAE candidates in their
studies. Plus other useful articles for RAE
students including emission codes, explanations
of diodes, s s b. and decibels
87 pages 01 .50
PRACTICAL GUIDE TO PACKET OPERATION IN
THE UK

Mike Mansfield G6AWD
Introduces the concept of packet radio to the
beginner. Problem areas are discussed and
suggestions made for solutions to minimise them
Deals with the technical aspects of packet taking
the reader through setting up and provides a
comprehensive guide to essential reference
material 220 pages E9.95

WORLD AT THEIR FINGERTIPS RSGB

RADIO AMATEUR'S QUESTIONS & ANSWER
REFERENCE MANUAL
4th Edition.

John Clerricoats G6CL
307 pages MOO

R. E. G. Patti GLICCJ

YOUR GATEWAY TO PACKET RA010

This book has been compiled especially for
students of the City and Guilds of London Insmute
RAE. It is structured with carefully selected
multiple choice questions, to progress with any
recognised course of instruction, although is is
not intended as a text book 280 pages. E7.99

Sten Horzepe WA1LOU
What is packet radio good for and what uses does

RAE MANUAL RSGB

278 pages. £8.95

G.LBenbow G3HB
The latest edition of the standard aid to studying
for the Radio Amateurs' Examination. Updated to
cover the latest revisions to the syllabus. Takes
the candidate step-by-step through the course
127 pages £7.99
RAE REVISION NOTES

George Benbow G3HB
If you re studying for the Radio Amateur's Exam
nation, this book could be useful. It's a summary
of the salient points of the Radio Amateurs'
Examination Manual, the standard textbook for
the exam. It's A5 size and therefore can be carried
with you wherever you go. Easy -to -read, it's
divided into 13 chapters with topics like receivers,
power supplies. measurements. operating
procedures, licence conditions and a summary of
the formulae all dealt with 92 pages E4.99
REVISION QUESTIONS FOR

The Novice RAE RSGB

RECEIVING STATION LOG BOOK

Published by RSGB

SPACE RADIO HANDBOOK RSGB

John Branegarr GM4IHJ

Edited by Bob Schingen
Operating GRP is fun. The equipment is generally
simple and easy to build, but often performs like
more sophisticated commercial equipment.
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YOUR PACKET COMPANION

Steve Ford WISIIMT
This American book goes to considerable lengths
to explain in simple terms how the radio amateur
can get going on packet, how it works and what
the various systems are There are chapters
dealing with assembling a packet station, sending
and receiving packet mail and exploring
advanced networking systems. Your Packet
Companion goes a long way to explain some of
the mysteries of packet radio 170 pages. E5.95
BASIC PACKET RADIO
Joe Kanner W3/G3ZCZ.

363 pages f19.95

DATA
REFERENCE
NEWNES AUDIO & HI-FI ENGINEER'S POCKET
BOOK

Vivian Capel
ISO pages. Hardback. (10 .95

255 pages Hardback (12 .95
POWER SELECTOR GUIDE BP235
J. C. J. Van de Ven

TRAINING FOR THE NOVICE UCENCE RSGB
John Case GW4HWR

Aimed at the Novice licence instructor this
manual provides the syllabus and an excellent
framework textbook to help novice. instructor and
beginner alike. An excellent basic reference
work. 101 pages 06.50
VHF/UHF 00 BOOK
Edited Ian White G3SEK

An all round source of inspiration for the
vhf Ju h f. enthusiast. Written by acknowledged
experts this book covers lust about everything you
need to know about the technicalities of
vhf 'u h t operating 270 pages. MOO

fEepaqes (4.95
NEWNES ELECTRONICS ENGINEER'S
POCKET BOOK
1st Edition

Keith Brindley
This fact -filled pocket book will prove useful for
any electronics engineer. Its comprehensive
coverage includes literally everything from
electronic physics to abbreviations, information
on integrated circuits, applications, component
data, circuits and systems. In effect this book
provides a very useful portable electronics
reference source 305 pages f12.95
A REFERENCE GUIDE TO BASIC ELECTRONICS
TERMS BP2116

VHF UHF MANUAL RSGB
G. R. Jessop G6JP

F. A. Wilson

The 4th edition of
this well known
book is in
paperback form.
Packed with
information for the
world of radio
above 30MHz. It
covers everything
from v h.f./u.h.f
radio history and
theory and
propagation to
protects and
techniques. An

it have for the 'average' amateur/ What are
protocols', where, why, when') Lots of the most
asked questions are answered in this useful book.
It included details of networking and space
communications using packet

NEWNES COMPUTER ENGINEER'S POCKET
BOOK

E350

1111.:
1111111111'

1100k

excellent reference source
Approximately 1000 pages £10.50
W1FB's DESIGN NOTEBOOK

ORP CLASSICS

2nd Edition. Doug De Maw W1FB
The new improved and updated 2nd edition of this
book, covers the introduction to GRP, construction
methods, receivers and transmitters for CIRP This
workshop -notebook style publication, which is
packed with new designs for the keen GRP
operator, also covers techniques, accessories
and has a small technical reference section
I75 pages 07.95

717 pages £7.99

236 pages. E12.50

MICROWAVE HANDBOOK RSGB
Volumes 1, 2 and 3
Edited By M. W. Dixon G3PFR

procedures. 155 pages.

W1FIrs ORP NOTEBOOK

THE RADIO AMATEUR'S GUIDE TO EMC RSGB
Robin Page -Jones G3JWI

In effect Esde Tyler's book could be considered as
being a training manual for the NRAE. Answers
are supplied and the book provides a useful
reference source 60 pages £5.00

Jim Keannan KRIS
This book delves into to the techniques of being a
'hidden Ham'. There are chapters on specialised
equipment, operating techniques and antennas to
name but a few. If you have a fascination for spy
type radio equipment or like the idea of having a
complete h or v h f rig built in a suitcase, then
this little American book is for you 124 pages.

onthe-air conduct and
E11.95

INTRODUCTION TO VHF/UHF FOR RADIO
AMATEURS BP281
I.D. Poole

LOW PROFILE AMATEUR RADIO OPERATING A
HAM STATION FROM ALMOST ANYWHERE

Doug DeMaw W1FB
This book covers
everything from getting
acquainted with new
equipment to
constructing antennas.
station layout,
interference and
operating problems to

etc Over 1400 pages. 019.50

Esde Tyler GOAEC

An excellent book to go with the new Novice or
full consign. Nine chapters and an appendix deal
with all aspects and frequencies from 50 to
1300MHz Topics include propagation,
descriptions of the bands, antennas, receivers,
transmitters and a special chapter on scanners.
102 pages (350

W1FB'S HELP FOR NEW
HAMS

contains standard time chart, census of amateur
licences of the world, world-wide QSL bureau,

116 pages. 03.95

£5.95.

ARRL OPERATING MANUAL

RADIO AMATEUR CALLBOOK INTERNATIONAL
LISTINGS 1994
72nd Edition

E7.95

AMATEUR RADIO TECHNIQUES RSGB

Pat Hawker G3VA
Anyone who enjoys Pat Hawker's 'Technical
Topics' in Radio Communications will enjoy this
book. An amateur radio manual itself, this
paperback book, the 7th edition, can only be
bettered by a new edition. A truly excellent
reference source with a practical bias

for emergency communication when the power

engineering lab to be successful as an
experimenter. Don't let a lack of test equipment
keep you from enjoying the thrills of
experimentation 195 pages E8.50

Doug DeMAW W1FB
This book is aimed at the non -technical amateur
who wants to build simple protects and obtain a
basic understanding of amateur electronics. Your
workshop does not need to be equipped like an

Covering everything from Amplitude Modulation
to Zener Diodes. this excellent guide is a manual,
dictionary and revision book all rolled into one.
With concise explanations, clear diagrams and
easy to follow examples, this is an essential
addition to the library of anyone contemplating
taking the RAE 474 pages E5.95
A REFERENCE GUIDE TO PRACTICAL

ELECTRONICS TERMS BP287

Wilson
This is a well written clearly illustrated reference
guide which, when used on its own. is perhaps of
more use to those interested in the contructional
side of amateur radio. However, it is of particular
benefit to those taking the RAE especially if used
in conjunction with A Reference Guide to Basic
F. A.

Electronics Terms. 442 pages. E5.95

INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR
EQ1VALENTS GUIDE BP85

Adrian Michaels
300

E3-95

81

THEORY
GUIDE TO CREATIVE CIRCUIT DESIGN

Robert Grossblatt
A book that takes you through all stages of
design and budding of (mainly) digital circuits,
though many of the priciples apply to all forms of
design and building. One nugget from the book,
'if you can't replace it - don't use a'.
235 pages E1795
FURTHER PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS
CALCULATIONS & FORMULAE BP144

F. A Wilson 450 pages. E4.95
ARRL ELECTRONICS DATA BOOK

Doug DeMaw WIFE
Back by popular demand, completely revised
and expanded, this is a handy reference book
for the r.f designer, technician. amateur and
experimenter. Topics include components and
materials, inductors and transformers. networks
& filters, digital basics and antennas and
transmission lines. 260 pages 11.95
AUDIO

This little book deals effectively with a difficult
abstract subject - the invisible electromagnetic
wave. Aimed at the beginner, the book with its
basic approach to electromagnetics, antennas,
waves, propagation and constraints is a good
starting point, complete very simple but clear
diagrams and the minimum of mathematics.
122 pages £4.95.

NEWNES PRACTICAL RF HANDBOOK

Ian Hickman
This book provides an easy -to -read Introduction
to modern r.f. circuit design. It's aimed at those
learning to design rf circuitry and users or r.f.
equipment such as signal generators and
sweepers, spectrum and network analysers
320 pages. E16.95

This boor studies sound and hearing, and
examines the operation of microphones,
loudspeakers, amplifiers, oscillators, and both
disk and magnetic recording. Intended to give
the reader a good understanding of the subject
without getting involved in the more
complicated theory and mathematics

Many readers thought an article about spread
spectrum communications in the April 1993 PWa
spoof, but this book shows the reality of the
tecnique. The ten chapters contain descriptions
of the basic theory, the designs, and the
techniques involved, and there are basic
transceiver building blocks for your
experimentation 360. pages E14.50.
PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS CALCULATIONS AND
FORMULAE

BP53. F. A. Wilson
Written as a workshop manual for the
electronics enthusiast, there is a strong
practical bias and higher mathematics have
been avoided where possible.
249 pages. E3.95

308 pages £3.95
REFLECTIONS

BEGINNERS GUIDE TO MODERN ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS 13P285. R.A. Penfold

This book covers a wide range of modern
components. The basic functions of the
components are described, but this is not a book
on electronic theory and does not assume the
reader hes an in-depth knowledge of
electronics. It is concerned with practicalities
such as colour codes, deciphering code
numbers and suitability.
166 pages 13.95
EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS DATA BOOK

Mike Tooley BA. 250 pages. EOM
FILTER HANDBOOK

A Practical Design Guide
Stefan Niewindomski
A practical book, describing the design process
as applied to filters of all types. Includes
practical examples and BASIC programs. Topics
include passive and active filters, worked
examples of filter design, switched capacitor
and switched resistor filters and includes a
comprehensive catalogue of ore -calculated
tables. 195 pages E30.00
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE
ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE BP315
F. A. Wilson

INTERFACING PCs AND COMPATIBLES BP272
R
Penfold. 86 pages. E3.95

Transmission Lines & Antennas
M. Walter Maxwell W2DU
This will help dispel the half-truths and outright
myths that many people believe are true about
transmission lines, standing waves, antenna
matching, reflected power and antenna tuners.
323 pages. E14.50
SOLID STATE DESIGN FOR THE RADIO
AMATEUR

438 pages 114.95

R A Penfold. 102 pages E3.95

BUILD YOUR OWN IBM COMPATIBLE
(SECOND EDITION)

INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER

Aubrey Pilgim
If you're considering building, or upgrading
an IBM compatible computer, this book
could prove ideal. Chapters deal with the
Motherboards, video cards, input/output
boards and floppy and hard disks. Fancy
adding an image scanner? This and much
more information may be found here. 244

COMMUNICATIONS IANI BP177
R. A. Penfold
Details of various types of modem and their

applications, plus how to interconnect
computers. modems and the telephone system
Also networking systems and RTTY
NEWNES AMATEUR RADIO COMPUTING
HAND BOOK

PCs MADE EASY. Second Edition
James L Turley
A friendly, comprehensive introduction to

LATEST INTELLIGENCE

James E. Tunnel!, edited by Helen L Sanders
A directory and dictionary of terms used in
communications. The terms are laid out
elphnumerically making it easy to decipher those
obscure terms that you hear. More than 35 000
codes, terms acronyms and slang in use around
the globe 305 pages f16.95

Articles from Practical Electricity 1910 -1911
Edited by Henry Walter Young

Jerry Sevick W2FMI
This is the second edition of this took, which
covers a most intriguing and confusing area of
the hobby. It should enable anyone with a
modicum of skill to make a balun, etc. Topics
include analysis, characterisation, transformer
parameters, baluns, multimatch transformers
and simple test equipment
270 pages. E13.50

CONSTRUCTION

305 pages E7.70

AIR & METED CODE MANUAL
13th Edition.

R. A. Penfold
214 pages £4.95
COIL DESIGN AND CONTRUCTION MANUAL
BP160
B.B. Babani
106 pages £2.50
G-ORP CLUB CIRCUIT HANDBOOK
Edited by Rev. G. Dobbs G3RJV

This paperback book has been compiled from
circuits published in the G-QRP Club journal
Sprat from the years 1974 to 1982 Essentially
it's a collection of circuits and projects
covering everything from receivers.
transmitters, antennas and accessories
together with sad CIRP test equipment. This
book is aimed at the keen constructor and
provides all the information required to build
the host of projects described
96 pages 121.50

a crystal calibrator, an antenna tuning unit, a
wave trap, a b to. and other useful projects.
On the audio side projects include a bandpass
fitter, a by-pass switch, a c.w./RTTY decoder
and many other practical ideas and
suggestions for the home constructor.
92 pages. 12.95

POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS BP76
R. A. Penfold

This book gives a number of power supply
designs including simple unstabilised types,
fixed voltage regulated types and variable
voltage stabilised designs
89 pages. £2.50
SHORT WAVE SUPERHET RECEIVER

CONSTRUCTION BP276
R.A. Penfold

A general purpose receiver to build, from
antenna to audio, described in understandable
English

HOW TO DESIGN AND MAKE YOUR OWN

80 pages f2.95

PCBs BP12I
R. A. Penfold

The purpose of this book is to familiarise the
reader with both simple and more
sophisticated methods of producing p.c.b.s.
The emphasis of the book is very much on the
practical aspects of p c.b. design and
construction
66 pages. 12.50
MORE ADVANCED POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS
BP142
R. A. Penfold

The practical and theoretical aspects of the
circuits are covered in some detail. Topics
include switched mode power supplies,
precision regulators, dual tracking regulators
and computer controlled power supplies. etc.
92 pages. E2.95

TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION
8P248. R.A.Penfold

Describes, in detail, how to construct some
simple and inexpensive, but extremely useful,
pieces of test equipment. Stripboard layouts
are provided for all designs, together with
wiring diagrams where appropriate. plus notes
on their construction and use.
104 pages. DM
50 IFET) RECD EFFECT TRANSISTOR
PROJECTS BP39
F.G.Rayer

50 circuits for the s w.I., radio amateur,
expenmenter or audio enthusiast using f. et.s.
Projects include r.f. amplifiers and converters,
test equipment and receiver aids, tuners,
receivers, mixers and tone controls.
704 pages £2.95

PROJECTS FOR RADIO AMATEURS AND MKS
BP304

R. A. Fanfold
This small book covers the construction and
use of radio frequency and intermediate

frequency projects, and audio frequency
protects. Under the first heading ideas include

82

AN INTRODUCTION TO SCANNERS AND
SCANNING BP311
I. D. Poole

This book is ideal for anyone wanting to
know what scanning is, and how it works.
There are also chapters on radio in general,
covering antennas, radio waves and how
they travel, types of transmissions,
broadcasting and amateur radio. All in all a
superb starter book. 152 pages 14.95
SCANNERS 2
Peter Rouse GUI DKD

Joerg Klingenfuss
Detailed descriptions of the World
Meteorological Organisation Global
Telecommunication System operating FAX and
RTTY meteo stations, and its message format with
decoding examples. Also detailed description of
the Aeronautical Fixed Telecommunication
Network amongst others 358 pages 1111.00

The companion to Scanners, this provides even
more information on the use of the v h.f. and uh.f.
communications band and gives constructional
details for accessories to improve the performance of scarring equipment

MARINE SSB OPERATION

New Edition 4th Revision
Peter Rouse
The title Scanners 3 has been chosen to avoid
confusion, as the book has undergone a virtual
rewrite since Scanners 3rd Edition was
published. Although written by the late Peter
Rouse, Chris Lorek G4HCL has edited and

261 pages E10.95
SCANNERS 3 PUTTING SCANNERS INTO
PRACTICE

J. Michael Gale
How do you stay in touch when you sail off over
the horizon and into the blue? What you need is a
single sideband radio, a marine s s b This book
explains how the system works, how to choose
and install your set and how to get the best out of
it There is also a chapter on amateur radio with
the emphasis on the increasingly important
maritime mobile nets. 96 pages. E10.95

CIRCUIT SOURCE BOOK 2 BP322

Aubrey Pilgrim
Aimed at the owners of the IBM compatible
computer, this book provides a very
straightforward and easy to read guide on
upgrading. The author has adopted a friendly
and informative style and the there are many
excellent illustrations. Typically American in
approach and style, the book provides much
information and an excellent read.

waves, with all commercial modulation types
including voice frequency telegraphy and
comprehensive information on all WM systems
and c w alphabets. 96 pages. E11.00

HIGH POWER WIRELESS EQUIPMENT

TRANSMISSION LINE TRANSFORMERS

UPGRADE OR REPAIR YOUR PC

245 pages. £17.95

RADIO

Doug Oehlaw Wife

256 pages. E10.95

pages. 117.95

Joe Pritchard G1UQW
Shows how radio amateurs and listeners can
'listen' to signals by reading text on a
computer screen. This book also covers the
application of computers to radio
'housekeeping' such as log -keeping, OSL cards,
satellite predictions and antenna design as well
as showing how to control a radio with a
computer 363 pages £15.95

Les Hayward W7201 &

Back in print by popular demand! A revised and
corrected edition of this useful reference book
covering all aspects of solid-state design.
Topics include transmitter design, power
amplifiers and matching networks, receiver
design, test equipment and portable gear

every personal computer - including Macs! This
book is packed with valuable tips on every
aspect of computer technology available today
and will help you to get comfortable with your
computer - fast

ELECTRONIC PROJECTS FOR YOUR PC BP320

72 pages. E2.95
THE ARRL SPREAD SPECTRUM SOURCEBOOK

Elements of Electronics - Book 6 BPI11

F A Wilson

0-A9NwIPUTING

MARINE VHF OPERATION

J. Michael Gale
A v.h.f. radiotelephone is essential equipment for
any sea -going boat, but what can you do with it?
Who can you call, and how do you make contact?
Which channel do you use, and why? What is the
procedure for calling another boat, calling the
family through the telephone system, or making a
distress call? This book will tell you.
47 pages 17.95
PASSPORT TO WORLD BAND RADIO 1994

This book gives you the information to explore
and enjoy the world of broadcast band listening.
It includes features on different international
radio stations, receiver reviews and advice as
well as the hours and language of broadcast
stations by frequency. The 'blue pages' provide a
channel -to -channel guide to world band
schedules. 416 pages. f14.50.
RADIOTELETYPE CODE MANUAL 12th Edition

Joerg Klingenfuss
This book gives detailed descriptions of the
characteristics of telegraph transmission on short

'finished off' this, the latest in the Scanners
series. It is fully illustrated throughout with a
wide variety in frequency lists and for the first
time there is a section on the h f. bends. Also
listed are full British bandplans from 25 to
2000MHz, as well as s section on scanner and
accessory dealers 271 pages. E9.95.
SHORT WAVE COMMUNICATIONS
Peter Rouse GUlDKO

Covers a very wide area and so provides an ideal
introduction to the hobby of radio
communications. International frequency listings
for aviation, marine, military, space launches,
search and rescue, etc. Chapters on basic radio
propagation, how to work your radio and what the
controls do. antennas and band plans
187 pages £8.95

WORLDWIDE HF RADIO HANDBOOK
Martyn R. Cooke. 124 pages. E6.95
1934 OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE RADIO MANUAL

Edited by Hugo Comeback
A fascinating reprint from a bygone age with a
directory of all the 1934 s.w. receivers, servicing
information, constructional projects, circuits and
ideas on building vintage radio sots with modern
parts. 260 pages. E11.60

MORSE

TELEVISION

INTRODUCING MORSE

ATV COMPENDIUM

Collected Articles from PW 1982-1985
48 pages. E125
SECRET OF LEARNING MORSE CODE

Mark Francis
Updates for the Novice Licence. Designed to
make you proficient in Morse code in the shortest
possible time, this book points out many of the
pitfalls that beset the student. 84 pages. E4.95

Bc_.(7,1A1PJFPr
ELECTRONICS SIMPLIFIED
CONSTRUCTION
BP92 F. A. Wilson

Mike Wooding G6IQM
This book is for those interested in amateur
television, particularly the home construction
aspect. There isn't a 70cm section as the author
felt this was covered in other books Other fields
such as 3cm TV. are covered in depth. A must for
the practical AP., enthusiast 104 pages. E3.00
GUIDE TO WORLD-WIDE TELEVISION TEST
CARDS. Edition 3

Keith Hamer & Garry Smith 60 pages 14.95

INTERFERENCE

CRYSTAL SET

Especially written for those who wish to take part
in basic radio building. All the sets in the book
are old designs updated with modern
components. It is designed for all ages upwards
from the day when one can read intelligently and
handle simple tools 72 pages 11.75

INTERFERENCE HANDBOOK (USA)

William R. Nelson WA6FOG
How to locate & curer f.i for radio amateurs.
CBers. TV & stereo owners. Types of
interference covered are spark discharge.
electrostatic, power line many 'cures' are
suggested 250 pages. E9.50
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ANTENNAS (AERIALS)
PRACTICAL ANTENNAS FOR NOVICES

John Heys
G3BDQ

quads and loops, log periodic arrays, beam
and multi -band antennas, verticals and
reduced size antennas. 175 pages. E9.50

In this guide,

written
especially for
newly qualified
holders of the UK
novice Licence,
John Heys
describes in
detail how to
build simple but
efficient
antennas for
each of the Novice bands up to 434MHz, as
well as useful ancillary equipment to
ensure that they are working correctly. A
complete chapter is devoted to the safety
and common-sense aspects of installing
and using a transmitting antenna.
This book will be invaluable not only to
Novices, but also to any beginning amateur
looking for easy -to -build antenna systems

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM
Volume Two

Because antennas are a topic of great
interest among radio amateurs, ARRL HQ
continues to receive many more papers on
the subject than can possibly be published
n OST. Those papers are collected in this
volume. 208 pages. 19.50

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM
Volume Three
Edited by Jerry Hell K1TD
As the title suggests, this book is the

third in the continuing series on practical
antennas, theory and accessories
produced by the ARRL The book
reflects the tremendous interest and
activity in antenna work, and provides a
further selection of antennas and related
protects you can build.

that really work. 52 pages. E5.99

236 pages E9.50

AERIAL PROJECTS BP105

BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK
W. I . On W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W2LX

Practical designs including active, loop
and ferrite antennas plus accessory units.

96 pages. 12.50
ALL ABOUT VERTCAL ANTENNAS
W. I. Orr W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W2LX
Covers the theory, design and construction
operation of vertical antennas. How to use

your tower as a vertical antenna and
compact vertical designs for restricted
locations. All about loading coils and
a.t.u.s.
192 pages. 17.50
ANTENNA EXPERIMENTER'S GUIDE
Peter Dodd G3LDO

Although written for radio amateurs, this
book will be of interest to anyone who
enjoys experimenting with antennas. You
only need a very basic knowledge of radio
& electronics to get the most from this
book. Chapters include details on
measuring resonance, impedance, field
strength and performance. mats and
materials and experimental antennas
200 pages. f8.90
ANTENNA IMPEDANCE
MATCHING

Wilfred N. Caron
Proper impedance matching of an antenna
to a transmission line is of concern to
antenna engineers and to every radio
amateur. A property matched antenna as
the termination for a line minimises feed line losses. Power can be fed to such a line
without the need for a matching network at
the line input. There is no mystique
involved in designing even the most
complex multi -element networks for
broadband coverage
195 pages. 111.95

ANTENNAS FOR VHF AND UHF BP301
I. D. Poole

Antennas are a very
ifieloomme for
important part of any
WM met IMF
receiver or transmitter
and in this book the
author gives a general
background to
antenna operation as
well as describing
antennas that are
suitable for v.h.f. and
u.h.f. operation.
Chapters include
Basic Concepts,
Feeders, The Dipole, Ae al Measurements
and Practical Aspects. There is something
of use for everyone with an interest in
antennas in this book.
104 pages. E4.95.

Design, construction, adjustment and
installation of h.f. beam antennas. The
information this book contains has been
complied from the data obtained in
experiments conducted by the authors, and
from information provided by scientists and
engineers working on commercial and
military antenna ranges.

A station is only as effective as its antenna
system. This book covers propagation,
practical constructional details of almost
every type of antenna, test equipment and
formulas and programs for beam needing
calculations. 789 pages. E14.50
ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM
Volume One
Fascinating and hitherto unpublished
material. Among the topics discussed are

188 pages E7.50

W1FB'S ANTENNA NOTEBOOK
Doug DeMaw W1FB

This book provides lots of designs, in
simple and easy to read terms, for simple
wire and tubing antennas. All drawings are
large and clear making construction much
easier. There is no high-level mathematics
in this book, just simple equations only
when necessary to calculate the length of
an antenna element or its matching
section 123 pages. 16.95
HF ANTENNAS FOR ALL LOCATIONS RSGB
Les Maxon

This book
provides a

reference
source for all h.f.
antenna work,
whether it be for
fixed, mobile or
using test
equipment. In
effect it is a
manual on
antenna work,

with useful tips, projects and ideas.

YAGI ANTENNA DESIGN

published in the RSGB's Radio
Communication magazine, between 1968
and 1989, along with other useful

information on ancillary topics such as
feeders, tuners, baluns, testing and
mechanics for the antenna builder.
233 pages E10.99.
INTRODUCTION TO ANTENNA THEORY
BP198
H. C. Wright

This book deals with the basic concepts
relevant to receiving and transmitting
antennas, with emphasis on the
mechanics and minimal use of
mathematics. Lots of diagrams help with
the understanding of the subjects dealt
with. Chapters include information on
efficiency, impedance, parasitic elements
and a variety of different antennas. 86
pages. E2.95

PRACTICAL ANTENNA HANDBOOK Vol.2

Joseph J. Carr
As the name suggests, this book otters a
practical guide at everything to do with
antennas, from h.f. to microwaves. It also
has sections on propagation, transmission
lines, antenna fundamentals and a helpful
introduction to radio broadcasting and
communication. The book neatly balances
a practical approach with the minimum of
mathematics, good diagrams and a lively
text. 437 pages E23.95
G-QRP CLUB ANTENNA HANDBOOK
Compiled and edited by P. Linsley G3PDL &
T. Nicholson KA9WRI/GWOLNQ.

This book is a collection of antenna and
related circuits taken from Sprat, the GQRP Club's journal. Although most of the
circuits are aimed at the low -power
fraternity, many of the interesting projects
are also useful for general use. Not
intended as a text book, but offers practical
and proven circuits.
RADIO AMATEUR ANTENNA
HANDBOOK
W. I. Orr W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W2LX
Yagi, Quad, Quagi and LPY beam antennas

as well as vertical, horizontal and sloper
antennas are covered in this useful book.
How to judge the best location, DX antenna
height, ground loss and radials
188

pages E7.50

SIMPLE. LOW-COST WIRE ANTENNAS FOR
RADIO AMATEURS

W. I. Orr W6SAI & S 0. Cowan W2LX
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GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR
MULTIMETER BP239
R. A. Penfold

This book is primarily aimed at beginners. It
covers both analogue and digital multi -meters
and their respective limitations. All kinds of
testing is explained too. No previous
knowledge is required or assumed.
102

pages

£2.95

HOW TO USE OSCILLOSCOPES & OTHER
TEST EQUIPMENT BP267

R.A. Penfold
Hints and ideas on how to use the test

equipment you have, to check out, or fault
find on electronic circuits. Many diagrams of
typical waveforms and circuits, including
descriptions of what waveform to expect with
particular faults, or distortion in audio
amplifiers.
104 pages. E3.50

G6XN

HF ANTENNA COLLECTION
(RSGB)

155 pages. E5.00

ARRL ANTENNA BOOK
16th Edition

including 'invisible' antennas for difficult
station locations. Clear explanations of
resonance, radiation resistance,
impedance, s.w.r., balanced and
unbalanced antennas are also included.

322 pages. E13.99

This book contains a collection of useful,
and interesting h.f. antenna articles, first

FINDING

Efficient antennas for Top Band to 2m,

268 pages. E7.50

Edited by Erwin David G4L01

FAULT

Or James. L Lawson W2PV
This book is a polished and expanded
version of a series of articles first puolished
in Ham Radio following on from a series of
lectures by the author, who was wellknown as the expert on Yagi design.
Chapters include simple Yagi antennas,
loop antennas, effect of ground, stacking
and practical antenna design.
210 pages E10.95

25 SIMPLE AMATEUR BAND AERIALS
BP125
E. M. Noll
63

pages 0.95

MORE ADVANCED TEST EQUIPMENT
CONSTRUCTION 8P249
R.A. Penfold

A follow on from Test Equipment Construction
IBP2481this book looks at digital methods of
measuring resistance, voltage, current,
capacitance and frequency. Also covered is
testing semi -conductors, along with test gear
for general radio related topics.
102 pages. E3.50

TROUBLESHOOTING WITH YOUR
TRIGGERED -SWEEP OSCILLOSCOPE

Robert L Goodman
This book steers
you through the
various features -

old and new - that
scope technology

IRIGGEREDSWEEP

OSCILLOSCOPE

provides and is an
invaluable guide to
getting the best out
of your scope. An
overview of
available scopes
will help you
choose the one that best suits your needs.
Areas covered include spectrum analysis,
test applications, multiple -trace displays,
waveform analysis, triggering, magnified
sweep displays, analogue and digital scopes,
etc 309 pages 117.50.

25 SIMPLE INDOOR AND WINDOW
AERIALS 8P136E

MORE ADVANCED USES OF THE
MULTIMETER 8P265

M. Noll
50 pages. a 75

R.A. Penfold
This book is primarily intended as a follow-up
to 8P239, Getting the most from your Multi meter. By using the techniques described in
this book you can test and analyse the
performance of a range of components with
just a multi -meter (plus a very few
inexpensive components in some casesl. The
simple add-ons described extend the
capabilities of a multi -meter to make it even
more useful.
96 pages E2.95.

25 SIMPLE SHORT WAVE BROADCAST
BAND AERIALS BP132

E M. Noll
63 pages 11 95
25 SIMPLE TROPICAL AND MW BA VD

AERIALS 8P145 E. M. Noll
54 d e s 0/P
PRACTICAL WIRE ANTENNAS RSGB
John Heys G3BDQ

Many radio enthusiasts have to be content
with wire antennas. John Heys' practical
approach to wire antennas provides plenty
of ideas and projects to help get the best
out of a simple system. A helpful book, and
good reference source.

OSCILLOSCOPES. HOW TO USE THEM. HOW
THEY WORK

3rd Edition
Ian Hickman
248 pages 115.95

100 pages. E8.50

£50 PRIZE DRAW

If you are ordering
a book don't
forget you'll be
entered into our
prize draw. See
the top of page 80
for full details.

MAPS
RADIO AMATEUR'S MAP OF NORTH
AMERICA (USA)

Shows radio amateur prefix
boundaries, continental boundaries
and zone boundaries.
760 x 636mm. £3.50

0TH LOCATOR MAP OF EUROPE
Traxel DK5PZ

Radio Map Service
This comprehensive map of the
European callsign area has now been
updated and enhanced. This well
thought out, coloured map covers from
N. Africa to Iceland and from Portugal
in the west to Iran in the east. Folds to
fit into the 145 x 240mm clear envelope.
1080 x 680mm. Oa
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YOUR LOCAL DEALERS
SURREY

Chris

SOUTHAMPTON
IZges

G3TUX

The QRP Component Company
PO Box 88 Haslemere Surrey GU27 2RF

Tel: 0428 641771 Fax 0428 661794

Stockists of
/ Howes Kits / Jones Keys
Vargarda Aerials

/ Bits n'pieces!
Lists

HERNE BAY

0

IC OM

ICOM (UK) LIMITED
The Official 'corn Importer
Unit 8. Sea Street
Herne Bay. Kent CT6 8L0
Tel: 0227 741741
Fax: 0227 741742
Open Tuesday -Friday 9-17.30. Saturday 9-17.00

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

Photo -Acoustics Ltd.
Approved Kenwood, Yaesu and
corn dealer (part exchange
always welcome)

South Midlands
Communications
Official Yaesu Importer

140-142 Northfield Avenue
Ealing London W13 9SB

189 London Road,
North End. Portsmouth,
Hants. P02 9AE
Tel. 0705 662145

081 566 1120
Pak:

081 566 1207
DEVON

JAYCEE
ELECTRONICS LTD

KANGA PRODUCTS

Reg. Ward & Co. Ltd.

20 Woodside Way. Glenrothes, Fife KY7 50F
Tel: 0592 756962 (Day or Night)
Fax No. (0592)610451
Open. Ties -Pig -5 Sal 9-4

IIENIV1011, YAM 8 ICOM APPROVED HALM
CLOW FOR HOLIDAYS t6IP JULY TO 2n0 August

A good stock of new and secondhand
equipment always in stock

C. B.RETAIL
RADIO
SEND LARGE STAMPED ADDRESSED
ENVELOPE FOR INFORMATION
CA £2.99 FOR CATALOGUE

TRADE

MANUFACTURERS/IMPORTERS OF
ALL MOONRAKER PRODUCTS
1100NRAKIR (UK) LTD. UNIT 12
CRAM- LLD ROAD UNITS CRANFIEL 0 ROAD.
IN0431.1RN SANDS. SUCKS kW 17 WON

The South -W.,

For Quip kiss
A variety of kits for RECEIVERS,

iargest amateur radio
stockist. Approved dealer for Kenwood.
Yaesu and corn

1 Western Parade.
West Street. Axminster,
Devon. EX13 5NY

TRANSMITTERS & TEST GEAR.

Send an AS SAE for a free copy
of our catalogue

Tel: 0297 34918

%mew House Crete Road East Folkestone C118 TEC
TeuTax 0303 891106

0900 1900 Only

AVON/SOMERSET

(Closed 1 00-2.00 and alt day Monday)

YORKSHIRE

For all your Amatuer and Listener needs
Transceivers -Receivers -Accessories
Par Ekcnanoe

ICOM

Alan Hooker

OS L

COMMUNICATIONS
Open Mon -Fri 10am-6pm, Sat 9am fpm
Unit 6 Worle Industnal Centre. Coker Road.
Worle. Western -Super -Mare BS22 OBX

RING LYNN ON THE
ADVERTISING

HOTLINE

[0202) 659920

YAESU
Kenwood

Radio Communications
42. Netherhall Road. Doncaster
Tel: 0302 325690
Open Mon -Sat 10.5pn
Closed Thursdays

Tel/Fax: (01934) 512757
DERBYSHIRE

2411'J days sweet

47 Trevarthian Road. St. Austell
Cornwall PL25 48T
Tel 0726 70220

For all your amateur radio needs

KENT

TEL109081281705 FAX 109081 281706

COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES
ICOM. YAESU. NAVICO.
JAYBEAM. etc

Communications

SCOTLAND

IMon-Fri 9 30-5 30 Sat 9.30-4.30)

SKYWAVE

__vipatTIN LYNCH_

Visit our showrooms for Icon. Kenwood amateur
radio products and a large range of scanning
receivers New and part exchange welcome

Tel: 0703 255111

TRADE ENOIRRIES WELCOME IcrriNNTIci

RADIO AMATEUR AND MARINE

LONDON

Nevada

S.M. House. School Close.
Chandlers Ford Industrial Estate,
Eastleigh. Hants S05 3BY.

58 High Street. Newport Pagnell,
Buckinghamshire MK16 8A0
Tel: 0908 610625

CORNWALL

PORTSMOUTH

SCOTLAND

WORLD RADIO CENTRE
Shortwave, VHF & UHF receivers
from AOR, YUPITERU. DRAKE.
ICOM, LOWE

TENNAMAST
SCOTLAND
Masts from 25ft - 40ft
Adapt -A -Mast

ADAM BEDE HIGH TECH CENTRE
DERBY ROAD
WIRKSWORTH
DERBYSHIRE DE4 4BG
TEL: 0629 825926

£150 (inc VAT) - £521.75 lint VAT

(MONDAY - FRIDAY 9 30AM - 5 00PM)

81 Mains Road. Berth, Ayrshire. KAIS 2HT

PRICES FROM

(0505) 503824
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Aerial Techniques
AH Supplies
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HF 300kHz-29995
All Mode Transceiver
All band, all mode transceiver
with a general coverage receiver

Automatic antenna tuner
Automatic antenna selector
Quick split function with
pre -programmable offset
1Hz tuning steps

RIT and AIX with calculate function

Memo pads
PBT function and notch Tilt

Speech compressor
VOX function

Double band stacking register
101 Memory channels
Versatile scans
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ICOM manufacture a full range of bose-s ati ns, mobiles and handheld
transceivers and receivers to cover all po ul
No matter what your requirements, ICOM a

ICOM

For the full picture and details of your loc

r

Ham frequencies.

and beyond.

the radio for you.

uthorised loom dealer contact
lc:am (UK) Ltd. Sea Street Herne Bay Ken C 6 8LD.
I

Telephone '0227 743001(24hr). Fax- 0221 741 742.
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Over 800 colour packed pages
with hundreds of Brand New
Products at Super Low Prices.
Available from all branches of WHSMITH, John Menzies in Scotland
ONLY, Eason & Son in NI Ireland ONLY, and Maplin stores nationwide.

The Maplin Electronics 1995 Catalogue - OUT OF THIS WORLD!

